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Synopsis

SYNOPSIS

PALLADIUM SURFACE-MODIFIED RARE EARTH METAL-BASED

ABs'TYPE HYDRIDE-FORMING MATERIALS

Mario Williams, November 2008

PhD Thesis, Department of Chemistry, University of the Westem Cape

Composite hydrogen sorption materials exhibiting rapid hydrogenation

kinetics at ambient temperature, easy activation after handling in non-inert

environments, sorption stability after long-term air exposure, and exceptional

surface catalyic activity towards hydrogen dissociation were sought as key

elements in separation / purification / storage of high-purity hydrogen.

Technologically-flexible AB5-type alloys were identified as substrate

materials in the preparation of composite hydrogen sorption materials, using

palladium as a unique catalytic mantle. The research undertaken dealt with

development of new surface engineering solutions, based on electroless

plating, in the surface modification of ABs-type alloys using Pd-based

catalytic layers.

Pd electroless plating resulted in removal of the mixed REzNiO+ phase

detected on the parent alloy surface and in the formation of discontinuous Pd

layers. Morphology and kinetics of hydrogenation (k) of the surface-modified

materials were found to depend strongly on the type of reducing agent,

sodium hypophosphite (NaH2PO2) or hydrazine (NzH+), used in preparation of

the Pd coating (high-load; kNoszpoz : 0.19 h-'; t*rno : 5.9 x 10-2 h-r;.

Improvements were credited to promotion of the hydrogen spillover

phenomenon. An interrelation between morphological features and

hydro genation properties of surface-modifi ed materials was detailed.
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Synopsis

Inadequacies in Pd-P electroless plating on AB5-type alloys (i.e. discontinuous

layers; inhomogeneity; poor adhesion) were circumvented by employment of

a novel pre-treatment method, in which y-aminopropyltriethoxysilane (y-

APTES) was used to increase the affinity of (hydr)oxidized alloy surfaces

towards immobilization of Pd nuclei in electroless plating. Subsequent Pd-P

plating resulted in deposition of continuous Pd-P layers and significant

improvements in Pd surface density; hydrogen sorption stability; Pd2*/Pdo

conversion; and kinetics of hydrogenation of the non-activated material under

mild conditions (ft: 1.3 h-r) compared to that prepared without the pre-

treatment step (t : 1.9 x l0-r hr;. The attractiveness of the y-APTES pre-

treatment in facilitating a change in the Pd-P layer morphology from

discontinuous to continuous and subsequent improvement of hydrogen

sorption properties of hydride-forming alloys was demonstrated.

An attempt was made to pre-oxidize the alloy surface in HzOz solution prior to

functionalization to promote maximum coverage by y-APTES molecules, and

in that way promote deposition of continuous Pd-P layers. The pre-oxidation

step in the functionalization process facilitated deposition of high-density Pd-

P continuous layers (Pd total loading : 1.35 wt. o/o), resulting in improved

kinetics of hydrogenation (k : 2.0 h r) compared to that prepared without the

pre-oxidation step (f : 1.3 h-r).

Pre-complexation of Pd cations using aqueous solutions of y-APTES, prior to

electroless plating on AB5-type alloys, yielded dense coatings resulting in

improved kinetics of hydrogenation (k: l.l h-'), compared to that prepared

using the standard sensitization / activation technique (k: O.l9 h-l).

An approach was adopted in which y-APTES layers were used to immobilize

Pd2* and Pta* precursor ions on the alloy surface from dilute salt solutions.

Increases in rate constants were observed with increases in PdClz and PtCl+

concentration.
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An approach was used in which Pd mixed-metal coatings (e.9. Pd-Ni-P, Pd-

Cu-P, Pd-Ag, Pd-Pt) were deposited on AB5-type alloys in both sequential and

co-deposition modes of electroless plating. AB5-type alloys surface-modified

with co-deposited Pd-Ni-P (k: 6.6 x 10-2 h-r) and sequentially-deposited Pt-

Pd coatings (k: 1.9 x l0-r h-r) were characterised by significantly improved

kinetics of hydrogenation under standard experimental conditions, compared

to alloys surface-modified using pure Pd-P coatings (fr: 3.7 x lO'z h-r) and

pure Pd coatings (k: 3.7 x 10-3 t -') a synergistic effect between the Pd-Ni-P

coating and the AB5-type alloy, and enhanced catalysis of hydrogen transport

by Pt layers at the interface were credited for the improvements.

It was observed that the introduction of a Pt interfacial layer between the AB5-

type alloy surface and Pd-P layer enhanced the hydrogenation rate compared

to that prepared without the introduction of the Pt interfacial layer.

A novel approach was taken to enhance the kinetics of hydrogenation by

depositing Pd-P layers onto ABs-type alloys after fluorination treatment and

generation of a high-surface area LaF3 shell. Pd-P particles were observed to

plug micro-cavities of the LaF3 layer after y-APTES functionalization of the

fluorinated alloy. In the process, continuous Pd-P surface layers were prepared

on the AB5-type alloy surface, manifesting in superior kinetics of

hydrogenation (fr: 3.6 h '). The fluorinated AB5-type alloy plugged with Pd-P

layers, after y-APTES functionalization, exhibit the best Pd-P surface density

and the kinetics of hydrogenation in the study. The significant enhancements

were a direct result of the promotion of the hydrogen spillover phenomenon.

Knowledge gained from the project is expected to allow the directed design of

new classes of high-efficiency; robust; recyclable hybrid hydrogen sorption

materials based on hydride-forming alloys and Pd surface catalysts, as key

elements of envisaged hydrogen separation / purification / storage systems.
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Background and Rationale of the Study Chapter I

CHAPTER I

BACKGROUND AND RATIONALE OF THE STUDY

I.I. HYDROGEN PRODUCTION

Driven by mounting standards of living and a growing population, South African

energy consumption is expected to increase dramatically within the next decade. The

increased demand for more energy will require enorrnous growth in the capacity fbr

energy generation, more secure and diversified energy sources, and a successful

strategy to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. The wellbeing of the South Afi'ican

economy depends on reliable and affordable supplies of energy; whilst environmental

wellbeing, from improving urban air quality to abating the risk of global warming,

requires energy resources that emit less greenhouse gases compared to

petrochemicals. Amongst the various alternative energy strategies, building an energy

infrastructure that utilises hydrogen as the primary energy carrier may enable a non-

polluting energy security in the future, when it is produce using renewable energy

sources (e.g. water electrolysis). Hydrogen has been acknowledged as a key element

in the future generation of energy and will be essential in increasing and maintaining

economic growth. The significance of hydrogen as a future energy source is due to its

large abundance and an energy density that is three times greater than that of an

average hydrocarbon fuel.

Roughly 80% of hydrogen is produced by natural gas reforming, parlial oxidation of

light alcohols, and autothermal reforrning. In addition, a number of alternative

technologies exist in which hydrogen can be generated from starting materials such as

coal; biomass; and water, including electrolysis, fossil fuel processing, and coal

gasification. However, most of these technologies produce a hydrogen product which

is of poor purity. Purification is achievable considering equipment costs are

extremely high and the process is therefore mostly economically unfeasible.

I
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Background and Rationale of the Study Chapter I

Introducing hydrogen as a universal environment-friendly energy camier demands

efficient technologies facilitating separation of high-purity hydrogen (i.e. 99.999%

H2) from industrial streams (e.g. products of coal gasification, process gases of

refineries), purification, storage in a compact and safe way, and delivery of hydrogen

to a consumer at high pressure. Availability of high-purity hydrogen is directly

connected to the development of efficient rnethods for hydrogen separation,

purification and storage. Separation and storage of high-purity hydrogen from

gaseous mixtures plays a vital role in the realisation of the hydrogen economy. For

this reason many research institutions pay parlicular interest in developing separation

and storage of hydrogen fbr industrial and automotive applications. The high-purity

hydrogen prepared may be used in energy-generating devices such as the polymer

electrolyte fuel cell (PEMFC). Due to the presence of platinum group metals at the

PEMFC electrodes, and the resultant ease at which these electrodes are poisoned by

trace quantities of gaseous species such as carbon monoxide, it is imperative that the

hydrogen fuel be of the highest purity. It is acknowledged that the energy-generating

capacity of the PEMFC is signif,rcantly limited by the purity of the hydrogen fuel, and

for this reason notable developments should be made into improving the separation

media which produce high-purity hydrogen from impure feed streams.

1.2. PROBLEMS IN TECHNOLOGIES ASSOCIATED WITH HYDROGEN

SEPARATION AND PURIFICATION

It is suitable for the hydrogen sorption system (i.e. separation, purification, storage,

compression, delivery) to operate at low temperature (< 100 'C; with the sorption

media exhibiting good mechanical strength. It is also desirable that the system should

operate at moderate pressures, demonstrate low heat losses, and could be regenerated

if charged with hydrogen contaminated with impurities such as oxygen, water vapour,

sulphur, methane, carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide.

The separation of the gaseous products is the most costly step in chemical processes,

where high temperature, high pressure and aggressive environments limit the use of

2
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Background and Rationale of the Study Chapter I

more conventional separation techniques. The fbur most widely-used hydrogen

separation techniques include adsorption, membrane filtration, cryogenic distillation,

and absorption. Generally, a technology known as pressure-swing adsorption (PSA)

is used in the large-scale separation of hydrogen from product gas streams. PSA

entails the separation of a gas species from a mixture under pressure according to the

molecular characteristics of that species and its affinity for an adsorbent bed.

Problems associated with the use of PSA to separate hydrogen from product mixtures

derived from industrial processes such as coal gasification include: high cost of

operation; low hydrogen specificity of adsorbent beds; low mechanical stability of
adsorbent beds; large size of PSA reactors resulting in inadequate rapid gas transfer;

high operational costs due to compression and cooling of gases.

Where high-purity hydrogen is required dense Pd membranes present a technology

for separating the product from gaseous mixtures. Unforlunately, these membranes

suffer from poor thermo-mechanical stabilities at high temperature, are costly, suffer

from hydrogen embrittlement after repeated thermal cycling in hydrogen especially in

"staft-up-shutdown" processes, and are easily poisoned by aggressive surface

adsorbates (e,g. H2S, CO, CO2, 02, H2O) over extended operation. Also, although

regeneration of poisoned membranes is achievable, the high temperature and long

heating periods necessary to achieve this make it an uneconomical and energy-

demanding practice. As a consequence, Pd and Pd-alloy membranes may be

ineffective in gas separation fiom product gas mixtures.

Cryogenic distillation has been widely used to separate hydrogen isotopes (i.e.

protium, deuterium, and tritium) from hydrogenous feed streams. Unfortunately,

cryogenic distillation processes are generally not applied for the separation of high-

purity H2 from reformer gases derived from industrial processes such as coal

gasification and require huge energy inputs in their operation making the process

economicall y unfeasible.

J
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Background and Rationale of the Study Chapter I

An attractive avenue in the separation of hydrogen from impure hydrogenous feed

streams is absorption processes. Absorptive materials interact with hydrogen by

physical-chemical processes, thereby providing an attractive method of separating /

purifying hydrogen. Binary (e.g. Pd, Mg) and internetallic (e.g. LaNis, FeTi)

hydride-forming materials in particular are of significant interest. These materials are

characterised by their interactions with atomic hydrogen; minimal energy

expenditure; and simplicity in operation. For these reasons alternative separation /

purification media, based on absorptive materials, are sought to effectively separate

and purify hydrogen from hydrogenous product gas mixtures containing aggressive

components.

1.3 PROBLEMS IN TECHNOLOGIES ASSOCIATED WITH HYDROGEN

STORAGE

One of the largest stumbling blocks towards the widespread use of hydrogen as an

energy carrier is the effective storage thereof. Subsequent to the separation and

purification of hydrogen it is necessary to store the product in a manner which

maintains its high-purity, allows for fast rates of storage and discharge, allows for

efficient transport of hydrogen, and does not require large amounts of energy in its

operation. For these reasons, effective storage and delivery of hydrogen are key

elements within the hydrogen economy. In addition, hydrogen storage is a "critical

path" technology that will facilitate the commercialization of the PEMFC.

Three technologies are currently available for the storage of hydrogen: compressed;

liquefied; and solid-state hydrogen storage. Compressed hydrogen storage entails the

compression and storage of hydrogen in high strength stainless steel cylinders. These

high-pressure cylinders are usually filled to a maximum operating pressure of -20

MPa, amounting to -4.0 wt. oh hydrogen, which is well below the 6.0 wt. o/o target

generally accepted for vehicular applications. An increase of the storage capacity

would require the production of significantly larger cylinders and an undesirable

increase in the weight of the cylinder. Also, safety issues associated when using

4
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compressed hydrogen cylinders for vehicular applications are still a primary concerx

and the energy essential to compress the hydrogen is economically unfeasible.

The storage of liquefied hydrogen requires high-efficiency cryogenic containers. As

hydrogen has a critical temperature of -241 "C, large amounts of energy (-15

kwh/kg) are required to liquefy hydrogen and limit boil-off. The high cost of

liquefying hydrogen, the safety issues involved in storing liquid hydrogen at

cryogenic temperatures, and losses due to boil-off have limited the use of liquefied

hydrogen.

Solid-state storage, in which the hydrogen is absorbed into a solid material, holds

considerable promise for meeting the hydrogen economy targets, but no completely

satisfactory material has yet been identified. Solid-state storage refers to the storage

of hydrogen in metal hydride-forming materials, chemically binding materials, and

high-surface area nanostructured materials. This method of hydrogen storage offers

perhaps the best opporlunities for meeting the requirements for onboard storage. An

attractive feature of solid-state storage is that the absorption of hydrogen using many

of these materials is reversible, thereby reducing operational costs.

The material requirements for effective solid-state hydrogen storage include the

following: appropriate thermodynamics; fast kinetics (quick uptake and release); high

storage capacity (specific capacity to be determined by usage); effective heat transfer;

high gravimetric and volumetric densities (lightweight and space efficient); long

cycle lifetime for hydrogen sorption; high mechanical strength and durability; safety

under notmal use and acceptable risk under abnormal conditions. Future focus will be

on solid-state materials that enable the storage of hydrogen at low pressure.

Hydrogen storage under these conditions may be achieved by adsorption on high-

surface area materials like carbon nanotubes; absorption into metal hydride-forming

materials such as magnesium or intermetallic alloys, and hydrogen binding in

chemical compounds such as sodium borohydride. In parlicular, metal hydride-

5
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forming materials have the potential for reversible on-board hydrogen storage and

release at low temperatures and pressures.

1.4 NEW MATERIALS FOR HYDROGEN SEPARATION / PURIFICATION /

STORAGE BASED ON METAL HYDRIDE-FORMTNG ALLOYS AND

PALLADIUM

Combining intermetallic alloys with suitable catalyic "dopants" will potentially

introduce enhanced kinetic and hydrogenation properlies which address the

abovementioned material issues, and thus new classes of composite hydrogen

sorption materials can be developed for application in hydrogen separation,

purification, and storage. For example, an intennetallic alloy substrate material could

be selected because of its thermodynarnic properties and the mantle could be chosen

for its catalytic activity towards important surface processes involving hydrogen. The

combination of these functional materials in a layered fashion could open up

completely new routes for optimizing the overall performance of sorption materials.

Engineering solutions are required to promote improvements in current technologies

to meet the hydrogen sorption requirements. These solutions require investments in

fundamental research to develop and examine new materials and obtain an atomic-

level understanding of the physical and chemical processes involved in hydrogen

uptake and release. The knowledge gained from this research will allow the tailored

design and synthesis of new materials that will meet the requirements for efficient

hydrogen separation / purification / storage. These materials will potentially be based

on platinum group metals (PGM's) and metal hydride-forming alloys due to the

unique properlies of PGM's in hydrogen separation and the reversible hydrogen

sorption properties of metal hydride-forming alloys.

6
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I.5. RATIONALE TO THE STUDY

Programs are currently in place to develop advanced technologies which will

facilitate the transition to a local hydrogen economy and the use of the abundance of

coal (the coal gasification product gas is processed by carbon sequestration and

desulphurization units to remove pollutants) and PGM resources in South Africa to

produce, store, deliver, and utilize affordable hydrogen in an environmentally

cornpliant manner.

As was previously established, separation; purification; and storage of hydrogen play

vital roles in the efficiency of hydrogen production technologies. There are a few

mechanisms which can be used in the separation of hydrogen: adsorption, membrane

filtration, cryogenic distillation, and absorption. Of the available mechanisms,

absorption processes have the biggest potential for the separation / purification /

storage of high-purity hydrogen from gaseous mixture derived from industrial

processes such as the coal gasification. In addition, the preparation of high-purity

hydrogen through absorption can be achieved through a large variety of available

materials, including carbon-based nanomaterials; zeolites; metal organic frameworks;

alanates; complex borohydrides; glass microspheres; metal hydride-forming

intermetallic alloys; and many others. These materials and their advantages,

disadvantages, potential usage, and suitability for the production of hydrogen of high-

purity will be further reviewed in Chapter 2. As a result of the various disadvantages

of these materials it became necessary to improve their absorption properties and

make them suitable fbr long-term application in integrated hydrogen separation /

purification / storage systems.

Based on technological requirements of long-term sorption stability; fast reaction

rates; superior dynamics of activation, and improved kinetic properties in the

absorption of hydrogen it became necessary to develop scientific approaches for the

preparation of advanced composite materials, based on metal hydride-forming alloys,

for the effective production of high-purity hydrogen from contaminated feeds. From a

7
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materials science standpoint the fabrication of hydrogen sorbent composite rnaterials;

addition of deoxidisers; and surface modification are of greatest importance in terms

of efficient hydrogen separation / purification / storage systems and delivery thereof.

Of particular interest is the effect of PGM catalysts on the performance of hydrogen

sorbent materials. These scientific approaches can result in breakthrough hydrogen

technologies and can be implemented as key elernents in the greater scheme of the

envisaged hydrogen economy.

Sustainable economic and social development through the realization of advanced

hydrogen production technologies using PGM's, especially Pd, as hydrogenation

catalysts are key components of hydrogen separation / purification / storage systems.

These technologies will facilitate the use and diversification of PGM resources in

South Africa to produce affordable hydrogen in an environmentally compliant

manner. Ideally, new innovative materials based on the unique properties of PGM's

should be developed to increase the demand for these politically-sensitive metals in

research and development.

The ultimate scientific goal of the project is to successfully develop methodological

approaches for the preparation of surface-modified hydrogen sorption materials that

meet hydrogenation/dehydrogenation targets considered to be requirements for

practical commercial applications. These requirements include improved kinetics of

hydrogenation; rapid hydrogen uptake and release rates, and stable operation under

ambient conditions of temperature and pressure. These targets are achievable through

surface-modification using nano-engineering. Nano-scale architectures will be

incorporated onto these materials to increase specific surface area, surface catalysis,

and sorption stability. Research on surface-modified materials may also provide

insight into the mechanisms responsible for potential improvements in kinetics when

catalysts are added to these materials. Sirnilarly, improvements in the lifetimes of

sorption materials may be possible upon examination of the mechanisms for

associated degradation processes and sensitivity to impurities. This knowledge is

8
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expected to allow the directed design of new, higher-efficiency, reusable hydrogen

sorption materials.

The research underlaken in the development of advanced materials will also provide

an understanding of the relationship between the morphological features of the PGM

surface-modified hydrogen sorbents and the corresponding behaviour in

hydrogenation / dehydrogenation.

To improve the chances lbr a wider application of metal-hydride fbnning alloys in the

existing and future hydrogen industry, the following objectives, in order of priority,

will need to be addressed: (a) improving resistance to surface deactivation by

impurities; (b) irnproving the ease of alloy activation; (c) improving kinetics of

hydrogen sorption.

The abovementioned objectives can be addressed by nano-engineering the desired

moieties onto the surface of the chosen alloy, and through the development and

manufacture of composite hydride-forming materials and subsequent study of their

hydrogen sorption potential for numerous applications. The nano-engineering of these

composite materials can be built upon a layer-by-layer approach.

The development of modified materials based on modern technological advancements

in metal hydride chemistry holds great potential. Successful implementation of the

developed technology will facilitate transfer to novel processes in hydrogen-

generating technologies to yield high-purity hydrogen as a non-polluting energy

carrier of the future.

9
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

The literature review focuses on a discussion of hydrogen sorption materials, metal

hydride-forming alloys and the hydrogenation properlies thereof, the identification of

limitations in their application, and the envisaged surf'ace modifications of these

materials for the purposes of enhanced hydrogen separation / purilication / storage

properties. The problem areas will be introduced, detailed experimental tasks for the

study will be fonnulated and a hypothesis of the study postulated.

2.1. STATE-OF-ART IN HYDROGEN SORPTION MEDIA

It was previously discussed in Chapter I that a key objective in the progress towards

utilization of hydrogen as a sustainable energy carrier of the future is the development

of sorption media with attractive characteristics such as rapid hydrogen uptake and

release kinetics, poisoning resistance, and cycle stability. Materials which interact

with molecular or atomic hydrogen by physical-chernical processes were identified as

attractive media for processing high-purity hydrogen. These materials include carbon

nanomaterials, fullerenes, activated carbon, arnrnonia, methanol, spongy iron,

alumino and silico-based alloys, liquid (organic) hydrides, zeolites, metal organic

frameworks, alanates, complex borohydrides, aluminohydrides, ammonium salts,

imidazolium ionic liquids, phosphonium borate, glass microspheres, and metal

hydride-forming alloys I I ].

Carbon nanomaterials include graphitic nanofibres, nanotubes, aerogels, carbon

black, and carbon molecular sieves. These materials interact with hydrogen through

physisorption and dissociative chemisorption of hydrogen molecules. Under ambient

conditions (T : 20 oC, Psz : 1.0 bar) these materials are known to exhibit

insignificant hydrogen absorption rates and capacities (s L0 wt. %o H2). Other

disadvantages of carbon nanomaterials include ease of poisoning, the need for high
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pressure hydrogen feeds, the requirement of exceptionally large surf-ace areas, and

fragility of the materials I I -5].

Reversible hydrogenation-dehydrogenation on fullerenes is attractive as a hydrogen

sorption technology as a result of high levels of interaction with hydrogen (Coo +

24H2 ---+ CooHcs) and hydrogen weight capacities (6.3 wt. %). However, the high

temperatures (400 - 450 "C) required to bring about dehydrogenation of these

rnaterials is unattractive fbr many applications where reduction of operational costs is

of paramount imporlance [,6]. Also, hydrogenation of fullerenes is only initiated at

high hydrogen pressures (P112 : 50 - 85 MPa), although the use of intermetallic

compounds as catalysts is known to reduce the required pressure (Prrz: 1.0 - 3.0

MPa) [7]. Also, incremental increases in dehydrogenation temperature may result in

formation of carbide species of the fullerenes. Imporlantly, the fraction of reversibly

exchangeable hydrogen in these systems still remains below the quantity required for

practical applications [6].

Low-density activated carbon is known to adsorb hydrogen at cryogenic temperature

and moderate hydrogen pressure (Prrz - 40 bars) by the condensation of hydrogen in

micropores [8,9]. Dehydrogenation is associated with a decrease in the hydrogen

pressure (Prrz - 2.0 bars). Hydrogen sorption capacity of the activated carbon is about

2.0 - 3.3 wt. %o at -196 oC. However, a large energy input is necessary to maintain the

cryogenic state required for hydrogen absorption, and once achieved, it is necessary

to maintain the material under cryogenic conditions [].

Hydrogen storage and transportation using ammonia and methanol is attractive due to

high hydrogen volume densities (109 glL for liquefied ammonia at T: l5 oC; 
and

99 glL for CH3OH at T:20 "C) []. The volume density of hydrogen in liquefied

ammonia is more than 40o/o greater than in liquefied H2. Ammonia forms hydrogen

bonds, unlike H2 or CH+, which can be broken with the release of nitrogen and

hydrogen [10]. The dissociation of ammonia is carried out at high temperature (T:
800-900 oC) using iron as a catalyst. The process of hydrogen generation from
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CH3OH requires moderate temperature (i.e. 300 - 400 "C) in the presence of a zinc-

chromium catalyst. Hydrogen is obtained by the fbllowing catalysed reactions for

ammonia and methanol:

2NH3)Nz+3Hz

CHrOH + H2O -+ COz + 3 Hz

(l)

(2)

A major lirnitation in the use of ammonia and methanol as hydrogen storage media is

their irreversibility in hydrogen storage. This irueversibility, as well as large power

inputs for hydrogen liberation, restricts a wider irnplernentation of ammonia and

methanol as hydrogen storage media. Also, hydrogen generation from methanol

requires the use of hydrogen reformers which have slow yield rates and are costly.

Large-scale methanol steam reforming also leads to the generation of large quantities

of CO and CO2, which may add to the environmental burden. [l]. Although

ammonia is not a greenhouse gas it quickly forms hydrogen bonds to water vapour

and returns to the ground in alkaline rain; is toxic; and releases heat on contact with

water [2].

Organic hydride systems exhibiting reversible hydrogenation / dehydrogenation

action include benzene-cyclohexane and naphthalene-decalin [3]. The

hydrogenation-dehydrogenation processes occur at T: 200-400 oC and Puz : l0-100

bar in the presence of metal catalysts (e.g. Pt, Pd, MozO:). Hydrogen sorption in

organic hydrides is very efficient in weight and volume sorption capacities (5.0-7.0

wt. %o and 70-100 glLH volume density) [4]. Also, large quantities of hydrogen (5.0

mol of H2 per 1.0 mol of decalin) can be produced and can be sorbed in 1.0 mol of

naphthalene. However, the energy input necessary to heat the sorption system to the

reaction temperature is large and should only be used where a vast amount of waste

heat is available. Generally, organic hydride systems were found to be lacking in

terms of catalyst requirements, as well as the pressure and temperature excursions

required for charging and discharging [4].
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Hydrogen can be generated by high-temperature reaction of water vapour with

spongy iron which has previously been reduced using a fuel gas [5]. The reaction

takes place at T : 550 - 600 nC:

3Fe+4HzO-+Fe3O4+4Hz (3)

The process is somewhat reversible because the starling iron can be recovered by

reducing FerOq using CO. In addition, the hydrogen is not chemically bound to the

spongy iron [16]. Disadvantages include low efficiency in tems of economic and

environmental considerations.

Reaction of aluminium or silicon alloys with alkaline solutions at room temperature

can also be used in hydrogen generation [6]. By appropriate selection of the alloying

components, as well as design features and operating conditions of the hydrogen-

generating reactor, it is possible to attain fast reaction kinetics under soft conditions

and to easily control hydrogen generation. Hydrogen can be generated, although the

technology is not appropriate for reversible H2 sorption Il].

Zeolites can potentially be employed as hydrogen sorption media as the diameter of
their channels can be controlled by exploiting ion-exchange properties to modify the

valence state and the size of the exchangeable cations. Reversible hydrogen sorption

is achievable at moderate temperature (T :20-200 oC) and pressure (PHz: 25-100

bar) [17]. In doing so, hydrogen molecules are transported into the framework of the

zeolite, and when cooled to below room temperature the hydrogen becomes trapped

within the zeolite. Subsequent heating of the zeolites leads to the discharge of
hydrogen. However, the maximum sorption capacity (less than l0 cm3/g; 1.0-1.8 wt.

%) is too low to compete with other sorption systems [18].

Metal organic frameworks (e.g. znaolo2c-coH+-coz]3) have similar microporous

structure to zeolites and show promise as potential hydrogen sorption materials as a

result of their tuneable pore size and functionality. These materials have large specific
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surface areas (i.e. 2500-3000 m2lg) and can absorb up to 7.5 wt.o/oH2 at -l96oC and

PHz: 20bar, or up to 1.0 wt.% H at the room temperature and Pnz:20 bar [18].

However, the materials are extremely expensive and require cryogenic temperatures

in their operation.

Alanates are salt-like complex hydrides based on coordination compounds where

absorbed hydrogen combines as ligands. These materials demonstrate high potential

for application as hydrogen sorption materials as a result of their large hydrogen

weight capacities (e.9. 7.4 wt. o/o Hz for NaAIH+). Alanates can absorb and release

hydrogen reversibly when catalyzed with titanium dopants. Alanates, such as

NaAIH+, generally exhibit two-stage desorption of hydrogen |9-221:

NaAlHq <+r/:Na:AlHo + 2/:Al + Hz o NaH + Al+312H2 @)

Under mild pressure, the first reaction becomes thermodynamically favoured at

temperatures above 33 'C and can release 3.7 wtoh H2, while the second reaction

takes place above 110'C and can release 1.8 wt% Hz. Disadvantageous is the slow

kinetics and uptake in hydrogen absorption-desorption, the decay of hydrogen

sorption capacity with prolonged cycling, the extremely high chemical reactivity with

Oz and water vapour, difficulty in synthesis, and high cost [23].

Complex borohydrides, aluminohydrides, and ammonium salts have been

investigated for use as hydrogen sorption media as a result of their theoretical

hydrogen capacities of about 8.5 wt.%. Representative materials include: amine

boranes, boron hydride ammoniates, hydrazine-borane cornplexes, and ammonium

octahydrotriborates or tetrahydroborates. Of these, borohydrides have been

extensively investigated as hydrogen sorption media. Potential borohydrides which

have high gravimetric and volumetric hydrogen densities include LiBH+, NaBH+,

Mg(BHa)2, and Ca(BH +)z 124].Use of these materials as hydrogen sorption media is

not favourable as a result of the extremely high toxicity of diborane which is

produced during side reactions in the hydrolysis and thennolysis of borohydrides.
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Also, the hydrogenated borohydrides are known to decompose with the loss of large

quantities of hydrogen; and the temperatures and pressures required to initiate

hydrogenation of borohydrides are impractical.

Imidazolium ionic liquids, including alkyl(aryl)-3-methylimidazolium N-

bis(trifluoromethanesulphonyl)imidate salts, possess almost negligible volatility (10-8

bar), thermal / chemical stability, inflammability, and can reversibly absorb 6-12

hydrogen atoms when catalysed with PGM's [25]. However, hydrogen has a very low

solubility in imidazolium ionic liquids and hydrogenation is a very slow process [26].

Non-metal phosphonium borate presents an alternative medium for reversible

hydrogen sorption. Favourably, the hydrogenation can be conducted at room

temperature using low hydrogen pressures (Puz : 1.0 bar) and dehydrogenated at

merely 100'C in toluene. Hydrogen absorption occurs via interaction with the Lewis

acidic centres at the borane side followed by intramolecular proton migration to the

phosphine side. However, the hydrogen absorption capacity is only 0.25 wt. o/o and

still considerably insufficient for practical application of phosphonium borate [27].

Hollow glass microspheres can be utilized for controlled sorption and release of
hydrogen. Unfortunately, the release of hydrogen from the hollow glass microspheres

is exceptionally slow and impractical for application in sorption systems [28].

Imporlantly, hydrogen sorption and delivery using hollow glass microspheres is an

irreversible process.

Binary and intermetallic hydrides have been intensely investigated as a result of their

potential application as hydrogen sorption media and potentially hold more hydrogen

(e.g. 6.5 H atoms/cm3 fo, MgHz) than compressed hydrogen cylinders (0.99 H

atoms/cm3) and liquefied hydrogen (4.2 H atoms/cm3y yzo-ll]. Metal hydrides are

simply metals or metal alloys into which dissociated hydrogen atoms have been

incotporated into the crystal structure of the metal and that exhibit metal-hydrogen

bonding [32]. These materials are capable of selectively absorbing and releasing pure

hydrogen without compromising their structure. The reversibility of these materials
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also guarantees that expulsion of high-purity hydrogen can simply be achieved under

the stimulus of an applied energy greater than the heat of formation for the metal

hydride. Intermetallic hydrides or metal hydride-forming alloys are of particular

interest due to their reversible nature, reasonable kinetics in hydrogenation, and high

hydrogen selectivity [32].

From the classes of hydrogen sorption materials under consideration, metal hydride-

forming alloys have the greatest practical potential in hydrogen separation /

purification / storage systems. Favourably, the thermodynamic features of the

reversible interaction between hydrogen and metal hydride-forrning alloys allows for

absorption at low pressure and temperature while releasing high pressure H2 at

elevated temperatures. Such a feature allows for the development of fairly simple

heat-driven separation / purification / storage units. This feature demonstrates the

technological flexibility of metal hydride-forming alloys and illustrates their potential

beneht as an alternative technology in hydrogen processing [33].

2.2, METAL HYDRIDE-FORMING ALLOYS

Metal hydride-forming alloys are considered the best solid-state hydrogen sorption

media available and also present an effective technology in separating hydrogen from

gas mixtures for the production of high-purity hydrogen [34]. These materials find

numerous applications in industry, including [35]: hydrogen storage fbr vehicular and

stationary applications, electrodes in nickel metal hydride batteries, electrodes in

water electrolysers and fuel cells, hydrogen compressors, catalysis of electrochemical

/ chemical processes using hydrogen as a reactant, metallurgical processing, heat

pumps, separation of hydrogen isotopes, hydrogen getters, and hydrogen sensors.

Metal hydride-forming alloys are obtained by combining an element forming a stable

hydride with an element forming a non-stable hydride [31]. The hydride-forming

ability of metal alloys can generally be given as follows, where M: metal alloy,

lH:heat of formation [36]:
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M+''lzHz.-- MH,. + lH (s)

The reaction is noted as being of a reversible nature with the forward direction

associated with the charging of hydrogen (exothermic) and the reverse direction

associated with the discharge of hydrogen (endothermic). The heat is the enthalpy of

the reaction (heat of formation, /H) and is indicative of the metal-hydrogen bond

strength in the metal hydride system. Heat energy is evolved upon formation of the

metal hydride; therefore a quantity of energy greater lhan ZH can be used to

discharge hydrogen frorn the metal hydride [31]. In doing so, high-purity hydrogen

can be released, leaving the material in its original chemical state.

As the stability of the metal hydride is largely dependent on the equilibrium pressure

at a fixed temperature, the thermodynamic properties of the metal hydride can be

illustrated by construction of pressure-composition (PCT) isotherms (Figure 2.1)

[37]. When the hydrogen content (H/M) within the metal alloy is low (<o,,,u^) a

single-phase solid solution (u-phase) is formed. An increase in the H/M within the

metal alloy beyond 4n,,* facilitates the formation of a mixed-phase where both a- and

B-phases are present, with the p-phase coresponding to a pure metal hydride. This

region occurs as a plateau region at the equilibrium pressure (P"o). Beyond p,nin only a

single phase metal hydride (B-phase) is observed.
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Figure 2.1. General pressure-composition isotl.rerrns of a typical hydrogen sorption alloy

The general classes of metal hydride-forming alloys and their hydrogen absorption

properties of interest are given in Table 2.1 132).
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Table 2.1. Hydriding properties of metal hydride-forming materials

Alloy

Maximum hydrogen

absorption
Absorption

kinelics

Hydride

stubility

Cycling

stability

Poisoning

resislonce

Malerial

Cost
Molar

ralio

(H/M)

Mnximum

weight %

Haucke-

type AB<

(c.g

LaNis)

l- t.5 1.4 t.9

Express

kinetics, no

activation

req u ired

Relative

stabi li ty

Degradation

after 300-

400 cycles

Resistancc

to H2O

and O1,

poisoned

by CO and

H.S

Quitc

expensivc

AB

(e.g. FeTi)
I t.8

Reasonable

kinetics,

activation

reclu ired

Fairly

stable

Poor

rcsistance

Cost-

ef'fective

Laves-typc

AB:

(e.9. ZrY )
| -2 t.5-2

Fast

kinetics,

activation

not always

required

Stable
No

poisoning

Quite

expensive

Mg and

Mg-baseil

compouncls

(e.g.

Mg2Ni)

t.3 -2 3.5 - 6.'t

Slow

kinetics,

difllcult

activation

req u i red

Highly

stable

Reduction

in

desorption

rate with

cycling

Poor

resi stance

Cost-

efTective

ABj (e.g.

VFej) and

,A287 (e.g.

Th,Fe7)

I .4 ancl

0.67
1.6 Stable

Cost-

efTective

The diverse usage of the different classes of metal hydride-forming alloys, in

industrial applications, can further be illustrated in Figure 2.2.

ABs-, AB2- and AB-type metal hydride-forming alloys offer the best options for

room-temperature hydrogen sorption, with the AB-type alloys (e.g. TiFe) offering the
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best combination of reasonable capacity; lowest raw material cost; availability and

accessibility of these metals in the South African region. In terms of hydrogen

separation and purification the AB and AB5 classes are the most promising metal

hydride-forming alloys. Sandrock et al. have stated that AB alloys are the most

suitable in the separation of Hz from gas streams containing small amounts of CO

[38]. However, it is not suitable where large quantities of gaseous impurities are

present. For this reason it is difficult to use AB compounds to separate hydrogen from

industrial streams derived fiorn coal gasification, which contains an appreciable

quantity of CO - 22.5 vol. o/o. Also, hydriding is ditficult to initiate in Ti, the

hydriding component of FeTi, because the d-electrons are almost totally involved in

metallic bonding, where these electrons are necessary for bonding with hydrogen

atoms during hydrogenation [32].

2,3,4

t-5 4

2,6

, Msfal hydrid 
.......,,s,.,

l.Binary (Vtgll7, TiH2, ...)
2,ABr{$;;.............,,PDi}I; B- Nl, /Cq $rr,Af, M[i 11;/]
3.A82 {A - Tl' Zr; B - Mn, iFg Cr, Vn .,,4
4.AB CIiFe, TiNi, ...)
5.AuB (M&Ni, Mg:Cu, -.)

1,6 5. *l ultiphrtr, p-.oly metdlic

4

Low pressures (<100 Pa)

Medium and high pressures
(>0.1MPa)

2,3

Figure 2.2. Flow diagram illustrating industrial applications of metal hydride-forming materials
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AB5-type alloys show greater promise for gas separation and purification

applications. The "A" component has a strong affinity towards hydrogen and is a rare

eafth metal like La or a mischmetal (i.e. mixture of rare earth metals, mainly

lanthanum, cerium, neodymium and praseodymium) while the "B" component

absorbs little hydrogen and is a transition metal such as Ni (sometimes with additions

of Al, Co, or Mn). ABs-type alloys exhibit hydrogen absorption rates nearly an order

of magnitude faster than that of AB-type alloys, with good absorption kinetics. ABs-

type alloys are also applicable in gas separation-purification over a wide ternperature

and pressure range (T: 0-200 "C; Prrz : l-200 bars). Of the AB5-type alloys available

LaNi5 receives the most attention due to an attractive working temperature and

pressure, activation-fiee operation, relative hydride stability, express kinetics of

hydrogenation, and reasonable poisoning resistance [31]. The material consists of a

La-based core with Ni clusters dispersed on the surface. The La component may act

to induce Ni to become a hydrogen-binding element [32]. Interaction between

hydrogen and the LaNi5 surface may therefore occur on the Ni active surface sites

which have the capacity to catalyse the hydrogen dissociation process. The LaNi5-

type alloy generally has a hexagonal CaCu5-type crystal structure, with three

octahedral and three tetrahedral sites per elemental unit cell [39,40]. The alloy readily

forms the hydride phase LaNi5...H' Lv = 6) upon hydrogen absorption [34]. The LaNis

alloy is able to fom hydrides without decomposing into separate components upon

hydrogenation (i.e. disproportionation) [41 ].

It is important to note that although AB5-type metal hydride-forming alloys do not

exhibit the largest hydrogen sorption capacities (-1.4 wt. oh) for practical application

in sorption systems, their thermodynamic and kinetic properties rnake them ideal

substrates for the development of new surface modification techniques. Also,

although the AB5-type alloys exhibit the best kinetic properties of the available metal

hydride-forming alloys they are deficient of the kinetics properties required for

practical application in hydrogen sorption systems. The ability of this alloy to absorb
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hydrogen at moderate temperatures and pressures makes the surface modification of

AB5-type alloy materials worth investigating.

2.3 MECHANISM OF HYDROGEN SORPTION IN ABS-TYPE METAL

ALLOYS

Hydrogen absorption follows Sieverts' law at low hydrogen concentration as follows

ft21:

: A g"r'

(6)

where p : pressure of hydro EOn, p0 : standard pressure, Ks : Sievefts' constant,

which is dependent on temperature (f as follows:

A5. \HluA*: --"'s + -"5"RRT
(7)

where ,S, and H, -- solution entropy and enthalpy of hydrogen in the metal,

respectively, R: gas constant (8.314472 J.K-r.mol-r;0.082051459 L.atm.K-r.mol-r;.

The general mechanism involved in the absorption and desorption of hydrogen by

AB5-type alloys can be illustrated in Figure 2.3.

ft,
Tfl"
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Figure 2.3. Mechanism for hydrogen absorption and desorption in AB5-type alloys

The reaction between the AB5-type alloy and hydrogen gas consists of several

reactions proceeding on the surf'ace and in the bulk material. As hydrogen molecules

approach the alloy surface weak Van der Waals forces begin to act upon the hydrogen

molecules, drawing them closer. The molecules are then physically bound to the

surface (i.e. physisorption) where they dissociate to form hydrogen atoms (H) which

are subsequently chemically bound to the surface (chemisorption). At this point the

dissociation energy for molecular hydrogen (432 kJ.mol-r) is exceeded by the

chemisorption energy (500 - 600 kJ.mol-';. The hydrogen atoms then diffuse into the

crystal lattice of the alloy. Generally, AB5-type alloys absorb hydrogen into the free

tetrahedral interstitial sites of the crystalline lattice and undergo several mass transfer

steps 132,431. The hydrogen atoms, whilst absorbed into the free tetrahedral

interstitial sites of the metal, are surprisingly mobile even at room temperature $\.
The hydrogen atoms force the nearest-neighbour metal atoms further apafi from each

other causing a lattice expansion and. In doing so, changes in the crystal structure of
the host metal are observed and are manifested as changes in the lattice parameters

(ae) and increases in the unit cell volume. Generally, the distance between the

hydrogen atoms is maintained ar more than 2.0 A 1+S1.
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During desorption hydrogen atoms migrate to the surface of the metal hydride, under

stimulus of energy greater than the heat of fbrmation, recombine to form hydrogen

molecules and leave the alloy surface in the gaseous state. The alloy atoms contract to

form the original crystal structure, as a result of the reversibility characteristics of the

AB5-type alloy material.

2.4. LIMITATIONS OF HYDROGEN SORPTION USING ABs-TypE ALLOYS

Generally, surface poisoning seems to be the biggest shoftcoming in the separation /

purification / storage of hydrogen f,rom gaseous mixtures containing aggressive

components using AB5-type hydride-fonning alloys [46]. ABs-type alloy materials

also exhibit low rates of hydrogen absorption. This shorlcoming stems from the

observation of rare earth metal oxide and hydroxide formation on the surface after

shoft-term exposure of the alloy to air 147,481. As a result, the surface catalyic sites

are deactivated and hydrogen absorption can no longer be initiated at reasonable

rates. Complete losses of hydrogenation capacity have been reported after less than

100 hours exposure to air. Longer exposure to air also increases the difficulty

involved in therrnal activating the alloy under hydrogen pressure [49].

Another common feature in absorption using AB5-type materials is the observation of

an incubation period in which hydrogen absorption rates are insignificant [49]. This

incubation period may increase considerably with increasing exposure to air.

To be considered for applications such as onboard hydrogen storage or hydrogen

separation / purification long-term hydrogen sorption stabilities are required, and are

achievable using surface nano-engineering.
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2.4.1 . Sur/hce poisoning and deactivcttion oJ AB s-tlpe alloys

Sorption capacity is determined by the bulk properties of the metal hydride-forming

alloy (i.e. structure, electronic band structure), whereas the kinetics of hydrogen

absorption depend strongly on the surface structure and the chemical state thereof'.

Poisoning of metal hydride-fonning alloy materials is obsenred by a rapid loss in the

H2 sorption capacity and a large decrease in the overall kinetic properties of the

material. AB5-type alloys are also prone to surf.ace poisoning by electrophilic

molecules which affect the rate-controlling processes in

hydrogenation/dehydrogenation. The influence of gaseous mixtures containing

hydrogen and impurities are presented inTable2.2.

Table2.2.Influence of contaminants on hydrogen sorption properties of AB5-type hydride-forming

alloys (T: 20-100"C, P:0.001-50 atm) [34]

Gus accomponying hydrogen
Behaviour on AB5-type alloy

surfoce

Number of cycles prior to loss

of hydrogen sorption cupacity

Ar, He, N,, CH1, C:H6

Inerl, leading to loss in

adsorption kinetics due to

surface blanketing

>1 000

cor, NH]

Chemisorption without

poisoning: reduction in

adsorption-desorption kinetics

without significant loss in

capacity

-1 000

c2H4, crHr, c3H6 Catalvtic conversion -1 000

or, Hro
Surface oxidation leading to

irreversible capacity loss
- 100

co, sor, H,s, cHrsH

Surface poisoning and rapid

loss of hydrogen capacity with

cycl ing; i rreversible adsorption

onto active surface sites

t-2
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The susceptibility of AB5-type alloys to surface contamination by aggressive gases,

especially CO; HzS; H2O; and 02, is a major problem and can be illustrated in Figure

2.4 1501. These poisoning species form stable surface films (i.e. oxides, sulphides,

carboxides, etc.) which inhibit the process of molecular hydrogen dissociation

(Hz-2H). This is because hydrogen absorption/desorption kinetics on AB5-type

alloys is highly dependent on the surface chemical integrity, which is degraded by

poisoning species [51]. These surface films are known to increase the activation

energy for the dissociation of H2 molecules with the result that this surface process

becomes the rate-limiting step in the separation / purification / storage of H2 using

surface-contaminated alloys. By limiting the dissociation of hydrogen rnolecules the

poisons also markedly decrease the hydrogen sticking coefficient on the alloy, which

determines whether the hydrogen molecules interact with the surface [41]. When the

sticking coefficient approaches zero the surface is completely deactivated and can no

longer interact with hydrogen. Similarly, absorbed hydrogen cannot be desorbed from

the alloy after the sticking coefficient approaches zero.

CO and H2S typically form chemically-bonded surface monolayers; HzO fonns

physical bonds, while 02 forrns stable surface oxide films by the oxidation of the

most electropositive surface components, typically the rare earlh metals in the "A"-

component 134,38,41]. In addition, hydrogen exhibits a very low degree of solubility

and diffusivity through these surface films [52]. CO and H2S, two of the most

common poisons in industrial hydrogen mixed gases, exhibit identical poisoning of

AB5-type alloys and reduce the surface reactivity by large orders of rnagnitudes [53].

Miniscule amounts of CO and HzS in gas mixtures results in a significant suppression

of the hydrogen sorption properties of AB5-type alloys. Increasing the CO

concentration in the feed gas leads to an associated increase in the rate of oxidation of

the alloy components and a decrease in rate of hydrogenation of the alloy [54,55].

Sandrock et al.have observed rapid losses in hydrogen sorption capacity and kinetics

when cycling AB5-type alloys in H2S-containing H2 gas streams [51]. A similar

observation was made by Bratanich et al. where as little as 0.03 vol. %o CO in Hz
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rapidly passivated AB5-type alloy surfaces [54]. The presence of as little as I .0 vol. %

02 in hydrogen results in a reduction in the hydrogen sorption properties of the alloy

[al]. Oxygen is also known to deactivate the surface of AB5-type alloys with a 50%

loss in the hydrogen absorption capacity being observed after 50 cycles in hydrogen

containing 0.5o/oo: [41]. Exposure of LaNi5 with H2O (as water vapour) and is also

associated with the occurrence of surface oxidation [54]. Surface oxidation renders Ni

sites inactive towards catalysis of Hz surface dissociation processes due to the

fonnation of stable lanthanum trioxide and sesquioxide fihns, which act as a

hydrogen diffusion banier due to the poor diffusivity and solubility of hydrogen

through these layers. NiO layers are also fbrmed upon exposure of LaNi5 to water

vapour and CO. The stable NiO layer formed inhibits any further surface reactions as

NiO is non-catalytic towards the dissociation of Hz. The negative influence of surface

poisoning species on the hydrogenation rate of AB5-type alloys can be observed in

Figure 2.4.

N:

I o'r

I o'r

!0't

104

cor

o?

HrS

I
LaNi,

4 6

lNc* [ML

Figure 2.4. Rate of H: absorption by LaNi5 as a function of the pre-exposure to poisoning gases, VlV6 -

relative reaction rate of hydrogen with LaNi5, N6u, tML] - monolayers of poisoning gas [50]

Medium to long-term exposure of the AB5-type alloy materials to air has also been

well-documented as having a deactivating effect on the AB5-type alloy surface. Air
contains quantities of 02, water vapour, and trace quantities of CO, all of which have

detrimental effects on the long term sorption stability and surface chemical state of
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the alloys. Similar poisoning of the AB5-type alloy surf'ace was observed by Willey er

al. after exposure to air for 150 minutes. The effect of air exposure on an AB5-type

metal hydride alloy can be illustrated as Figure 2.5. Prior to surface passivation by

contaminants the rate-determining step in Hz sorption on AB5-type alloys is both

absorption of hydrogen in the bulk material and the surface reactions. After surface

contamination of AB5-type alloy the rate-determining step is surface processes alone.

200 oOO 600 800
TIME, minutes

'ro@ 1200

Figure 2.5. Hydrogen absorption characteristics of AB5-type alloys before and after air exposure [56]

Large-scale commercial application of AB5-type alloys in the separation, purification,

and storage of hydrogen has not as yet been achieved due to ineffective surface

poisoning resistance of the alloy towards gaseous impurities in hydrogen feed streams

[57]. It has been recognized that these hydrogen technologies will not be practical on

AB5-type alloys unless they can be made more resistant to surface impurities.

2.4.2. Decrepitcttion of the hydrogenation / dehydrogenation rctte

The principle causes for loss of hydrogenation rate and capacity of the AB5-type

alloys with repeated cycling are gradual oxidation of the alloy surface; rapid

oxidation of new surfaces formed after initial activation; hindrance of hydrogen
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dissociation; and obstruction of hydrogen diflusion fiom the surface of the alloy to

the bulk material [58]. The latter is a result of the temperature dependence of

hydrogen diffusion, where the exothermic nature of hydrogenation process governs

the temperature of the alloy material, which in turn will detennine the rate of

diffusion of hydrogen atoms through the core material [59].

Also, high temperature regeneration of metal hydride-forming alloys, after cycling in

contaminated hydrogen, is limited in that the maximum hydrogen sorption

performance is never again achievable due to imperfect reversible facilitated by the

contaminating species.

2.4.3. Activation qnd incubation periods

Another serious problem encountered with these materials is that they do not readily

absorb hydrogen under ambient conditions and have to be thermally activated prior to

hydrogenation [60]. The activation process is usually complicated, involving repeated

annealing at high temperature and/or pressure.

In practice it is very difficult to avoid surface contamination of the sarnple during

slmthesis of the material and handling. The obvious solution is to maintain ultra-high

vacuurn conditions, but this is very expensive and may be limited to laboratory-scale

samples. To restore good hydrogen sorption properlies some kind of activation

procedure has to be applied. Unfavourably, this requires repeated heating in hydrogen

to pulverize the alloy and generate fresh surfaces for reaction.

Generally, a period of incubation may be observed at the onset of hydrogen

absorption by metal hydride-forming materials [61]. The incubation period is due to

the presence of an oxide layer that has to be disintegrated, through repeated activation

cycles, before significant hydrogen absorption commences 162). h. has also been

stated that the incubation period can be shortened and the rate of hydrogen absorbed

increased with increasing specific surface area and temperature.
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2.5 STATE-OF-ART IN METAL HYDRIDE-FORMING ALLOY SURFACE

MODIFICATION

For AB5-type alloys to be considered suitable media in the separation of hydrogen

fiom contaminated gas feeds the reaction kinetics should satisfy the sorption

requirements of the gas separation system and should demonstrate superior poisoning

resistance in contaminated hydrogen. These problems can be addressed using surface

engineering as they are non-intrinsic and can be avoided.

Previous attempts to address the dilemma of oxide formation, poisoning, and low rate

of absorption have been focussed on the modification of the bulk material using

additional elemental components, or varying ratios of elements present in the metal

hydride-forming alloy. However, such actions increase the complexity of the alloy

preparation [a8]. To simplify the problem, special attention was given to acldressing

the surface chemistry of the alloys. Promising surface modifications include the

introduction of protective layers, such as those produced using encapsulati on 163-67),

fluorination treatment L68-741, potassium borohydride treatment U5,761, alkaline

solution treatment (e.g. LioH; NaoH; KoH;NH3OH) 174,77-8ol; HCI acid tr.eatment

[8]-8a]; Y2O3 surface film deposition [85]; Ni-containing weak acid treatment [86];
plasma immersion and ion implantation [87]; combined alkaline solution treatment

and encapsulation [88,89]; combined treatment with potassium borohydride and

alkaline solutions 179,90-93); combined fluorination and HCI acid treatment [81].
These approaches have been well-documented by numerous sources [51,68,94-96]. It
should be noted that no research works perlaining to combination coatings of
fluorination and encapsulated metal layers could be fbund in literature, where metal

hydride-forming alloys surface-modified using these techniques have the potential to

produce high-purity hydrogen in rapid time.

The abovementioned methods all have their advantages and disadvantages which will
be further discussed in the subsequent Sections 2.5.1 -2.5.9.
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2. 5. l. Fluorination treatment

The poisoning resistance of fluoride layers is well-understood and developed and

leads to tolerance to many types of surface poisons. The benefit of fluorination is that

the mechanical stability and sorption stability of fluorinated materials, under extreme

process conditions and large pressure range, can be dramatically increased. Surface

treatment by deposition of a fluoride layer facilitates the generation of a Ni-rich

sublayer, by removal of surface oxide layers, which increase the catalytic activity of
the AB5-type alloy surface towards the hydrogen dissociation reaction. Typically,

surf-ace fluorides are formed with rare eafth rnetals in AB5-type alloys (i.e. REF3).

The advantages of fluorination in the surface treatment of metal hydride-forming

alloys include: enrichment of the electrocatalytic Ni sublayers; improvement in

hydriding ability of the alloy; improvement of the cycle lifetime [68]; increasing of
specific surface area 17l]; simplicity; moderate cost of starling materials; increases

gas selectivity. Disadvantageous are the various safety issues associated with fluorine

[64], unavailability of detailed mechanisms for improvement of perforrnance of the

hydride-forming alloy 169,74); incubation periods still present after fluorination [70];
quantities of nickel are removed as (NiFa)'- lll); fluorination effect varies with a

variation in the chemical composition of the alloy surfac e 174).

2.5.2. Encapsulation using metal layers

Encapsulation involves enveloping the surface of a substrate material with a layer

which may act to promote the catalytic properties and surface chemical stability of
the substrate material. The encapsulating layer may be pollmeric; graphitic; ceramic;

or metallic in nature, although metallic layers are most often used where the substrate

is a metal hydride-forming alloy.

Metals which can be used to encapsulate metal hydride-forming alloys to alleviate the

deterioration of their active surfaces by retarding surface oxide formation and
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promoting the reaction kinetics include Pd, Co, Ni, Cu, Au, Ag, Pt, Ir, V, Nb, Ti, Pd

alloys, Co alloys, Au alloys, Ag alloys, Pt alloys, Ir alloys, V alloys, Nb alloys, Ti

alloys, and combinations thereof [48]. However, few of these options have the ability

of simultaneously promoting the hydrogen dissociation process, enhancing poisoning

resistance, eliminating incubation periods, and increasing the kinetic rate of hydrogen

absorption.

Advantageous are the high hydrogen selectivity attained using this technique;

signilicant improvement in hydrogenation performance; prevention of oxidation;

improvement of thermal and electrical conduction; improvement of cycle lifetime and

discharge rate; improvement of hydrogen dissociation rate; and simplicity 163,65].

Disadvantageous is the requirement of high concentrations of metals which do not

parlicipate in hydrogen storage [64].

2. 5. 3. Potassium borohvdride treatment

KBH4 surface treatment is known to improve the activation behaviour, cyclic

stability, and electrochemical performances of metal hydride-forming alloys through

the reduction of surface nickel oxides. The treatment of the alloy surface is typically

conducted by immersion in dilute solutions of potassium borohydride [75]. The

KBH4 treatment can also be conducted in concentrated alkaline solution. The KBH+

treatment is known to generate smaller alloy parlicles, thereby facilitating an increase

in specific surface area.

Advantageous are the improvements in reaction kinetics and cycle lifetime;

dissolution of surface oxide layers; increases in catalytic activity [76]; improved

activation and increased specific surface area [91]. Disadvantageous is the dissolution

of Al and Mn components in mischmetal hydride-forming alloys which may lead to

losses in hydrogen absorption capacity and the retention thereof [92].
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2. 5. 4. Alkaline solution treatment

Surface pretreatment of AB5-type alloys in concentrated solutions of KOH, LiOH,

and NaOH have been known to improve the hydrogenation rate and electrochemical

activity [75]. The enhanced perfbn-r-rances of alloy materials after surface treatment in

alkaline solutions have been credited to the removal of passivating oxides on the

surface of the parent alloy to expose a Ni-rich sublayer, thereby restoring the initial

catalytic activity of the alloy. Small additions of reducing agent to the alkaline

solution have been known to furlher increase the electrochemical properties of the

alloy material. It was also suggested by Chen [91] that pre-treatment of mischmetal

alloys in alkaline solution acts to remove Al and Mn from the surface and promote Ni

and Co concentration at the surface of the alloy. Also, quantities of K, Li, and Na

atoms are known to be impregnated into the surface layer after alkaline treatment.

The impregnation of these atoms is linked to changes in the electronic properties of

the AB5-type alloy and subsequent enhancements in the hydrogenation rate.

Advantageous are the increase in the hydrogenation rate and lowering of the

activation energy required to initiate hydrogenation 177); increase in cycle lifetime

[78]; increase in specific surface area by formation of a porous surface with enriched

Ni and Co atoms [80]. Disadvantageous are the incorporation of alien Li, K, and Na

atoms into the surface structure [77]; dissolution of Al leading to loss of durability

[78]; generation of Mn oxides and rare eafth metal hydroxides which inhibit Hz

dissociation as a result of low reactivities towards hydrogen [74].

2. 5. 5. Hydrochloric acid treatment

HCI treatment facilitated improvements in the electrochemical characteristics of the

AB5-type alloy by increasing the Ni and Co concentration, and reactivity, at the

surface of the alloy [84]. The improvements were a result of the leaching of surface

Mn and rare earth metals into solution and the subsequent increase in the specific

surface area of the alloy material.
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Advantageous are the increase in the specific surface area of the alloy with acid

treatment; Ni and Co surface enrichment; enhanced electrochemical activity.

Disadvantageous are the partial dissolution of elements at the surface; partial

oxidation of the surface elements with the newly-formed surface layer exhibiting non-

uniformity in thickness [83]; inability to protect the surface from poisoning after long

term exposure to air [82].

2.5.6. Yttrium oride sw'face.film clepositiort

The addition of Y2O3 layers to the surface of metal hydride-forrning alloys is known

to increase the oxidation resistance and cycle lifetime of the alloy [85]. This is

achieved by prevention of the dissolution of Al, Mn, and Co in solution and

suppression of the formation of hydroxides of the rare eafth metals at the surface.

Advantageous are the prevention of dissolution of constituents of the alloy surface;

suppression of hydroxide forrration in rare eafth metals, increased cycle lifetime.

Disadvantageous is the decrease in the hydrogenation / dehydrogenation and

electrocatal y,tic properties o f the hyd ride- forming alloy.

2.5.7. Ni-containing weak acid treatment

Treatment of AB5-type alloys in Ni-containing weak acids (e.g. NiSO+ + CoHsOz) is

known to increase the concentration of Ni, Mn, and Co at the surface of the alloy.

Advantageous is the promotion of the presence of a Ni-rich surface layer.

Disadvantageous is the limited knowledge of this technique and its influence on the

hydrogenation characteristics, activation kinetics, and surface poisoning. Also, this

technique does not increase the resistance towards degradation in air and strong

electrolytes [86].
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2.5.8. Plosme immersion and ion implantution

Surface treatment of metal hydride-forming alloys by plasma immersion entails

applying a plasma to the alloy surface and in such a way implanting ions (e.g. B*,

Nr*, H*) into the surface structure [87]. In doing so, the comosion resistance of metal

hydride-forming alloys is prornoted. However, analytical difficulties are encountered

when studying hydrogenation properties of hydride-fbrming alloys surface-modified

using plasma immersions and ion irnplantation, as hydrogen is included into the

surface stlucture and the alloy cornposition upon surface treatment.

2.5.9. Conclusionsfrom rettiew o.f sur.fuce modification techniques

Of the surface modification techniques described, encapsulation and fluorination are

the most attractive as they have the ability to simultaneously protecr the catalytically

active surface sites of the alloy against deactivation and improve the activation

kinetics in hydrogenation. Encapsulation provides phenomenal selectivity towards

hydrogen and surface catalysis of the hydrogen dissociation process. Fluorination is

attractive because of the large improvement in the surface Ni content and large

increase in specific surface area provided by the fluoride shell. No known attempts

were made to study the influence of the combination of encapsulation and

fluorination on the hydrogenation performances of hydrogen sorption alloys.

Separately these surface modification techniques provide notable improvements in

the performance of the alloy material, but combined these techniques may have the

ability to produce high-performance materials, based on hydride-forming metal

alloys, for the separation / purification / storage of hydrogen from impure feed

streams. The incubation periods obserued in fluoride-coated hydride-forming metal

alloys can be suppressed by deposition of metal layers which act as excellent

hydrogen dissociation catalysts. Also, the amount of precious metals used in the

encapsulation of the alloy surface can be reduced by deposition of low-cost fluoride

layers on the surface of the alloy, which also provide a measure of surface protection

against poisoning.
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The fluorination and encapsulation techniques in the surface treatment of metal

hydride-forming alloys are further discussed in Sections 2.7 and 2.8.

2.6. SCIENTIFIC REQUIREMENTS IN SEPARATION / PURIFICATION I

STORAGE OF HYDROGEN USTNG PALLADIUM-BASED COMPOSITE

MATERIALS

Ideal hydrogen separation / purification / storage materials for the production and

delivery of high-purity hydrogen should exhibit the lbllowing characteristics: high

rates of reaction; high selectivity; superior kinetic properlies in hydrogenation /

dehydrogenation; acceptable cost; mechanical stability; high durability; employment

through large temperature and pressure ranges, high resistance towards aggressive

gaseous species.

Currently, AB5-type metal hydride-forming do not exhibit all these ideal properties in

iner-t and non-inert environments. The envisaged composite Pd-AB5-type alloy

materials have the potential to satisfy all the abovementioned requirements for

application in hydrogen separation / purification / storage systems. This is a direct

result of the combination of enhanced catalytic activity, potentially modified

hydrogenation mechanism, and the hydrogen selectivity which may be encountered

upon surface modification using fluorination and encapsulation.

2.7, INCREASE OF

FLUORINATION

SURFACE POISONING RESISTANCE BY

Fluorination of metal hydride-forming alloys has been reported to improve

performances in activation, reaction kinetics, durability, and poisoning resistance at

the gas-solid interface of the alloy, albeit with a decrease in the electrical conductivity

149,691. The increase in the poisoning resistance of AB5-type alloys is due to an

increase in the activation kinetics in the absorption of hydrogen. Activation times of

AB5-t1pe compounds have also been known to decrease by up to two orders of
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magnitude with fluorination [97]. The f'luoride layer is highly stable and can

withstand repeated hydrogenation cycles at high temperature and ultra-high vacuum.

Fluorination produces a fresh reactive catalytic Ni sublayer which is protected from

passivation and the fonnation of catalyically-inactive NiO [98]. Fluorine ionically

bonds to inorganic surfaces by substituting hydroxyl groups (-OH) [99]. Micro-

cavities within the fluoride layer facilitate facile penetration of Hz molecules whereas

other gaseous species are irnpeded fiorn penetration through the layer 194).

Fluorination also reduces the binding energy of undesired gaseous species and creates

a diffusion barrier which is lower for H2 molecules than for other gas molecules [95].

The influence of fluoride layers on the poisoning resistance of AB5-type materials can

be illustrated in Figure 2.6 [57]. It was obserwed in Figure 2.6 (a) that repeated

cycling in hydrogen contaminated with CO results in the subsequent decrease in the

absorption rate and hydrogenation kinetics of the unfluorinated LaNi5 alloy. In

comparison, significantly slower degradation in the absorption rate and

hydrogenation kinetics were obserued with repeated cycling of the fluorinated LaNi5

alloy in hydrogen contaminated with CO. The fluoride layer is, however, not

infinitely selective towards H2, 2S miniscule amounts of poisoning species may still

have the ability to penetrate through micro-cavities in the layer [33,68]. The fluoride

layer may merely decrease the rate of surface poisoning. As a result, it is accepted

that fluorination alone cannot provide the high level of poisoning tolerance required

for separation / purification / storage systems based on metal hydride-forming alloys.
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Figure 2.6. Influence of fluorination on poisoning tolerance of LaNi5 towards hydrogen contaminated

with trace amounts of carbon monoxide, (a) unfluorinated LaNi5, (b) fluorinated LaNi5 [57]

Use of a wet ball-milling fluorination technique in an aqueous solution containing

fluoride ions has been investigated by Liu et al. 197). The technique produced Ni-

enriched surfaces enveloped by a LaF3 network structure, with the removal of

passivating rare earth sesquioxide layers (e.g La2O3), thereby increasing the

availability of catalyic surface sites for hydrogen absorption and desorption. Also, it

is the LaF3 surface structure, obtained after fluorination, which selectively and

exclusively allows hydrogen to diffuse to the bulk material1571. The fluorine solution

also acted as a reducing agent for the removal of sesquioxide layers from the surface

of the alloy. The fluorination process may then occur as follows [69]:

La2O3 + 6H* + 6F- ---+ 2LaF3 + 3HzO

La(OH)3 + 3H* + 3F----- LaF3 + 3HzO

La + 3H+ + 3F- --- LaF3 + t lrH, I

(8)

(e)

(10)

Some of the hydrogen ions (H*) in the fluoride solution recombine to form hydrogen

gas, which is nucleated at the solid-liquid interface between the fluoride solution and

the alloy particle surface, whereas some H* ions penetrate the core alloy to form a

(b)
Purc H2

Hp300ppmCO
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hydride, with subsequent pulverization of the alloy leading to increases in the

activation characteristics and the specific surface area [100].

2.8 METAL LAYER ENCAPSULATION IN THE PROMOTION OF

HYDROGEN SORPTION

Significant improvements in the hydrogenation performance of AB5-type alloys are

achievable by surface modification with various types of metal coatings. For

enhanced rates of hydrogenation and surface poisoning resistance in hydrogen

absorption and desorption the metal catalysts should preferably be deposited on the

outer surface of the hydride-forming alloy parlicles to ensure the best catalytic effect,

as incorporation of the catalyic metal within the bulk of the hydride-forming alloy

particles significant reduces contact between the catalyic metal and hydrogen and has

no significant enhancing eff-ect on hydrogen absorption and desorption [101]. The

sorption performance of rnetal hydride alloys in contaminated hydrogen streams can

be enhanced by surface encapsulation using metallic coatings which exhibit good

mechanical stability and high poisoning tolerance without negatively affecting the

hydrogenation and kinetic properlies. Platinum group metals (PGM's) have been

identified as possessing the ability to dissociate hydrogen molecules with no or very

little activation energy required [32]. Also, these metals are attractive in the surface

modification of metal hydride-for-rning alloys since thermochemical data suggests that

the oxides of these metals can be reduced in H2 at room temperature, making these

metals promising in the enhancement of hydrogen absorption kinetics of metal

hydride-forming alloys [02]. It is also known that the surface deposition of Pd, Ni,

or Cu layers result in improvernents in the activation of the grains of hydride-forming

metal alloys [39].
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2.9 PLATINUM GROUP METAL ENCAPSULATION IN THE PROMOTION

OF HYDROGEN SORPTION

PGM's (Ru, Pt, Pd, os, Ir, Rh) are generally considered to be the best catalysts for

many reactions involving hydrogen and have a strong ability to absorb hydrogen.

PGM's have the ability to dissociate hydrogen molecules into hydrogen atoms which

can then be transported into the crystal structure of the metal. Importantly, surface

coatings of PGM's have the potential to add poisoning resistance to metal hydride-

fonning alloys in oxidizing environments over extended periods of time, as they

thertselves are not easily oxidised [03]. PGM surface coatings may enable hydrogen

to pass rapidly through the surface of metal hydride-forming alloys to the bulk while

still maintaining the hydrogenation activity even after extensive exposure to oxidising

environments [56].

Ruthenium-modified metal sorbents were found to absorb and desorb hydrogen at

rates appreciably faster than the corresponding unmodifled metal sorbents [01]. The

Ru coating was also able to prevent deactivation of the metal hydride-forming alloys

after prolonged exposures to air 164). Ru and Pd-Ru encapsulation on metal hydride-

forming AB5type alloys were extensively researched by Willey, Hamis, Pratt, Doyle,

and the Johnson Matthey Company 147,64,103).

Rhodium-based materials can be used as hydrogen sorption media as Rh is able to

desorb hydrogen at low temperature. However, the hydrogen sorption capacity is

exceptionally insignificant at 0.1 wt.o/o Hz. Rh is capable of absorbing two molecules

of hydrogen at room temperature and atmospheric pressure and desorbs hydrogen

under the stimulus of a small electrical current [04]. Rh can also be used as a

catalyst in the thermal decomposition of ammonium borane to produce hydrogen

[105]. Unfortunately, no information is available pertaining to the practical

application of Rh as a hydrogenation catalyst on metal hydride-forming alloys.
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Palladium is well known for its catalytic properlies in the chemical and automotive

industries [06]. It is also an exceptionally good catalyst for hydrogenation reactions

such as the conversion of alkadienes and alkynes to alkenes [107]; and the

hydrodechlorination of 1,2 dichloroethane to ethylene [108]. Importantly, Pd is an

exceptionally good catalyst for surface reactions involving hydrogen exchange

processes and serves as a type of metal "sponge" as a result of its ferocious affinity

towards the absorption of hydrogen [09]. However, from knowledge gathered in the

study of hydrogen sepalation using dense Pd rnernbranes it is known that pure Pd

exhibits intolerance towards poisoning by H2S, after repeated cycling, leading to a

noticeable decline in hydrogen absorption and selectivity. Pd is rnostly available in

"politically-sensitive" supply for H2 separation / purif,rcation / storage with the largest

concentrations available in South Africa and Russia. Zaluski et al.have also reporled

on the presence of Pd as a catalyst on Mg2Ni, LaNi5 and FeTi systems, which

enhanced the absorption rates at low temperatures and maintained less sensitivity to

air exposures [60].

Osmium-based complexes have previously been employed as catalysts for the

hydrogenation of nitrile-butadiene copolymers [10]. No literature is available

regarding the practical application of osmium-based materials as catalysts for

hydrogen extraction / purification / storage using metal hydride-forming alloys.

Iridium, and more specifically iridium-based complexes such as

IrHq(CoH:(CH2P(C(CH )))2, have previously been employed for catalysis in

hydrogenation / dehydrogenation of hydrocarbons I l1]. High surface area iridium

has also been used to catalyze the thermal decomposition of ammonia and

recombination and desorption of hydrogen. The iridium catalyst was prepared by

heating atomically flat pieces of iridium in oxygen, then exposing them to hydrogen

to remove the oxygen [12]. No literature is available regarding the practical

application of iridium-based materials as catalysts for hydrogen extraction I

purification / storage using metal hydride-forming alloys.
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Catalysts, such as platinum, lower the activation energy fbr the surf'ace dissociation of

molecular hydrogen by providing a modified mechanism. In the mechanism, H2

adsorbs to Pt surface sites where the energy of interaction between hydrogen and Pt

surface atoms contributes to the breaking of the bond between the hydrogen atoms.

The H* are then free to react at the Pt surface or leave the surface to participate in

reactions elsewhere in the chemical system. However, Harris et al. found that the

catalytic behaviour of Pt layers deposited onto the surface of AB5-type alloys was

Iargely affected by temperature, where low temperature led to a large decrease in the

activation kinetics of metal hydride-forming alloy encapsulated with Pt [03].

Pd and Ru are the most attractive catalysts in the PGM group for surface reactions

involving hydrogen exchange processes. However as previously discussed, Ru and

Pd-Ru encapsulation on metal hydride-forming AB5-type alloys was extensively

researched by Willey, Harris, Pratt, Doyle, and the Johnson Matthey Company

[47,64,103]. The application of Pd as a catalyst on metal hydride-forming alloys has

been extensively researched 137,54,55,60,62,102,113-l19). Pd exhibits higher

penneability towards hydrogen at lower temperatures compared to the other PGM's.

[109]. Pd catalysis represents a means to potentially enhance hydrogen sorption rates

and offer protection towards the surface of metal hydride-forming alloys, and for this

reason was investigated as a potential surface modification technology. The

application of Pd metal in the sorption of hydrogen was further discussed in Section

2.10.

2.10. PALLADIUM IN THE SORPTION OF HYDROGEN

The employment of Pd in H2 separation and purification systems is a result of its

unique ability to absorb large volumes of Hz (ca. 600-900 times its own volume at

room temperature) and its unique hydrogen diffusion properlies [38,120]. Also, at

increased temperatures the metal has the ability to expel hydrogen gas possessing

ultra-high purity. It is impermeable to larger molecules, especially organic molecules,

and as a result Pd also exhibits an infinitely high selectivity towards hydrogen.
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Hydrogen is highly soluble in Pd metal and diffuses through the lattice by a solution-

diffusion mechanism, which is unique to Pd-H systems [37]. Also, Pd is oxidation-

resistant, but where oxidation does occur the reactivity of Pd after exposure to oxygen

is recovered during exposure to hydrogen because of the easy decomposition of Pd

oxides [06].

The hydrogenation behaviour of Pd can be illustrated with reference to its

characteristic pressure-composition isothenns (Figure 2.7).
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Figtre 2.7. Pressure-composition isotherms for pure Pd metal in high-purity hydrogen [37]

The random dispersion of hydrogen atoms in Pd is known as the a-phase, which is a

solid solution [06]. The Pd a-phase is observed at near-to-ambient temperatures and

pressures and exists over a very small concentration range of the absorbed hydrogen.

In this region the hydrogen occupies interstitial sites within the Pd crystal lattice.

When the hydrogen atoms start to assemble themselves into an order within the Pd,

and this order is long-range in nature, a p-phase Pd binary hydride is formed, as pd-

H' The Pd pphase, is only observed once higher concentrations of hydrogen are

absorbed into the Pd. The absorbed hydrogen occupies tetrahedral and octahedral

t!5'i

'Et'c

i0 {l
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sites in the face-centred cubic crystal structure of the Pd. Also, Pd is one of the very

few metals in which hydrogen occupies the octahedral sites ll21).

As atomic hydrogen is absorbed into the Pd crystal lattice so the lattice parameter (as)

of the material changes. There exists a 3%o linear size difference between the face-

centred cubic Pd a-phase solid solution and the body-centred cubic Pd-H binary

hydride Bphase [a6]. This size difference introduces dislocations and defects upon

cycling Pd in Hz at low temperatures. The phase transition will eventually lead to

imperfectly reversible dimensional changes where up to a l0olo increase in the unit

cell volume has been stated upon inducing H/Pd ratios of 0.6 fbrmula units [52].

Pandey et al. have obserued the c6 in pure Pd to increase from 3.8834 before Hz

cycling to a maximum of 4.0184 after H2 cycling at low temperature U221. Lewis

observed the as to change as follows, relative to the H/Pd molar ratio upon cycling Pd

in Hz under mild temperature and pressure l37l:

Pure Pd (H/Pd: 0.00):

a-phase Pd-H (H/Pd: 0.015)

B-phase Pd-H (H/Pd: 0.6):

ao: 3.889 - 3.890A

ao:3.893 - 3.8954

as: 4.013 - 4.0254

Under conditions of low temperature and pressure a large invariant equilibrium

pressure plateau, or Pd a-B mixed-phase transitional region, is observed over a large

absorbed hydrogen concentration range. The length of this miscibility gap between

the a-phase and pphase of Pd was observed to decrease with increasing temperature.

Importantly, the a-B mixed-phase transitional region is associated with the hydrogen

embrittlement effect in Pd, which leads to the deterioration of the structural integrity

of Pd-based materials and where small defects are formed between Pd grains.

Hydrogen embrittlement occurs when dissolved hydrogen gas accumulates at lattice

defects, such as the Pd grain boundaries, and promotes brittle behaviour [44].

Hydrogen embrittlement is the major deterrent to the employment of pure Pd media

in large-scale hydrogen separation / purification / storage from hydrogen-rich reaction

zones [52]. Embrittlement of pure Pd is also observed wherever Pd is subjected to
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repeated absorption/desorption and thermal cycles and as a result pure Pd does not

exhibit long lifetimes in hydrogen separation / purification / storage processes. At the

critical temperature (T" : 295 "C) the a-B phase transition plateau is completely

eradicated, as this mixed phase cannot coexist under equilibrium conditions above the

T., with the plateau being converted into an inflexion point and the Pd absorbent

making a completely direct transition from the a-phase to the p-phase [37]. In doing

so the hydrogen embrittlement effect can be completely eliminated when cycling Pd

in hydrogen absorption [37].

In tetms of thick Pd-based continuous layers the diffusion of atomic hydrogen

through the metal lattice is the rate-determining step in the permeation of H2. For thin

Pd-based continuous layers the rate-determining step is the surface adsorption and

dissociation of H2 molecules [43]. Also, generally at temperatures greater than 300'C,

the rate-determining step is the diffusion of atomic hydrogen into the Pd structure

[3s].

2.tl MECHANISM OF HYDROGEN SORPTION THOUGH PALLADIUM-

BASED LAYERS

Pd and Pd-based materials generally catalyse the dissociation and recombination of

hydrogen molecules. In terms of Pd-based layers deposited onto the surface a metal

hydride-forming alloy, high quantities of atomic hydrogen can be produced by the

Pd-based layer which then further diffuse into the core material. Hydrogen separation

on Pd-based layers occurs via a stepwise solution-diffusion mechanism, illustrated in

Figure 2.8136,120):
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Figure 2.8. Solution-diffusion transport mechanism of H1 through a Pd-based layer

The solution-diffusion phenomenon exhibited by Pd is constituted by stepwise

processes, given as follows ll23-1251:

1. H2 molecules in the exterior gas phase surrounding the Pd layers are

transported towards the laminar gas layer flowing over the surface. The

molecules then physically sorbed to the Pd surface (physisorption).

2. Dissociation of the H2 molecules occurs at the Pd catalyic surface sites. The

resultant hydrogen atoms are chemisorbed to the metal surface.

3. The H atoms then diffuse through the bulk Pd lattice by occupying interstitial

sites with octahedral symmetry and forming Pd hydrides (Pd-H). The H atoms

diffuse through the lattice by "interstitial hopping" between octahedral sites

via tetrahedral sites. The H atoms are highly soluble in Pd rnetal and alter the

lattice properties of the metal.

4. The H atoms, pressed on by a concentration gradient, emerge on the perrneate

side of the Pd layer.

5. A recombination process occurs to form H2 molecules and subsequent

desorption of H2 from the metal surface.
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6. H2 molecules are then transported away from the metal surface into the

exhaust gas stream. The Pd metal retains its original lattice properties.

The basic driving force behind this type of diffusion through a Pd layer is a

concentration gradient. The hydrogen diffusing to the permeate side of the Pd-based

material may be considered to be of the highest purity.

2,12. APPLICATION OF PALLADIUM MIXED-METAL LAYERS IN

HYDROGEN SORPTION TECHNOLOGY

Previous works by Willey et al. rlluslrated that Pd surface-modified AB5-type alloys

were still prone to low levels of surface poisoning after long periods of exposure to

air, manifesting in the gradual deterioration of hydrogen sorption capacity with

repeated cycling [64]. To address this problem it was suggested that surface

modification be conducted using mixed-metal coatings instead of pure Pd coatings.

It is commonly accepted that the best way to improve the sulphur-resistance of noble

metal catalysts is to modify their electronic propefties, where catalysts containing

electron-deficient metal atoms on the surface are more sulphur-resistant. Electron-

deficient species can be fbrmed either by the interaction of metal and acid sites on a

support material or by bimetallic interaction. It is known that bimetallic catalysts

potentially perform better than either of its monometallic components in terms of

selectivity, resistance to poisoning, and catalyic activity. The two highly-dispersed

active metals are thought to exist as bimetallic clusters and the high sulphur-

resistance is attributed to stmctural and electronic effects rather than the degree of

metal dispersion in bimetallic catalysts. The bimetallic interaction may bring about an

increase in the amount of electron-deficient metal sites, which may improve the

sulphur-resistance by reducing electrophilic sulphur adsorption. The adsorption

properties of hydrogen or HzS on bimetallic metal surfaces are also expected to be

different from those on monometallic metal surfaces due to the interaction between

the two metal components.
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2. 1 2. 1 . Hydrogen sorption properties of palladium mixed-metal laycrs

Pd alone is not suitable for hydrogen uptake due to its unfavourable equilibrium

pressure, high cost, and susceptibility to sulphurous gases U26). From an economical

perspective, the use of large amounts of Pd to increase the hydrogenation properties

of AB5-type alloys is not encouraged as appreciable quantities of the deposited Pd do

not participate in the sorption of hydrogen [64]. Few known attempts have been made

to study the influence of encapsulation of Pd-based mixed-metals on the

hydrogenation performances of metal hydride-forming alloys. Employment of mixed-

metal catalysts instead of single-metal catalysts for a given reaction can enhance

activity and/or selectivity ll27). For these reasons the use of Pd rnixed-rnetal coatings

to enhance the kinetic rate of reaction was investigated.

Pratt et a/. obserued that AB5{ype alloys modified with mixed coatings of Pd-Ru

exhibited much faster hydrogen absorption / desorption rates compared to that

modified with pure Pd and Ru coatings [56]. This type of observation rnerits the

modification of AB5-type alloy surfaces using mixed-metal coatings instead of

modification using pure Pd coatings only.

Mixed coatings of interest, gathered from an extensive review of the available

literature, which may further enhance the properties of the metal hydride-forming

alloys, compared to pure Pd coatings, include Pd-Cu; Pd-Ni; Pd-Ru; Pd-Pt; Pd-Ag;

Pd-V; and Pd-Nb.

Copper is known to only take up very small quantities of hydrogen, the volume of

which is considerably less than that observed for Pd U26). Pd-Cu mixed metal layers

may potentially possess the high selectivity and poisoning resistance required to be

considered as viable candidates for the surface modification of metal hydride-forming

alloys for use in separation / purification / storage of hydrogen derived from

contaminated hydrogen feeds. Pd-Cu alloyed layers have been observed to reduce the

deactivating effects of surface poisoning, particularly that of sulphurous compounds

[28]. Bimetallic clusters of Pd-Cu may potentially have the same ability as the
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corresponding alloyed Pd-Cu layers. In addition, Pd-Cu layers have been associated

with enhanced resistance to thermal degradation and reduced material costs, due to a

decrease in the amount of Pd used [54]. Alloys of Pd-Cu have been associated with

hydrogen diffusivity superior to that of pure Pd, albeit that the hydrogen solubility

decreases somewhat. 1126). Some or all the enhanced properties observed upon

mixing Pd and Cu rnay be attributed to a change in the electronic effects [53]. It is

known that hydrogen may still attack the integrity of the copper coating. Although

hydrogen attack is largely eliminated by the introduction of oxygen-free copper

materials, hydrogen attack nevefiheless still occurs wherever oxygen-containing

copper and copper alloys are exposed to hydrogen at moderate temperatures $\.

Nickel too is known to only take up very small quantities of hydrogen, the volume of

which is considerably less than that obserwed for Pd U261. Although the Ni-H system

has been less studied than Pd-H, it is clear that Ni also absorbs hydrogen, albeit

under different conditions ll29). Mixing Ni with Pd has been known to increase

mechanical strength and the catalytic capacity of Pd [55]. Ni-Pd encapsulation layers

have also been obseryed to increase the cycle lifetimes of metal hydride-forming

alloys, although it was noted that the deposition was conducted sequentially with Pd

as the secondary layerl47,56]. Hydrogen molecules have a strong affinity fornickel

and readily dissociate and adsorb onto fresh nickel-rich surfaces. Through the

addition of one atomic percent of Ni to Mg, Holtz and Imam achieved a decrease in

the temperature for the onset of hydrogenation from 275'C to 175 "C, and a lowering

of the dehydrogenation onset temperature from 350 to 275 "C [30]. However, the

hydrogen diffusivity generally decreases with increasing nickel content [126]. By

encapsulating the AB5-type alloy particles with Pd and Ni a rich quantity of hydrogen

atoms can be produced which can diffuse to the core alloy 132,63).In addition, metal

hydride-forming alloys surface-modified using Ni and Pd can potentially exhibit

superior resistance towards chemical attack by surface contaminants.

The works of Willey [64], Harris [103], Pratt [56], Doyle l47l and the Johnson

Matthey Company represent the only conclusive literature related to Pd-Ru
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deposition on the surface of metal-hydride forming alloys. Willey et al. obsewed that

Pd-Ru layers may act to protect AB5-type materials from poisoning by air after

periods of exposure [64]. Changes in the activation kinetics of these surface-modified

alloys were credited to an increase in the hydrogen transfer properties. Harris et al.

used 8.0 wtolo sequentially-deposited coatings of Pd-Ru, Ru-Pd, and Pt-Ru on AB5-

tlpe alloys [03]. Unfortunately, Willey et al.tsed only sequential depositions of Pd

and Ru without consideration of the potential hydrogenation properties of AB5-type

alloys rnodified using co-deposited Pd-Ru coatings [64]. In addition, Doyle et al.

have stated that where Pd and Ru are to be sequentially-deposited onto the surface of
a metal hydride-forming alloy, it is advisable to conduct the Pd deposition fiLst [47].

Platinum is known to offer extended cycle life to metal hydride electrodes in

electrochemical processes, in alkaline solution, by preventing the oxidation of the

electrode material !31]. Harris et al. fowd that platinum layers deposited onto the

surface of AB5-type alloys enhanced the activation kinetics at 25"C tl03l. However,

the absorption behaviour of Pt layers is largely aff-ected by temperature, where low

temperature leads to a large decrease in the activation kinetics of metal hydride-

forming alloy encapsulated with Pt.

Silver too is known to only take up very small quantities of hydrogen, the volume of
which is considerably less than that observed for Pd U26). Pd-Ag alloys are typically

used in the preparation of hydrogen separation membranes exhibiting high resistance

to hydrogen embrittlement. Pd-Ag alloys have lower 4d orbital density compared to

that of pure Pd, and as a result thephysical properties (electrical resistance, magnetic

susceptibility) as well as the thermodynamic properlies (relative chemical potential,

relative parlial molar enthalpy and entropy) of the Pd-Ag-H system are different

from that of the Pd-H system ll32). Ag also acts as an electron donor once

introduced into the Pd matrix [33]. Pd-Ag layers are f-avourable wherever there is a

repetition in the charge/discharge of hydrogen in the absorbent material, as a result of
the high mechanical stability during the absorption of hydrogen through the structure

of the coating [134]. These types of coatings are also known to be highly selective
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towards hydrogen. Although hydrogen is practically not soluble in pure silver, the

hydrogen solubility and mechanical stability in Pd-Ag is greater than that observed in

pure Pd 142,1351. Similar behaviour may potentially be realised using the deposition

of bimetallic Pd-Ag mixed metal clusters.

Vanadium has a strong affinity towards hydrogen, is highly soluble towards

hydrogen, and forms strong V-H hydrides which restrict movement through the

coating, thus decreasing the hydrogen diffusivity. It is also known that V may

facilitate the diffusion of hydrogen at room temperature !36]. V is known to possess

better hydrogen permeation characteristics compared to Pd. Unforlunately, at the

same time V suff-ers from two vital shortcomings: hydrogen embrittlement and

surface complications. V absorbs hydrogen strongly and exothermically, but exhibits

large-scale and rapid disintegration during repeated hydrogen sorption cycling U37).

Also, the surface of V is easily oxidized with the resultant oxide acting as a barrier

towards hydrogen permeation. Increasing the V content in Pd-V mixed-metal

coatings has the effect of decreasing the hydrogen diffusivity, with V substituting Pd

in the crystal structure U261. Previous investigations have been in the catalysis of

hydrogen storage in activated carbon nanofibres using vanadium pentoxide [130] and

hydrogen spillover catalysis on carbon nanotubes !36].

Similarly to V, niobium has a strong alfinity towards hydrogen, is highly soluble

towards hydrogen, and forms metastable Nb-H hydrides which restrict movement

through the coating, thus decreasing the hydrogen diffusivity. Previous investigations

have been in the use of NbzOs for catalysis of magnesium in hydrogen storage [138].

Unfortunately, Nb-based layers are known to suffer from hydrogen-induced

fracturing, large stresses, and strains as a result of large lattice expansions in

hydrogen absorption [39]; and are easily pulverised in hydrogen-rich environments

[140]. Similarly to V, increasing the Nb content in Pd-Nb mixed metal coatings has

the effect of decreasing the hydrogen diffusivity, with Nb substituting Pd in the

crystal structure 1126).
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2.12.2. Conclusions Jrom review of palladittm mixed-metal layers in hydrogen

sorption technology

Based on a comprehensive review of the available literature, Pd mixed-metal coatings

with Ni and Cu were found to be very attractive for investigation based on their high

affinity for hydrogen absorption, their prohibition of diffusion passage of oxygen to

metal hydride-forming alloy surfaces, and the surface poisoning resistance they rnay

potentially provide to metal hydride-forming alloys !411. Encapsulation of AB5-type

alloys with sequentially-deposited Ni-Pd was also dernonstrated to result in

improvements in the cycle lifetime in electrochemical hydrogen sorption [55]. Similar

observations may occur in the study of Ni-Pd coatings in gas phase hydrogen

sorption. Pd mixed-metal coatings with Ag were considered lbr investigation based

on knowledge of the high permeability offered by Pd-Ag alloys in hydrogen

separation 11421. Pd mixed-metals with Pt were considered for investigation based on

the ability of the Pd-Pt alloys to separate hydrogen isotopes (i.e. protium, deuterium,

and tritium) at room temperature without disintegration of the separating element

[143].

Although hydrogen separation studies using Pd-Cu, Pd-Ag, and Pd-Pt layers were

conducted using the alloys thereof it is conceivable that some of the advantageous

properties encountered in these materials, such as enhanced kinetic properties, can be

observed and utilised upon deposition of the bimetallic clusters produced in Pd-Cu,

Pd-Ag, and Pd-Pt mixed-metal deposition.

2.13 ENHANCING HYDROGEN SORPTION KINETICS AND POISONING

RESISTANCE BY SURFACE DEPOSITION OF PALLADIUM AND

PALLADIUM MIXED-METAL COATINGS

Composite materials developed by combining the properlies of Pd-based layers and

metal hydride-forming alloys may potentially have extraordinary characteristics due

to a synergistic effect between the unique properties of the two components [144].
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This type of composite material may potentially produce a remarkable change tn

hydrogenation and kinetic properties compared to that of the parent alloy.

Pd-based encapsulation may potentially give AB5-type alloys the ability to absorb

hydrogen at low temperature without a special activation step, enhanced absorption

propefties, and enhanced activation rates [15]. In addition, Pd-based catalytic layers

have the ability to catalyse the dissociation and recombination of hydrogen, thereby

increasing the stability of the absorption capacity of hydride-forming alloys in

contaminated hydrogen feeds [5a]. Thin rnetal layers are also known to increase the

hydrogen absorption rate due to the removal of passive layers by a H2-H2O reaction

on the surface at room temperature [102]. Impoftantly, Pd is not oxidized by H2O,

CO, or COz which may thereby increase the poisoning resistance of support materials

towards these specific poisoning species !13]. The resistance of Pd towards these

species may lead to the protection of Ni clusters on AB5-type alloy against oxidation

when plated onto the alloy surface. The deposition of Pd and Pd mixed-metal

coatings on the surface of AB5-type alloys will also result in the virtual elimination of

incubation periods in hydrogen absorption [49].

Willey et al. deposited up to 8.0 wt%o of the total weight of the metal hydride alloy in

platinum group metals using electroless plating [64]. This represents a rather large

quantity of PGM's and should be drastically reduced without the reduction in

performance and lifetime of the surface-modified alloy. Similarly, Geng obserwed

significant enhancements in the hydriding/dehydriding ability of AB5-type alloys

after the electroless plating of about I .0 wt% Pd on the surface [55]. Bratanich et al.

observed that AB5-Pd composites containing up to 1.5 wt% Pd demonstrated

reversible hydriding/dehydriding behaviour in HzlCO mixtures containing up to 5.0

vol% CO [54]. Also, Bratanich et al. observed that ABs-Pd composites containing up

to 1.0 wt%o Pd demonstrated reversible hydriding/dehydriding behaviour in HzlCOz

mixtures containing up to 90 vol%o COz ! 131. It should be noted that Bratanich et al.

prepared ABs-Pd composites by cold pressing the AB5-type alloy with Pd black

[113]. In contrast, modification methods producing more homogenous deposition of
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Pd on the surf-ace of the AB5-type alloy were employed in this investigation. Also,

acceptable quantities of Pd (-1.0 wt. %) were utilised in the surf-ace modification of

the metal hydride-forming alloys.

2.14. METHODS OF METAL SURFACE LAYER DEPOSITION

A number of methods and techniques are available for the modification of ABs-type

alloy surfaces with metal layers. Unforlunately, when the deposition of precious

metal surface layers is required for practical use as a catalyst the choice of deposition

rnethods are severely limited [45]. Diff'erent deposition methods give layers with

different microstructures, particle size, and general morphology. The catalytic surface

layers can be deposited by physical or chemical methods, including sputter

deposition, mechanochemical deposition, chemical vapour deposition, electrolytic

plating, and electroless plating. The deposition methods will further be discussed and

analysed in Sections 2.14.1 -2.14.6.

2.14.1 . Sputter deposition

Sputter deposition is a coating technique in which atomized material is removed from

a metal target by bombardment with highly-energetic argon atoms (due to a large

negative applied voltage) within a vacuum, and subsequently deposited on the surface

of a substrate situated at a fixed distance within a vacuum chamber. Generally when a

positive ion collides with atoms at the surface of the metal target an energy transfer

occurs. When this energy (approximately equal to the heat of sublimation) is

significantly greater than the binding energy surface atoms are dislodged in the form

of a "metal cloud". The dislodged atoms travel towards the substrate, under the

influence of an applied electric field, where they are coated onto the surface 1146).

The sputter process has almost no restrictions in the target materials.

The grain size of Pd layers deposited on a substrate using sputtering is generally 20-

50 nm ll47l. It was found by McCool et al. that Pd-based layers deposited using
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sputtering exhibited lower hydrogen permeance than that prepared using electroless

plating or chemical vapour deposition ll47). This observation may be associated with

the grain size of the deposited Pd layers, where smaller particle sizes lead to generally

poorer absorption [ 1 48].

Ultimately, the sputtering technique is not practically pref'erred for application tn

surface modification of hydride-forming rnetal alloy powders [101].

2. 1 4. 2. Mechanochemical deposition

Shan el al.were able to introduce Pd onto the AB5-type alloy surface by introducing

controlled quantities of a Pd black powder to the core material and simply fine

grinding using a mortar and pestle [49). Large enhancements in the hydrogenation

rate and activation kinetics were observed as a result. Bratanich et al. :used a similar

method, except with the use of cold-pressing instead of hand grinding, and observed

similar enhancements in hydrogenation rate and activation kinetics [54, ] 13].

A popular technique for the mechanical deposition of metal catalysts on the surface of

metal hydride-fonning alloys is ball-milling. Although ball-milling does not

exclusively deposit metal layers on the surface, but also modifies the bulk material, it

is still considered a deposition technique as it promotes changes in the hydrogenation

properties by the introduction of dopants. Ball-milling of a small amount of Pd or

platinum with the metal hydride-forming alloys was shown to greatly improve their

hydrogen absorption and desorption performances [49]. However, ball-milling alters

the physical state of the starling parent material by the introduction of catalytic

anomalies into the bulk structure and for this reason introduces a degree of

uncertainty into the observation of surface enhanced catalysis of the hydrogen

dissociation process. Also, ball milling can introduce contaminants into the material

being ball-milled. The level of contamination may or may not affect the hydrogen

sorption properlies of the material.
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2. 1 4. 3. Chemical vopour deposition

Chemical vapour deposition (CVD) is a chemical process in which volatile reactants,

diluted in a carrier gas, are decomposed onto a desired heated substrate to produce

surface deposits. Unfortunately, the quantities of metals that can be deposited using

CVD are limited and usage has primarily been limited to the deposition of Al, Cu,

Mo, Ta, Ti, and W. The rate of reaction is quite slow and limited by the geometry of

the substrate. Additional major problems include the unavailability of suitable Pd

precursors with high volatility and good thermal stability Uag); and difficulty in

depositing mixed-metal layers [ 50]. CVD also suffers from high levels of impurities

and complexity [ 5l ].

2. 1 4.4. Electrolytic plating

Electrolytic plating is a simple deposition technique with relatively low operational

cost. Electrolytic plating requires the substrate material to be attached to an extemal

electrical circuit, while submerged in a solution containing the metal of interest in

cationic form, so as to activate the electrochemical process [52]. The nature of the

AB5-type alloys allows for very little of the total content of an ingot to be coated by

Pd using electrolytic plating; and the use of powdered materials requires the material

to be compressed into electrodes, resulting in similar problems of limited surface

contact with the metal precursor solution (only the external surfaces are modified)

and impracticality. Electrolytic plating is also affected by other factors such as ohmic

drop and poor mass transport limitations. As a result the surface coating of Pd layers

will not exhibit homogeneity as a complete electrical connection is necessary. Often

the electroplated Pd metal is not fully adherent, tends to be porous, often develops

cracks and is generally quite brittle.
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2. 1 4.5. Electroless plating

Electroless plating is a wet chemical reduction process in which aqueous metal ions,

in alkaline or acidic baths, are autocatalyically reduced at a solid-liquid interface in

the absence of an applied external electrical cument to activate the process. The

process involves an electron transfer across the solid-liquid interface after

decomposition of a reducing agent [153]. Most PGM's can be plated onto surfaces

using this technique. Deposition rate is normally in the order of l0 A.s'. Grain sizes

of Pd layers deposited on a substrate surface using electroless plating are usually

greater (> 100 nm) than that observed after Pd layer deposition using sputter

deposition ll4Tl.lmportantly, the electroless plating technique is able to plate surface

layers on materials with irregular shape (i.e. powders).

2.14.6. ConclusionsJiom review of methods oJ surface layer deposition

Metal catalyst deposition techniques such as ball milling and electrolltic plating

cannot simultaneously control the dispersion of catalyst particles on the surface of a

substrate and facilitate the deposition of homogeneous coatings. In contrast,

electroless plating offers the ability to control the surface chemistry of the modified

system on a molecular or atomic domain, produce homogeneous coatings, and offers

the possibility of large scale application [01,106]. It is as a result of uniformity of

deposited layers, ability to plate irregular surfaces and shapes, and simplicity of

equipment that electroless plating was implemented as the Pd and Pd mixed-metal

layer deposition technique for the surface modification of AB5-type alloys.

2,15. MECHANISM OF ELECTROLESS PLATING

As previously discussed, electroless plating provides metal coating on a substrate by

simple immersion in a suitable aqueous solution and the decomposition of a reducing

agent. Metal coatings grown through electroless plating have been valued for their

macroscopic chemical and/or mechanical properties. These coatings are easy to
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prepare, have very low cost, and in many cases are suitable for rndustrial use. Other

advantages of the electroless plating technique include [ 63]:

The ability to plate non-conductive surfaces such as ABS plastics (plastics

based on acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene copolymers)

Plated layers are ductile and can be used on flexible materials such as

polymeric membranes

Deposition of metal layers of uniform thickness, concentration, and low

porosity

Thickness of the deposited layer is easily controllable and can be tailored by

modification of the plating variables (i.e. plating time, temperature, metal

precursor concentration, reducing agent concentration)

The ability to plate inegular surfaces and shapes (e.g. powders)

Most transition metals can be plated using electroless plating and a multitude of bath

compositions are available, each with their distinct advantages and disadvantages.

Generally, each bath contains the following components: metal salt precursor;

reducing agent; complexing agent; and bath stabilizer. The metal salt precursor

contains the metal cations to be reduced into the metallic form; the reducing agent

undergoes oxidation and provides the electrons to be donated to the metal salt

precursor which is then reduced to the metal of interest; the cornplexing agent

maintains the metal precursor cation concentration in the bath by forming a complex

with the metal precursor cations thereby controlling the availability of the metal

cations and preventing depletion from occurring too rapidly; and the bath stabilizer

optimizes the pH of the bath thereby increasing the storage life. Other additives may

be included to the bath composition to increase the metallic lustre of the deposit and

to reduce mechanical stress [29]. All the components of the electroless plating bath

are in a metastable state [ 55].

From an electrochemical perspective, electroless plating can be considered as

simultaneous reactions of cathodic metal deposition and anodic oxidation of a
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reducing agent based on the mixed-potential theory. According to the mixed-potential

theory, both the cathodic deposition of metal and the anodic oxidation of the reducing

agent occur at the catalytic surface with a mixed potential due to contributions from

both parlial reactions where both attempt to establish their own equilibrium

1142,156]. However, the baths are formulated in such a way that the standard

potentials for the reduction of the metal precursor are f'avoured, and therefore

positive.

Two fundamental processes exist in the electroless plating process, namely surface

sensitization and activation; and fihn growth by decornposition of the reducing agent.

These processes are further discussed in Sections 2.15.1 and2.15.2.

2 15.1. Surfctce sensitization and actittation

Activation of a substrate by the deposition of Pd nuclei is a necessary step as without

activation the deposition of metal layers onto a substrate surface would be a slow and

tedious operation resulting in very low plating efficiency [ 57,163]. The Pd nuclei act

as plating initiators and have a profound influence on the smoothness, homogeneity,

coverage, adhesion, and surface quality of the deposited metal layer [158]. The Pd

nuclei also have the ability to lower the activation energy for the reaction to initiate

and catalyse the oxidative decomposition of the reducing agent. Activation of a

substrate surface prior to electroless plating can be accomplished using a variety of

techniques including thermal decomposition of the salts containing the active nuclei,

and the use of activating solutions [59]. However, activation is commonly achieved

by immersion of the substrate in an aqueous PdClz solution.

Enhancements in adhesion of the Pd nuclei to a substrate can be accomplished by

increasing the surface roughness. Sensitization of the substrate surface is commonly

used to increase the surface roughness and is achieved using an aqueous SnClz

solution. The sensitization/activation process can be conducted stepwise or by mixing

the two solutions, although for the purposes of this study the process was conducted
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in a mixed mode using a colloidal solution ("exchange process"). Traditionally, the

two-step process is more often used, although the one-step process is technologically

attractive. The mixed acidic PdClz-SnClz colloidal solution consists of colloidal

particles with a core made of Pd and Sn, and sumounded by a Sn-rich layer [158,160].

The Sn-rich layer consists of hydrolysed stannic (Sn2*) and stannous (Sn*) species as

well as chloride ions. The combined particle has a net negative electrically charge as

the Pd2* core pa(icle is surrounded by the negatively-charged Sn-related species, and

in this way interaction between neighbouring parlicles and their agglomelation is

avoided by electrical repulsion between particles. The result is that good overall

dispersion of the Pd-nuclei can be achieved over the surface of the substrate, resulting

in better quality rnetal deposition in the electroless plating step.

A detailed description of the sensitization / activation process is given. Firstly, Sn2*

sensitizes and roughens the substrate surface allowing for future anchoring of Pd

nuclei. Activation then commences by Pd2* nucleating into Pd nuclei, assisted by the

oxidation of Sn2*. The process is illustrated in the following reaction: Sn2* + Pd2* ---

sna* + Pdo

The Sn2* ions attach themselves to the surface oxide or hydroxyl groups during

sensitization, followed by the Pd2* ions attaching themselves, by oxidation, onto the

surface of the Sn2* ions to form Pd rnetal. The complete sensitization/activation of

metal surfaces can be illustrated as Figure 2.9, where M represents the metal substrate

surface.

cld- ct6- Pd\'/

O,r- o6- cl-sn2- cl'

Sn2*
I

o 05- cl Pd2. ct-

Sn4*
i

o 06-

r+ AA + ii\A
MMM MIVM MIVN/
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Figure 2.9. General representation ofthe sensitization / activation process on metal surfaces during

electroless plating of metal layers on a metal substrate

The growth of the metal layer proceeds auto-catalytically, where a metal precursor is

further reduced onto the Pd nuclei which act to catalyse the reduction reaction. The

Sn component should dissolve back into the bulk solution as SnCla, but in practice

some of the tin is retained on the substrate surface. Excess Sn may result in blocking

of Pd surface activation sites, decreasing oxidation efficiency towards the reducing

agent, and subsequent inhomogeneity of the deposited metal layer. It is therefore

imperative to remove Sn from the surface during the acceleration step so as to expose

the catalytic Pd nuclei. Acceleration is commonly achieved using dilute acidic

solutions.

2. 1 5 .2 . Film growth by decomposition o/ the reducing ogent

During electroless plating, electrons are generated by the partial oxidation of the

reducing agent which then aids the reduction of the metal precursor ions. The general

reaction can be given as follows, where R represents the reducing agent and M

represents the metal:

R--N*+za
luf*+ze-Lf

Oxidation of the reducing agent

Reduction oImetal precursor ions

Film growth is driven by the oxidation of the reducing agent, typically sodium

borohydride; sodium hypophosphite; hydrazine; formaldehyde; or dimethylamine

borane. The electroless plating reaction itself is diffusion-controlled whereas the

decomposition of the reducing agent is activation-controlled [ 56]. The use of sodium

borohydride and dimethylamine borane as reducing agents for the deposition of Pd is

not advisable due to the deposition of boron into the film, which may adversely affect

the catalytic ability of the coating in dissociating hydrogen molecules [58,161].
Formaldehyde is not a good reducing agent due to a small potential diff'erence
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between the reduction and oxidation of the molecules. Hydrazine does not leave any

impurities in metal films, although the quality of the film is not very good because of

the high plating rates and instability of the plating solution. Sodium hypophosphite

has been associated with traces of phosphorous in the film composition, although in

the case of nickel plating (as Ni-P) the phosphorus has the effect of increasing the

overall mechanical strength of the deposited film, compared to pure Ni films. The

physical, electrical, and surface properties are altered with increasing phosphorus

content, ranging between I and 14 % by weight [106]. The same observation may

potentially be observed in the electroless plating of Pd-P and Cu-P.

The two favoured bath formulations are based on hydrazine and sodiurn

hypophosphite. Hydrazine is able to reduce metal ions in both acidic and alkaline

electroless plating baths, donating electrons as follows ! 61]:

N2Ha + 4OH- --- Nz + 4H2O + 4A

NzHs* --- Nz + 5H+ + 4e

alkaline baths

acidic baths

(l l)

(r2)

( l3)

(14)

( l s)

Sodium hypophosphite reduces metal ions, with the associated deposition of

phosphorus within the film, by donating electrons as follows [161]:

2HzPOz- + 2HzO --- 2HPO:- + 4H* + 2Huar+ 2e

Hr,lr* HzPOz- * P+ OH + H2O

2HzO+2C-H2+2OH

The reduction of Pd2* to Pdo by NaHzPOz is thermodynarnically favoured,

considering the redox potentials of the concerned chemical couples [ 55]:

Eooor*,oo : + 0.987 V; E0,,ro,rr-,r12po2-: - 0.864 V ( l6)

Bonding between the metal layer and the substrate surface occurs via metal-oxygen

bond formation. The metal clusters or islands which form on the substrate surface

during electroless plating are known to grow laterally and tightly coalesce to form

continuous films to minimize the surface energy.
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2.16. CONCLUSIONS OF THE LITERATURE REVIEW

From the classes of hydrogen sorption materials under consideration, metal hydride-

forming alloys were identified as having the biggest practical potential for application

in hydrogen separation / purification/ storage systems. This is a result of their ability

to selectively and reversibly absorb and release pure hydrogen in hydrogenation /

dehydrogenation processes.

AB5-type metal hydride-forming alloys were identified as the one of the most

attractive groups of metal hydride-forming alloys for the separation / purification/

storage of hydrogen from contaminated gas feeds due to hydrogen absorption rates

nearly an order of magnitude faster than that of other metal hydride-forming alloys;

reasonable absorption kinetics; and applicability in over a wide temperature and

pressure range (0-200 "C; I -200 bar).

Generally, the shortcomings of hydrogen sorption using these AB5-type hydride-

forming alloys are surface poisoning and deactivation of cataly,tic surface sites; low

rates of hydrogen absorption due to oxide formation, the presence of incubation

periods; and high activation pressures. Surface poisoning of AB5-type alloys by

electrophilic molecules (e.g. CO; HzS; HzO; and 02) presents the most significant

shortcoming in the separation / purification / storage of hydrogen from gaseous

mixtures containing aggressive components. Surface poisoning is observed as a rapid

loss in hydrogen sorption capacity and a large decrease in the overall absorption

kinetics. For AB5-type alloys to be considered suitable media in the separation /

purification / storage of hydrogen from aggressive mixed gases (e.g. coal gasification

product mixtures) the reaction kinetics should satisfy the sorption kinetic

requirements of the gas recovery system and should demonstrate superior poisoning

resistance in contaminated hydrogen.

These problems can be addressed using surface modification and nano-engineering as

they are non-intrinsic and can be avoided. Encapsulation and fluorination were
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identified as the most attractive methods for the surface modification of the AB5-type

alloys as a result of their phenomenal hydrogen selectivity; surface catalysis of the

hydrogen dissociation process, large improvement in surface Ni content; large

increase in specific surface area, and potential increase in surface poisoning

resistance. In addition, no known attempts were made to study the influence of the

combination of encapsulation and fluorination on the hydrogenation performances of

metal hydride-forming alloys. By combination of the poisoning resistance provided

by fluorination, the exceptional hydrogen selectivity of Pd-based encapsulation, and

the temperature-pressure stability of metal hydride-forming alloys, sorbent materials

demonstrating superior qualities in the separation / purification / storage of hydrogen

f}om gaseous admixtures can be fabricated. From a technological standpoint, the

combined approach is significant because the result may be a further improvement of

the hydrogenation characteristics of the surface-modified AB5-type alloy, compared

to that modified using encapsulation or fluorination only.

Pd was identified as an exceptionally good catalyst for surface reactions involving

hydrogen exchange processes as a result of its ferocious affinity towards the

absorption of hydrogen. Pd encapsulation represented a lneans to potentially enhance

hydrogen sorption rates and offer chemical protection towards the surface of metal

hydride-forming alloys. For this reason Pd encapsulation was investigated as a

potential surface modification technology on AB5-type hydride-forming alloys.

It is known that pure Pd exhibits intolerance towards poisoning by extremely

aggressive sulphurous gas species leading to a noticeable decline in hydrogen

absorption and selectivity with repeated cycling. Also, Pd alone is not suitable for

hydrogen uptake due to its unfavourable equilibrium pressure, high cost, and non-

participation of large amounts of Pd in the sorption of hydrogen. Few known attempts

have been made to study the influence of encapsulation of Pd mixed-metal coatings

on the hydrogenation performances of metal hydride-forming alloys. Pd mixed-metal

coatings with nickel and copper were identified for investigation based on their

potentially high affinity for hydrogen absorption; prohibition of diffusion passage of
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oxygen; and improvements in cycle lifetime during hydrogen sotption. Pd mixed-

metal coatings with silver were identified for investigation based on knowledge of the

high permeability offered by these the corresponding alloy materials in hydrogen

separation. Pd mixed-metal coatings with platinum were selected for investigation

based on the ability of the alloyed coating to separate hydrogen isotopes (i.e. protium,

deuterium, and tritium) at room temperature without disintegration of the separating

element. Although hydrogen separation studies using Pd-Cu, Pd-Ag, and Pd-Pt layers

were conducted using the alloys thereof it is conceivable that solne of the

advantageous properties encountered in these materials, such as enhanced kinetic

properties, can be observed and utilised upon deposition of the bimetallic clusters

produced in Pd-Cu, Pd-Ag, and Pd-Pt mixed-metal deposition.

Electroless plating was identified as the method for encapsulation of AB5-type metal

hydride-forming alloys as it offers the ability to control the surface chemistry of the

modified system on a molecular or atomic domain and the possibility of large scale

application.

2.17. EXPERIMENTAL TASKS

From a materials science standpoint the fabrication of multiphase hydrogen sorbent

materials based on AB5-type metal hydride-forming alloys and Pd surface

modification are of greatest importance in terms of efficient hydrogen extraction /

purification / storage from contarninated hydrogen and delivery thereof. AB5-type

metal hydride-forming alloys modified by using the discussed approaches can result

in the breakthrough hydrogen technologies and can be implemented as key elements

in the greater scheme of the envisaged hydrogen economy.

Advanced surface-modified metal hydride-forming materials characterized by rapid

H2 charge / discharge cycle times and stable H2 capacity in presence of the gas

impurities will be developed. Based on the review of the literature, the scientific
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approach (Figure 2. l0) was formulated in the preparation of advanced metal hydride-

forming alloys surface-modified using mixed-metal layers using electroless plating.

I Core ABr-type hydnde-frrrrling alfoy

3 ltlodification by Encapsulation in Pd. Fd-Nr Pd-Cu Pd-Ag. Pd-Pt
i lmprovenrent of H" sorption activlty
' lmprrlvenrent of poisoning resistalrce
r lnrprovenrent of hydrogen dissociatiun rate
, lmproventent of cycle lifel.itrte

Figure 2.10. Scientific approach used in the preparation of metal hydride-forming alloys surface-

modified with Pd and Pd mixed-rnetal layers deposited by electroless plating

A novel fluorination-encapsulation approach was also formulated and used in the

preparation of advanced surface-modified metal hydride-forming alloys (Figure

2.11).

l Core ." , AB.-type hydride-forming alloy

2 Surface Fluorination

' lmprovement of poisoning reststance

' lncrease in specific surface area

' Decrease in activation eilergy

?, tulodrfrcatiorr by Encapsulation in Pd
, Intprovement of H, sorptiot-t activtty

' lntprovenlent of poisoning reststance

' lmprovement of hydrogen dissociation rate

Figure 2.11. Scientific approach used in preparation of metal hydride-forming alloys surface-modified

with fluoride and Pd layers deposited by a wet treatment technique and electroless plating

Based on the review of the literature the following experimental tasks were

undefiaken in this study:

@
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Selection of a suitable mischmetal AB5-type metal hydride-fbrming alloy

based on an investigation of morphological; elemental; and thermodynamic

data. A study of the pressure-composition isotherms of the optimal

mischmetal AB5-type metal hydride-forming alloy was conducted.

2. Preparation and structural characterization of Pd(-P) surface-modified

mischrnetal AB5-t1pe metal hydride-forming alloys.

3. Preparation and structural characterization of Pd-Ni-P, Pd-Cu-P, Pd-Ag, and

Pd-Pt surface-modifi ed mischrnetal AB5-type metal hydride-forming alloys.

4. Preparation and structural characterization of surface-modified mischmetal

AB5-type metal hydride-forming alloys subjected to encapsulation and

fluorination of the surface.

5. Analysis of kinetic properties of surface-modified materials without pre-

activation, under moderate conditions (Puz - 5.0 bar, T - 20 "C,24 hours), and

after .-2 week pre-exposure to air.

The research design and methodologies which address the minimum set of sample

characteristics of the surface-modified AB5-type metal hydride-forming alloys, and

the experimental tasks used in their investigation, are described in detail in Chapter 3.

Analytical tools employed in the characterization study are discussed and reviewed in

detail in Chapter J. The principles in their operation, sample preparation, and

experimental parameters will also be discussed.

2.18. RESEARCH AREA AND HYPOTHESIS

General objectives of the study include the development of advanced materials based

on metal hydride-forming alloys and platinum-group metals, using electroless plating
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and fluorination, as key components of hydrogen separation / purification / storage /

systems.

The problem statement of the study can be hypothesized as follows

Development oJ' surface modification techniques, based on electrolcss plating und

.fluorinertion, .for the preparation of advanced composite materials, based on rare

earth metal hydride-forming alloys and platinum group metal,s, .fbr the effbctive

sorption o./ hltdrogen from contaminated .t'bed streams. The fabricctted muterials

should exhibit .fest kinetics of hydrogenation, excellent hydrogen sorptiort stobility,

and superior dynamics of activation in non-inert environments.

In addressing the hypothesis the following sub-objectives will be satisfied

l. Investigation of the optimal starting AB5-type metal hydride-forming alloy

material for subsequent surface modification.

2. Investigation of the optimal preparation conditions in the encapsulation of

ABs-tWe metal hydride-forming alloys using the electroless plating of Pd.

3. Srudy of the influence of secondary metal additions (i.e. Ni, Cu, Ag, Pt) on

hydrogenation properties after the electroless plating of Pd mixed-metal layers

on AB5-type metal hydride-forming alloys.

4. Investigation of optimal preparation conditions in the encapsulation of ABs-

type metal hydride-forming alloys using the electroless plating of Pd mixed-

metal layers.

5. Investigation of the influence of fluorination on hydrogenation properlies of

AB5-type metal hydride-forming alloys.

6. Study of the influence of the combination of fluoride layers and Pd-based

encapsulation layers on the hydrogenation properlies of AB5-type metal

hydride-forming alloys.

2.19. RESEARCH FRAMEWORK AND DESIGN
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Assumptions formulated in this study are given as follows:

Formaldehyde, formic acid, hypophosphoric acid, trimethoxyborohydride,

sodium borohydride, and dirnethylamine borane represent inefficient reducing

agents in the electroless plating of Pd, Cu, Ni, Ag, and Pt on the surface of

AB5-type metal hydride-forming alloys.

2. Pd and Pd mixed-rnetal coatings with copper, nickel, silver, and platinum

represent the most effective metal layers for surface encapsulation of ABs-

type metal hydride-fbrming alloys.

3. Preparation costs of the surface-modified AB5-type hydride-fonning alloys

represent a fraction of the cost of that of dense Pd-based separation /

purifi cation membranes.

4. Preparation costs of the surface-modified AB5-type hydride-forming alloys

represent a fraction of the cost of that of compressed and liquefied hydrogen

storage vessels.

5. Fluorination from agitation in fluoride solutions represents the most efficient

method in fluorinating AB5-type hydride-forming alloys, compared to direct

fluorination in fluorine gas, electrochemical fluorination, and fluoride salt

sublimation.

Metal hydride-forming alloys will be selectively modified using metal layer

encapsulation and fluorination. The properties of the prepared materials will be

characterized using a host of analyical techniques. The hydrogenation and kinetics

properlies of the surface-modified alloys represent the principle characteristics for

investigation.

2.20. DELIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY
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In the current study the following research areas will not be investigated

l. Surface modification of AB, A2B, AB3, and AzBz hydride-forming alloys or

light metal hydrides (e.g. magnesium) due to time constraints and scope of the

investigation.

2. Study of the influence of elemental composition of the parent mischmetal

ABs-type hydride-foming alloys on the corresponding surface-modified

materials due to constraints of time.

3. Encapsulation using Pd rnixed-metal layers other than those including of Ni,

Cu, Ag, and Pt as the secondary metal due to time constraints.

4. Investigation of the influence of direct gas phase tluorination or alternative

fluorination methods, in the preparation of AB5-type alloys surface-modified

using a combination of fluorination and encapsulation, due to time constraints.

5. Direct application of fabricated materials in hydrogen separation, purification,

storage systems due to constraints of time and scope of the investigation.

6. Employment of surface-modified materials in electrochemical applications as

it is outside the scope of the investigation. Likewise, electrochemical

characlerization of the surface-modified materials was not undertaken as it is

outside the scope of the investigation.
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CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY

Chapter 3 is dedicated to the research design of the experimental approaches for the

preparation and characterization of the surface-modified AB5-type hydride-forming

alloys of interest. All aspects in the preparation of sample materials, characterization,

and treatment of data will be discussed. The chapter is initiated with an introduction

to the detailed methodologies for the preparation of the surthce-modified AB5-t1pe

hydride-forming alloys followed by a detailed review and validation of

characterization techniques used in the study, and the experimental parameters used

in their operation.

3.1 SELECTION OF THE AB5-TYPE HYDRIDE-FORMING ALLOY PARENT

MATERIAL

Mischmetal AB5-type hydride-fonning alloy powders were prepared from high-purity

metals by a modified arc melting technique under an ineft gas atmosphere and

reduced pressure, in collaboration with the Guangzhou Research Institute of Non-

Ferrous Metals (China). The metals were cast into sheets using a special high-

pressure roller system fitted within a furnace. The rolling speed was varied between

5-15 m.s-r. The resulting alloy sheet was annealed at 1295 oC for 2 hours under an

inert atmosphere to ensure homogeneity. The sheet was then mechanically pulverized

by ball-milling in a sodium hypophosphite solution and sieved. Three different

compositions of the mischmetal AB5-type hydride-forming alloy were prepared and

characterized: DLl, DL2, DL4 (material identification as prescribed by the

Guangzhou Research Institute of Non-Ferrous Metals). The alloys were stored in

non-inert atmospheres to form metal oxide layers on the surface of the powders.
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3.2 ENCAPSULATION OF AB5-TYPE HYDRIDE-FORMING ALLOYS

USING ELECTROLESS PLATING

Pd(-P), Ni-P, Cu-P, Ag, and Pt encapsulation layers were deposited onto the surface

of the AB5-type hydride-fonning alloys using hypophosphite (NaH2PO2) and

hydrazine (NzH+) based electroless plating baths. NaH2PO2 and NzHa were

exclusively used as the reducing agents in the electroless plating to facilitate co-

deposition using rnixed-rnetal bath formulations. In addition, no available literature

was lbund regarding the use of NaHzPOz-based electroless plating baths in the

surface modification of metal hydride-fonning alloys. The electroless plating of

mixed-metal Pd-based coatings on the surface of the alloys were conducted in

sequential deposition and co-deposition modes $71.

Prior to the encapsulation of the AB5-type hydride-forming alloy powders the surface

required activation using "one-step " sensitization / activation. 5 0 g AB5-type

hydride-forming alloy powders were firstly rinsed in acetone and deionised water,

dried at 80oC, and sensitized / activated in 50 mL of a Pd-Sn colloidal solution for 20

minutes at room temperature. The Pd-Sn colloidal solution was prepared as follows:

Solution A 0.3 g PdCl2 was dissolved in 2.15 g HCI solution and 5.0 mL

deionised water at 70'C with stirring (200 rpm).

Solution B 25 g SnCl2.2HzO was dissolved in 14.5 g HCI solution (preheated to

50 'C). The mixture was cooled to room temperature after which 30

mL deionised HzO was added.

Solution B was added to Solution A and Solution (A+B) was heated to 90-100'C for

l5-20 minutes.

Solution C: 8.75 g KCI was dissolved in 250 mL deionised HzO. 80 mL HCI was

then added to the KCI solution.
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Solution C was then added to Solution (A+B) and made up to 500 mL with deionised

water

After sensitization / activation and washing with copious amounts of deionised HzO,

filtration, and drying at 80 oC, the Sn layer was removed (acceleration) through

suspension of the powders in 100 mL 100 g/L disodium ethylenediaminetetraacetic

acid (NazEDTA) solution for l0 minutes at 250 rpm. The Na2EDTA was dissolved by

heating at 70"C, with constant agitation, and allowed to cool. The accelerated

powders were then rinsed in pure CH:OH and deionised HzO and allowed to dry at

80'C. Fresh Pd-Sn colloidal solution was used for the activation of each sample.

Metal layers were deposited onto the surface of the activated AB5-type alloy by

immersion in 50 mL of the freshly-prepared electroless plating baths for measured

plating periods and under specific plating conditions (Table 3.1). The experimental

parameters are given as Figure 3.1. Plating of Pd-Cu-P; Pd-Ni-P; Pd-Ag; and Pd-Pt

mixed metal layers onto the surface of the substrate was conducted using both co-

deposition and sequential deposition modes. The electroless plating bath, containing

the activated AB5-type alloy, was subjected to constant agitation (250 rpm) during the

reaction period, which was varied between I minute and 30 minutes. AB5-type

hydride-forming alloys surface-modified using the sequential deposition of two

metallic layers was sensitized, activated, and accelerated prior to the deposition of

each layer. 50 mL of the reducing agent (NaH2PO2 or NzH+) was rapidly added to

initiate the reaction. The reducing agent was always added separately as complete Pd

baths tended to be unstable during storage. This observation was identical to that

observed by Rhoda et al. ll45) and Keuler et al. 11621, where the addition of the

reducing agent was conducted using a separate solution to avoid decomposition

during storage. Finally, the plated powders were washed with copious amounts of

deionised water, filtered, and allowed to dry at 80"C.
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All plating solutions were allowed to stabilize after immediate preparation, with

mechanical agitation, for 24 hours. The buffer solution, used in NzH+-based Pd and

Ag electroless plating, was prepared by dissolving NaOH in H3BO3 solution.

Table 3.1. Pd(-P), Cu-P, Ni-P, Ag, and Pt electroless plating bath formulations and plating conditions

Pd

(NaH1PO2)

I 63l

Pd

(N:H.)

u 64l

Ag

(N:Hr)

lr64l

Cu

(NaHzPO1)

lr6sl

Nr

(NaH:PO:)

ll66l

Pt

(N:H.,)

lr63l

PdCI, 2.0 gL 2.0 EIL

AgNO: 0.2 slL

CuSOl t0 slL

Nisol 1.6 glL 12 glL

Nicll t.s gL

Na2EDTA 60 s/L 60 dL t5 glL

HCI 4.0 mllL

NHlOH 160 mL/L 200 mLlL 200 mLlL

NH4CI 2l elL

NalC6Ht07 25 elL l og
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Pd

(NaH2PO2)

lr63l

Pd

(N:Hr)

I 64l

Ag

(N:Hr)

u 64l

Cu

(NaHlPOl)

ll65l

Ni

(NaH2POz)

lr66l

Pt

(N:Hr)

ll63l

H3BO.r 35 elL

NaH2PO2 t0 slL 35 gtL 5.0 g/L

N,H. 30 g/L 30 g/L t glL

Bufl'er

solution
100 mL/L 100 mL/L

Na2P(OH)6 17.5 glL

NaOH 5.0 glL

CH.TCH2NH2 10 elL

pH 9.8 + 2.0 t0 9.0

Temperature

('c)
50 60 60 70 50 25

After and prior to all depositions of metallic layers the reaction vessel was thoroughly

cleaned from all metallic residues using oqua regid solution [167], followed by

washing with copious amounts of deionized water.

Plating was conducted in alkaline solution as NaHzPOz and NzH+ are better reducing

agents in alkaline solution rather than acidic solution. The high pH value reduced

losses in the metal precursor and stabilizer content, facilitated high cation exchange

and stability of the metal complexes, increased the Pd2* --- Pdo turnover rate, and

ensured the correct potential difference for the oxidation of the reducing agent

[52,1 58].
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Burette containinB reducrnB aEent

{i.e. N"Ho or NaH}PO2 solution)

ldixture of el*rtrolels
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€- '-. Thermometer
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Stirrer bar

+ Hot plate \
rragnetir stirrer

Figure 3.1. Experimental design for the surface-modification of AB5-type hydride-forming alloy

powder by electroless plating of Pd, Pt, Ag, Ni, and Cu layers

NH4CI was added to the NaH2PO2-based electroless Pd-P plating bath to forming

highly stable Pd complexes thereby reducing loss of Pd precursor ions in solution and

to control the conductivity. Baths containing PdCl2 and NHaCI are also known to

produce heavy Pd deposits |671. NH4OH was added to provide stability, facilitate

oxidation of the reducing agent, and control the buffer capacity of the electroless

plating bath [29].

The concentration of the reducing agents were kept at intermediate strengths as low

concentrations cannot drive the electroless plating process to completion and high

concentrations result in precipitation of the metal of interest, as well as instability and

decomposition of the electroless plating bath [68].

Deposition of Pd-P using NaHzPOz as the reducing agent can be illustrated in the

reaction mechanism given below [61]. Pd deposited using NaHzPOz as the reducing

agent included phosphorus atoms in the Pd layer, thus taking on an amorphous nature
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as Pd-P. The thickness of the deposited Pd-P layers may typically be 0.2-1.0 pm,

according to Zheng et al. lll8).

HzPO2- --- HPO2 + H

HPor + OH---- HzPO3- + a

H'+ H' --- Hz

H'+ OH- - HzO + C

Pd2* + 2e ---- Pd

2H2O + 2€ ---+Hz+ 2OH-

H2PO2-+a---+P+2OH-

N2Ha + 4OH- --- Nz + 4H2O + 4a

2Pd2* i 4e ---+ 2Pdo + 8NH:

zPd2* + NzH+ + 4oH---' 2pd0 + SNH: + Nz * 4Hzo

oxidation

reduction

(17)

(18)

(1 e)

(20)

(21)

(22)

(23)

Deposition of Pd using N2Ha as the reducing agent can be illustrated as given below

[61]. The deposited Pd layers are crystalline in nature as NzH+ decomposes into Nz

and H2 only. Hampel [67] claimed layers as thick as 60 pm when depositing Pd onto

metal surfaces using N2Ha as the reducing agent.

oxidation

reduction

overall

(24)

(2s)

(26)

The optimal preparation conditions for the electroless plating of catalytic Pd layers on

the surface of the AB5-type hydride-forming alloys were otherwise investigated in

this study. Although the optimal conditions were known in terms of the quality and

coverage of the surface, not much was known with regards to the relationship

between preparation conditions in electroless plating and catalysis of hydrogenation

processes on the surface of AB5-type alloys.

Deposition of Ag using N2Ha as the reducing agent can be illustrated using the

following reaction mechanism [168]. The Ag layer was assumed to be crystalline in

nature as NzH+ was used as the reducing agent.
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N2Ha + 4OH---- N2 + 4H2O + 4a oxidation

4Ag(NH3)+ + 4e ---+ 4Ago + 4NH: reduction

4Ag(NH3)* + NzHa + 4OH --- 4Ag0 + 4NH: 1Nz + 4HzO overall

2H2PO2 + 2H2O + [Ni2*.C6HrOr'-] - NiO + 2HPO .'- + 4H' 1H: + C6H5O73

Nio+Cu2*-Cuo+Ni2*

Cu2* + 2HzPOz+ 2OH- - Cuo + zHzpo3- + H2

(27)

(28)

(2e)

In the case of the Cu electroless deposition bath a Ni salt was added as catalyst as Cu

does not have a high catalyic activity towards the oxidation of NaHzPO2 [65]. The

complete reaction for Cu deposition thus involves: reaction (30) reduction of Ni to

the surface of the activated substrate; reaction (31) replacernent of Ni rnetallic

parlicles with Cu. The reaction mechanism is given below [65,169]. The deposited

Cu layer will also be amorphous in nature as a result of the inclusion of P into the Cu

layer to form Cu-P.

(30)

(31)

(32)

Nickel deposition by NaH2POz could be represented by the equation given below

[I69]. Phosphorus atoms were incorporated into the Ni coating composition to form

amorphous Ni-P layers. The influence of the phosphorus atoms on the overall

hydrogenation performance of the Ni-P layer was unclear, but Ni-P layers are known

to demonstrate enhanced mechanical strength compared to pure Ni layers.

2H2PO2-+2H2O + [Ni2*.C6HrOr'-] - NiO + 2HPO..'- * 4H'1H: + CoHsO;3- (33)

Logical steps for optimization of the encapsulation process, using electroless plating,

include: Pd surface loading; Pd total loading; quality of coating; PdC12 concentration;

deposition time; reducing agent concentration; and type of deposition (co-deposition

or sequential deposition).
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J.J SURFACE FLUORINATION OF ABs-TYPE METAL HYDRIDE-

FORMING ALLOYS

Four approaches were available fbr the fluorination of the AB5-type hydride-forming

alloys: direct fluorination, sublimation of fluoride salts, electrochemical fluorination,

and wet treatment in fluoride-containing solutions. Direct fluorination involves the

formation of a fluoride shell on the alloy surface using pure or diluted fluorine gas

(e g. 5%o Fz - 95% He) [70]. However, there exists significant safety issues

associated with the use of fluorine-containing gas and the process requires special

gas-tight reactors and equipment. Fluorination through the sublimation of fluoride

salts can be conducted using salts such as xenon difluoride, cobalt fluoride, and silver

fluoride. However, the process requires special reactors and equipment; the fluoride

salts are extremely costly; and rare earlh metals are known to burn vigorously in

halogen vapours above 200'C U671. In electrochemical fluorination hydrofluoric

acid is used as the electrolye solution and electrochemical cycling facilitates the

deposition of fluorine on the cathode. Unfoftunately, the technique requires that the

metal hydride-forming materials of interest be fabricated into an electrode, which

does not guarantee sufficient surface coverage on the parlicles within the interior of

the electrode. Fluorination through wet treatment involves mild agitation or ball-

milling of the AB5-type hydride-forming alloy in fluoride-containing solutions. These

solutions typically contain hydrofluoric acid and the modified materials require

copious amounts of washing after treatment [7] ,169,1711.

Based on the review of the available methods, the fluorination of the AB5-type metal-

hydride forming alloy was conducted using a wet treatment technique as the

procedure is simple, inexpensive, the reagents are easy to handle, and the technique

does not require specialised equipment or reactors. The technique simply requires that

the substrate material is stirred in a fluoride-containing solution under controlled

conditions, with repeated washing.
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The fluoride solution was prepared by dissolving 0.lM KF,0.0l7M HF, and 0.076M

NiF2.4H2O in ultrapure water. The solution was filtered and refrigerated overnight.

5.0g of the AB5-type alloy powder was mechanically agitated in 100 mL of the

fluoride solution for 24 hours at 70oC. After treatment, the mixture was filtered,

rinsed five times with ultrapure water, and dried at 80'C [71]. For the rare eafih

metal AB5-type alloys, the resultant fluoride shell was constituted by LaF3. Wang el

a/. used a sirnilar fluorination method and determined the resultant LaF: shell to be

between I -3 pm in thickness 1172,1731. The wet treatment technique was

accompanied by a dramatic change in the pH of the fluoride solution due to the

removal of the surface oxide layer of the AB.5-type alloy (as NiO and Ni[OH]2), the

subsequent decrease in the H* ion concentration, and the formation of OH- ions. The

F- ions are supplied by the HF2- ions and HF in equilibrium with the H*, F , and HF2

ions in the presence of K* and OH- ions [00,169]. The process can be expressed as

follows:

2HF .-+ HFz- + H*

HF2- +-+ 2F- + H*

HF.- F- + H"

(34)

(3s)

(36)

In this solution, the most stable Ni species was NiF6a-, which acted to replenish any

nickel that had been leached out into the solution !69]. Fluorination of the alloy

surface is associated with a large increase in the specific surf'ace area due to

alterations in the surface morphology upon chemical treatment 1172). Resultant

increases in the reaction rate kinetics were also linked with fluorination treatment of

the alloy surface.

3,4. MATERIALSCHARACTERIZATION

The enhancement of the kinetic rate of hydrogenation of AB5-type alloys by metal

layer encapsulation is a rather complex phenomenon and many additional factors

should be considered in addition to transport through the alloy. Factors to be
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considered include the potential presence of surf-ace oxides on the core alloy surface,

porosity, and morphology of the deposited layers [02]. For these reasons, as well as

numerous others, a comprehensive characterization of surface-modified alloys was

conducted.

3.4.1. Elemental analysis of surface-moddied ABs-typc alloys

It was of paramount irnporlance in the study to ascertain the density of metal

deposited on the surface of the AB5-type alloy, as well as the total quantity of metal

deposited onto a unit weight of the substrate material. These properties give good

indication of the magnitude of dispersion on the surface of the alloy particles, the

concentration of the deposited metal used, the density of the metal deposition on the

surface, and how the preparation history affects the magnitude of modification on the

surface. These important properties can be analysed using energy-dispersive x-ray

spectroscopy (EDS) and atomic absorption spectroscopy (AAS).

EDS is a trace analytical technique used in elemental microanalysis of sample

materials. Using EDS, the surface chemical composition of materials can be

ascertained and quantified (i.e. surface loading). This information gives a good

indirect indication of the density of the deposited layer on the surface of the alloy.

The technique is extremely versatile in that it can be used in the qualitative

determination of unknown sample materials, the quantitative analysis of known

elemental components, as well as in mapping the elemental distribution on the surface

of the sample material. Also, the speed and ease of the analysis and interpretation of

collected data is attractive. Advantages of using EDS in the quantitative analysis of

the surface chemical composition of the surface-modihed alloys are that trace

quantities of the elemental components can be detected, the technique offers

analyical precision and accuracy, and the technique is largely non-destructive where

electrostatic charging is not too severe ll74l. Typical applications of EDS are in the

analysis of corosion, analysis of coating composition, rapid identification of metal
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alloys, identification of material phases, and determination of elemental distribution

I l 7s].

In this study, EDS was used in the quantitative determination of the surface loading

of deposited metals (Pd, Pt, Ag, Cu, Sn, P), metalloid (Si), and oxygen (as oxides) as

a function of the preparation history of the sample materials. It was also used in the

analysis of the chemical compositions of the AB5-type alloy star-ting materials.

The basis of the technique is the measurement of the interaction between high-energy

electrons and the sarnple surface. During the interaction, electrons in the ground state

of the sample material are excited by a high-energy electron beam, thus ejecting these

low-energy ground state electrons from the sample surface. Electrons from the

excited states then shed energy in the hope of filling the vacant ground state, with this

lost energy being released in the form of x-rays phonons. X-rays phonons emitted by

the sample material are detected and analysed by an energy dispersive spectrometer,

including a Si(Li) or Ge solid-state detector, the data is acquired by the x-ray analyser

and the relationship between the intensity of the emitted x-rays and their

corresponding energies is formed to give an EDS spectrum U74). The emitted x-rays

are of differing energies which are characteristic to the atomic structure of the

elements. As a result, the chemical composition of sample materials can be identified.

The intensity of the identified x-rays can also be related to the quantity of certain

elements in the chemical composition of the sample material. The minimum detection

limits vary from about 0.1 weight percent (i.e. 10-e g; 200-500 pg g r) to a few percent

depending on the element and matrix U161. EDS analyses were conducted in

conjunction with scanning electron microscopy (SEM), where the electron beam from

the electron microscope was used as the electron source for EDS.

Samples were dispersed on double-sided conductive carbon tape, which in tum was

adhered to aluminium sample stubs. Analysis of the surface metal loading was

conducted using an EDAX Genesis spectrometer (baseline - 1500 counts-per-second,

time - 100 live seconds) coupled to a Hitachi X-650 EM electron microscope
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(working distance - 15 mm; accelerating voltage - 25 kY; emission current - 60 pA;

amperage time - 100 ps).

AAS is a spectro-analytical technique capable of qualitative and quantitative analyses

of the elemental content of sample materials by employing absorption of mono-

energetic radiation by gaseous free atoms ll77l. The detection limits of the AAS

technique are in the low ppm domain depending on the analyte element of interest.

In this study, AAS was used in the determination of the total elemental content of the

deposited metal layer (i.e. Pd, Pt, Ag, Cu, Sn) on the ABs-type alloy as a function of

unit weight of the surface-modified sample. This properly gives a good indication of

how the preparation history of the sample materials influences the magnitude of

surface modification.

The principle of the technique is based on the Beer-Larnberts law (i.e. A : EIC),

which relates the absorption of light by a sample material to its chemical properties.

The law states a dependence of the absorbance of the sample (A) to the elemental

concentration (O, the path length that the characteristic light travels through the

sample (1), and the absorption coefficient or molar absorptivity (s) of the sample

[78]. In AAS solvated metals are aspirated by a pneumatic nebulizer into either a

flame, plasma, or a heated element (e.g. graphite furnace), typically at3-6 ml.min-r.

The solvent is vaporised, the particles volatilized, and the gaseous molecules are

dissociated into a free atom aerosol 1177). A beam of light with a characteristic

wavelength is then passed through the aerosol. Atoms corresponding to the atomic

composition of the light source (i.e. hollow cathode lamp) are excited and will absorb

light of the characteristic wavelength. The amount of light, and the difference in the

light intensity before and after passing through the atomized metal, is monitored by a

photomultiplier tube. The difference in the light intensity is then related to the

absorbance of the sample material. By careful construction of a calibration curve

using standard solutions the absorbance of the sample material can be related to the

concentration of the metal of interest in the sample solution.
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The sample solutions were prepared by acid digestion of l.0g of the surface-modified

materials in 50 mL aqua regia solution (l part HNO: per 3 parts HCI) at 50"C for 30

minutes and 300 rym !67]. The aqua regia solution fonned the highly reactive

NOCI species which cornpletely decomposed all components of the sample rnaterials

ll79). The digestion was conducted under reflux conditions by inclusion of a

condenser to minimise loss of the analyte metal. The solutions were allowed to cool

to room temperature, were gravity-filtered, and made up to 100 mL using ultrapure

water.

Dilute sample solutions were relatively stable and no significant spectral interferences

were encountered. To minimize sorption losses the sample solutions were strongly

acidified (pH S 2) using excess aqua regia, were refrigerated, were stored only in

borosilicate glass, and all glassware was washed with HNO: and ultrapure water to

remove chlorides and prevent precipitation in solution ll77).

As AAS is a relative analytical method quantification requires calibration with

reference standard solutions and the construction of calibration graphs [78].
Calibration standard solutions were all freshly prepared in ultrapure water. A

minimum of flve standards per element were prepared with the range depending on

the sensitivity of the instrument towards the analyte. The concentration of the sample

solutions were determined by interpolation from the calibration curves. To confirn

the accuracy of the collected analyical data the calibration standard solutions were

remeasured after every fifth analysis of the sample solutions and once again after the

completion of analysis of all the sample solutions. A blank solution (i.e. aqua regia

and ultrapure water) was measured directly after the calibration standards to rule out

contributions from the solvent and in that way ensure the stability of the analytical

baseline. Five measurements were collected for each sample solution to ensure

precision in the average absorbance reporled.

The experimental parameters using the spectrometer (Philips PU9l00) and the

elemental conditions are given in Table 3.2.The hollow cathode lamp was optimally
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realigned prior to each analysis and allowed to stabilize for 30 minutes. All

measurements were optimised using deuterium lamp background correction.

Table 3.2. Experiment parameters for the analysis of total deposited metal content using AAS

3.4.2. Analysis of surface morphology and crystallinity

Diffraction studies of surface morphology and crystalline structure of the urunodified

and surface-modified materials were conducted using x-ray powder diffractometry

(XRD) and slmchrotron x-ray diffractometry (SR-XRD) analyses.

XRD is a valuable tool in the research and development of advanced materials. XRD

is a versatile, non-destructive analyical technique in the study of crystalline and

chemical structure of materials, and forms an integral pafi in a comprehensive

characterization study thereof. XRD is capable of the identification of single and

multiple phases in unknown materials and the quantification thereof, detection of

impurities, determination of the crystallographic structure of materials (i.e. space

group determination; indexing; structure refinement; structure identification,

orientation of crystallites), texture analysis, structure deformation, residual stress

analysis, studies of lattice properties, and crystallite size determination.

Pd Pt Ag Cu Ni Sn

Principle
absorption line

(nm)
241.6 26s.9 328.1 324.8 232.0 224.6

Air-C2H1 flow rate
(L.minr) 0.9 1.2 0.8 - 1.1 0.9 - 1.2 0.8 - 1.1 0.8 - 1.1 1.1- 1.5

Standard solutions
(ppm)

20 - 100 20- 100 2-10 2-10 2- r0 20 100

Larnp Current
(mA) l1 11 J 5 1l 7

Gain 80 80 80 80 80 80

Bandpass (nm) 0.2 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.2 0.5
Detection limit

(ppm) 0.15 1.0 0.02 0.03 0.04
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The pivotal role XRD plays in the structural characterization of advanced materials

cannot be overstated. No comprehensive materials characterization study would be

complete without an XRD investigation. Information gained from XRD analysis can

be used in conjunction with chemical information to establish a stmcture-chemical

relationship in surface-sensitive reactions.

For the purposes of this study XRD was used in the investigation of crystal/atomic

structure and the identification of phases. XRD was also used in the study of the

correlation between structural features of the deposited Pd layers on the ABs-type

alloy and its obserwed chemical properlies.

In XRD, solids are bombarded with a collimated x-ray beam which causes crystal

planes atoms, serving as diffraction gratings, to diffract x-rays in numerous angles.

Each set of crystal planes (hkt) with interplanar spacing (d6p) can give rise to

diffraction at only one angle. The diffractions are defined from Braggs' Law (n)': 2d

sin 9), where the intensities of diffracted x-rays are measured and plotted against

corresponding Bragg angles (20) to produce a diffractogram. The intensities of

diffraction peaks are proportional to the densities or abundance of the corresponding

crystal facets in the sample lattice. Diffractograms are unique for different materials

and can therefore qualitatively be used in material identification !80-182].

In the XRD analysis, dry surface-modified alloy samples were mounted in plastic

sample holders and the surface was flattened to promote maximum x-rays exposure.

Experimental parameters for the XRD analysis are given as follows:

X-ray Diffiactometer:

Detector:

Monochromator:

Generator current (mA):

Electron Intensity (kev)

Bruker AXS D8 Advance

Sodium Iodide

Graphite

40

40
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X-ray source

Scan range (20 ")

Scan rate ("imin):

Cu-K; ctr: 1.540598 A, crz: 1.544426 A,

a1la2:0.497

5-1 00

0.05

After the collection of the XRD data, Rietveld refinernent of the diffractograms using

General Structure Analysis System (GSAS) software was performed [83].
Refinement facilitated treatment of complex diffractograms by means of curve-

fitting, in which the least-squares analysis minimized the difference between the

experimental and calculated diffractograrns [84]. The refinement also facilitated the

quantification of the relative abundances of multiple phases on the surface-modified

materials.

Ex-situ high-resolution XRD studies, using synchrotron radiation (SR-XRD), of the

unmodified and surface-modified AB5-t1pe alloys were performed to ascertain the

crystallographic structures of the sample materials.

Ex-situ SR-XRD studies enabled the study of crystallographic structure, structural

phases, and quantities of each phase detected. The significance of SR-XRD is its

ability to precisely resolve crystallographic t'eatures which cannot be observed using

ordinary x-raybeams (i.e. CuK* or MoKu) as the radiation source. Advantages of the

synchrotron radiation source include: high intensity, high penetration, high flux,

brilliance, superior collimation, high monochromatism, high polarization,

measurement time constants > 100 st 1tSS1. These qualities of synchrotron radiation

are a direct result of the characteristic wavelength being exceptionally small

compared to the size of the accelerated particles [ 86].

Ex-situ SR-XRD studies of the urunodified and surface rnodified AB5-type alloys

were performed using the BM01B diffractometer ()" : 0.5000 A) coupled to the

Swiss-Norwegian beam line of the third-generation synchrotron radiation accelerator

(6.0 GeV) at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility, Grenoble, France. The
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experimental design for the analysis is given as Figure 3.2. Small amounts of the

sample material were introduced into quartz glass capillaries (0.7 mm diameter),

which were then sealed to the gas distribution system using carbon femrles. The

capillaries were connected to a goniometer head and oscillated, under vacuum,

around their axis to rninimize orientation effects !87]. The sample materials were

then irradiated using x-rays photons from the synchrotron storage ring. After

collection, the SR-XRD data was further refined by profile analysis with the GSAS

software [ 83].

Goniometer

Heater gun/
cryostrea m

Capillary
Beam

valves

Sample

Pressure
gauge

Hydrogen from
metal hydride
storage unit

P = 2-5 bar
composition:
Lar _rMmxNisHy

ss tubing

Figure 3.2 . Experimental design for SR-XRD analyses of the surface-modified AB5-type alloys

3.4.3. Direct study of sur.face und structure morphology using electron microscopy

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is a versatile imaging technique capable of

producing three-dimensional profiles of material surfaces. SEM can be used to extract

quantitative and qualitative information perlaining to particle sizelshape and surface

dispersion. In addition, the nanometre-resolution imaging provided by high-resolution

field-emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) makes possible the
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investigation of morphological f-eatures which play vital roles in the chemical

behaviour of materials [188].

In this study, high-resolution scanning electron microscopy was used in the study of

AB5-type alloy particle size/shape; AB5-type alloy particle size distribution; Pd

particle dispersion on the surface of the AB5-type alloy parlicles; Pd particle

sizelshape; and Pd pa(icle size distribution.

The basic operation in SEM entails the interaction of an accelerated highly mono-

energetic electron beam, originating from a cathode filament, with the atoms at a

sample surface. The electron beam is focused into a fine probe which is rastered over

the sample surf-ace. The scattered electrons are collected by a detector, modulated,

and amplified to produce an exact reconstruction of the sample surface and particle

profile [ 89-l9l ].

The surface-modified AB5-type alloy powders of interest were supported on double-

sided conductive carbon tape and mounted onto aluminium sample stubs. Carbon

sputtering was required wherever fluorination was performed to make the

coresponding materials electron-conductive (Agar Turbo Carbon Coater; 8 seconds;

2.0 kV; 150 mA). Cross-sections of the surface-modified materials were prepared by

dispersing alloy particles in a cold-mounting resin (Struers Epofix). Air was removed

from the mixture using a vacuum installation (Struers Epovac). The mixture was

allowed to cure overnight and was mechanically polished using 1200-grit (3.0 pm)

silicon carbide paper and a polishing wheel (Struers Knuth Rotor). The sample was

subsequently ion-etched (Ion Tech Ltd.; 4.0 mA; 4.0 kV; l5'; 4.0 bar Ar) and carbon

coated (Agar Turbo Carbon Coater; 8 seconds; 2.0 kV; 150 rnA). Ion-etching was

used to remove mechanically-induced surface roughness, as a result of the polishing

process, which may result in image degradation, thereby enhancing topographical

contrast U761. Carbon coating (resistivity - 3500 pQ.cm-r at 20"C) enhanced the

electrical conductivity of the sample surface which was primarily insulating as a
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result of the cold-mounting resin, thereby improving topographical contrast,

stabilizing the surface structure, and preventing electrostatic charging.

Four different microscopes were used in the analysis of the morphology of the

surf-ace-modified materials. Their description and experimental parameters are given:

FESEM - Zeiss Ultra 55 Limited Edition and Zeiss Supra 55VP; working distance :

3-ll rnm; accelerating voltage: 5-10 kV (Norwegian University of Science and

Technology, Trondheim, Norway). The in-lens and secondary electron detectors (SE)

of the microscope was used to study the particle size, particle shape, particle size

distribution; and coating thickness of the Pd and fluoride surface-modified materials;

HRSEM - Hitachi 5-4800; working distance: l5 mm, accelerating voltage: 20 kV;

emission current : 9800-11400 nA (lnstitute for Energy Technology, Kjeller,

Norway). The scintillator-type backscattered electron detector (YAGBSE) of the

microscope was used to study the particle size, particle shape, particle size

distribution of the parent AB5-type alloy materials;

SEM - Hitachi X-650 EM; working distance: l5 mrn; accelerating voltage : 25 kV;

emission current : 75-80 pA (University of the Western Cape). The electron gun of

the microscope was also used as the electron source for EDS elemental studies of the

surface-modifi ed materials.

Calculations of surface area of the Pd-based coating, from SEM data, were carried out

using the formula:

6f{s
.5

P' r.{

(31)

These values were repeated and averaged to yield the calculated surface area of the

coating. The formula illustrated the dependence of specific surface area on particle

size where S (rn2lg) is the specific surface arca; p (g/^t) is the material density; d [m]
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is the diameter of a circle having the same area as the parlicle of interest; and Ks is

the shape factor or reciprocal circularity calculated from a circle of equivalent

diameter and perimeter (p [m]) as the particle of interest:

_1: P
(:: ir d

(38)

344

While EDS was able to investigate the relative surf-ace elemental composition of a

given sample, particle-induced x-ray emission spectroscopy (micro-PIXE) has the

ability to map elemental distributions of a multitude of elements over large sample

areas.

Micro-PIXE is a trace analytical technique capable of yielding both qualitative and

quantitative information non-destructively and without chemical separation. This was

achieved through the detection of characteristic x-rays emitted by a sample surface

upon bombardment with accelerated protons or o-pafticles originating from a particle

accelerator. Using dynamic analysis, images yielding infbnnation pertaining to the

chemical composition and elemental distribution on a salnple surface could be

constructed. An advantageous feature of micro-PIXE was the ability to study samples

of unknown compositions. The technique had very low detection limits (1.0 ppm

observed upon bombardment with 2.0-3.0 MeV protons) and large amounts of sample

matrices were not necessary as 2.0-3.0 MeV bearns had the ability to sample layers

less than 75 pm thick [192-195].

Dynamic analysis in micro-PIXE was conducted to qualitatively study the surface

elemental distribution of Pd, Pt, Ag, and Cu on the AB5-type powders; and to

determine whether continuous or discontinuous films were attained on the surface of

the alloy.

ffs

Anuly.sis o/'surface elementetl dispcrsion on sur/etce-modified AB5-type ulloys
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Samples were mounted onto double-sided carbon tape, adhered to aluminium

supports, and fixed into a sample holder. Prior to the analysis, the analyte particles

were identified using a light microscope (Nikon SMZl500) fitted with a digital

camera (Nikon DXMl200F). The sample parlicles were selected in the size range 30-

60 pm. Samples were then fitted into the sample holder and loaded into the micro-

PIXE spectrometer (Oxford). Irradiation was provided by a nuclear microprobe

(iThemba Laboratory for Accelerator-Based Science), where proton and o-par-ticle

beams were supplied by a 6.0 MeV single-ended Van De Graaff parlicle accelerator

[196]. Since information at relatively good beam resolution was required, the proton

beam was fbcused to a size - 3 x 4 p-2. Erp".imental parameters for the micro-PIXE

analysis are given as follows:

Sarnple area (prn2):

Proton accelerating velocity (MeV)

Proton probe resolution (mm):

Absorber:

Detector-target distance (mm) :

Total charge collected (mC):

Number of pixels:

X-ray analysis line:

3x4
3.0

3.0

125 pm Be foil

22

1.0

128 x 128

Z-shell

Analysis of PIXE spectra was performed and dynamic analysis mapping conducted

with the semi-quantitative on-line imaging software package, Geo-PIXE II [97].

3.4.5. Analysis of surface chemical composition ttsing x-ray shtdies

The surface chemical composition of the metal alloys may play a signilicant role in

the hydrogenation characteristics, especially where the behaviour may be limited by

surface processes. Therefore it is necessary to have succinct knowledge of the nature

of the surface and the entities which may, or may not, be involved in the
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hydrogenation characteristics. For these reasons, the surface chemical composition of

unmodified and surface-modified metal AB5-type hydride-forming alloys were

analysed using scanning x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (SXPS).

In SXPS, the analysis was conducted by irradiating a sample surface, under ultra-high

vacuum conditions, with monochromatic x-rays to ionize atoms and liberate

photoelectrons. The photoelectrons are collected and the kinetic energies of the

photoelectrons analyzed to produce a spectrum of emission intensity versus electron

binding energy [98,199]. The x-ray beam samples electrons emitted from the top2-

5 nm of the surface layer, giving information relevant to the sample surface and not

of the bulk material. The detection limit of SXPS is approximately 0.1 at. %o. The

technique can be used in qualitative analysis (i.e. chemical composition, surface

chemical state, surface contamination) of the elemental components of the surface

since each element produces peaks which have a unique series of characteristic

binding energies. Also, analysis of the peak area yields quantitative information

pertaining to the coresponding elemental component of the sample surface. In this

study, SXPS was used in the analysis of the surface chemical state of the surface-

modified AB5-type alloys.

A small quantity of the sample powder was mounted onto a sample stub, using

conductive double-sided adhesive tape, and loaded into the spectrometer. The

experimental parameters are given as follows:

Instrument:

X-rays:

Wavelength (nm):

Photon Energy (eV):

X-ray Power (W):

Beam Diameter (pm):

Wide Pass Energy (eV):

Narrow Pass Energy (eV)

Physical Electronics Quantum 2000

Al K,

0.83386 nm

1486.7

20

100

177,4

29,35
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Peak shilt (calibration): Carbon

3.4.6 Daterminution of specific surface area by nitrogen physisorption

In the study the specific surface area of the surface-modified AB5-type hydride-

forming alloys was determined using nitrogen physisorption. By combining specific

surface area infbrmation with kinetic constants a relationship can be demonstrated

between surface microstructure and catalytic activity of the AB5-type alloy afier

surface-modification. The technique is parlicularly useful when the surface

morphologies of materials are unknown [200,201].

The specific surface area of the unmodilied and surface-modified materials was

determined using a porosity and surface area analyser (Micromeritics Tristar). The

surface area analyser consisted of a mercury manometer; gas-tight burette,

thetmostat; liquid Nz-cooled Dewar flask, and a high-vacuum rotary pump. High

pressures and cryogenic temperatures were used to increase the adsorption rate onto

solid surfaces [202]. In the basic operation, solid samples are placed in an evacuated

sample holder at constant temperature. The sample holder is fllled with helium to

flush contaminating gases from the sample surface and pores. The helium is then

purged from the system. Evacuated samples are cooled to -196 oC in a liquid Nz bath

while the sample holder is filled with high-purity N2 gas. Pressure within the sample

holder is monitored over time and then rapidly reduced to reach an equilibrium state

where the quantity of gas adsorbed onto the surface is equivalent to the quantity of

gas removed from the gas phase. By plotting the quantity of Nz adsorbed versus the

equilibrium pressure an adsorption isotherm is obtained, which together with the

Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) equation can be used to determine the specific

surface area of the materials of interest. This adsorption isotherm can be defined as

the plot of the dependence of the fractional coverage of surface-adsorbed molecules

on pressure, at constant temperature [203]. The BET equation can be given as

follows:
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1 _ 'l _r(l-1) P

w[(PoP) -1] $,I,C 'fLL- Po

(3e)

where W is the weight of N2 adsorbed at a given relative pressure (P/P"), W,, is the

weight of gas producing monolayer coverage, and C is a constant related to the heat

of adsorption.

Approximately 5.0g of the sample material was dried for 3 hours in a vacuum oven at

80"C. The sample material was then transfered to a quafiz sample tube and dried

overnight at 200"C under constant nitrogen flow (50 rnl/min) using a drying

apparatus (Micromeritics Flowprep 060 Degasser). Calibration with a silica-alumina

standard was conducted prior to analysis. The density of all sample materials was

given as 7.9 glcm3 as determined from the x-ray diffraction analysis. A l5-point BET

surface area analysis in nitrogen (pressure range:0.01 - 0.9 P/P6) was used as the

analysis method. An isothermal jacket and filler rod were used.

Determination of the surface area of the Pd-based coating (S) on the alloy substrate

(S0) was calculated frorn the BET results, and was estimated as follows:

(._(
S-: - -''100

I',r Fd
(40)

where Xpa [wt. %) is the total loading of Pd on the surface-modified material,

determined from AAS analysis.

3.4.7. Construction of presstrre-composition isotherms of the parent AB5-type

hydride-forming alloy

The construction of pressure-composition (PCT) isotherms was vital in determining

the applicability of metal hydride-forming materials in hydrogen separation /
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purification / storage systems. The isotherrns gave a clear understanding of the

hydrogenation / dehydrogenation properties and phase changes occurring in the

hydrogen sorption material, hydride stability, and equilibrium relationships between

the hydrogen pressure and hydrogen concentration. These isotherms are very

sensitive to variations in composition and homogeneity of metal-hydride forming

materials and were therefore an excellent method in assessing the quality of

fabricated materials 1204). The PCT relationship describes the dependence of the

hydrogen equilibrium pressure on the quantity of hydrogen absorbed into the metal

hydride-forming alloy at constant temperature 1205).

The construction of PCT isotherms for the unmodified AB5-type hydride-forming

alloy lacilitated the determination of the hydrogen sorption capacity, thermodynamic

properlies such as entropy (A.9) and enthalpy (Al1), and the absorption behaviour of

the starting material [184]. AH gives a good indication of thermal stability of metal

hydride-forming alloys of interest and is directly related to the hydrogen dissociation

process L2O6l.It was determined from Van't Hoff plots of [(log P) vs. T-r] and was

ultimately used in screening the starting materials.

The construction of PCT isotherrns was conducted using a Sieverts-type volumetric

installation (South African Institute for Advanced Material Chemistry, SAIAMC).

The installation conducted precise volumetric measurements of quantities of

hydrogen absorbed or desorbed by hydrogen sorption materials. The procedure

consists of determining the quantity of hydrogen absorbed or desorbed by the

material at systematically varied equilibrium pressures at a fixed temperature, and

after thermal activation in vacuum. The installation consists of gas distribution,

control, and measurement systems. The pressure within the system was monitored

using 2.5, 16, and 160 bar absolute pressure transducers. The estimated accuracy in

the determination of the H sorption capacity was estimated as - l.l cm3.bar at STP

(or - 0.04 H/AB5 formula units). A schematic diagram of the installation at SAIAMC

is given as Figure 3.3. All pafis were machined from 3l6L stainless steel (Swagelok)

to prevent carbon segregation and hydrogen embrittlement, and maintain a high heat
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transfer coefficient making rneasurements up to 500"C and 160 bar H2 possible.

Sealing in the autoclave reactor, prior to each analysis, was achieved using stainless

steel gaskets and 0.5 pm-rated filter gaskets (Swagelok). The volume of the system

was regularly calibrated to ensure accuracy in collected data.

1.6 g of the AB5-type alloy powder was loaded into the reactor housing and activated

by heating to 200 oC in a muffle furnace in vacuum better than I .0 x l0-s mbar for 90

minutes, followed by hydrogenation (99.999% H2) at room temperature (final

pressure 12bar, calculated H sorption capacity con'esponded to H/AB5 : 5.70). After

the first cycle subsequent hydrogenation occurred rapidly: more than 90% of the

maximum H capacity was reached within I minute. The hydrogen sorption

perfbrmances of the alloy were reproducible within the second hydrogenation cycle.

As a result, the measurements of the PCT characteristics of the stafting material were

initiated from the third cycle and included the reactivation of the sample 1T : 200 oC,

vacuum better than l0-5 mbar, duration 5-10 hours) followed by subsequent

measurements of absorption and desorption isotherms through the specified

temperatures (30, 90, 150 "C) using standard volumetric procedures. All the

calculations of the quantity of hydrogen gas absorbed or desorbed were performed

taking into account its compression factor, and the post-treatment of the recorded data

was similar to that described by Mclennan et al.1207).

Hydrogen absorption / desorption isobars were also constructed, in which the parent

AB5-type alloy was heated at a slow rate (T: 0-200 "C), after equilibration at a fixed

hydrogen pressure (P: 0.1-10 bar H2), while monitoring the absorbed / desorbed

hydrogen concentration. The isobars illustrated the temperature dependence of the

material of interest.
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Figure 3.3. Schematic diagram of the Sieverts-type volumetric installation at SAIAMC

3.4.8. Analysi.s o.f dynamics in hydrogen obsorption using surface-modified AB5-type

hy drid e-forming al I oy s

The kinetics of the surface-modified materials is dependent both on the bulk and

surface properties of the materials, which were both fundarnental factors in

determining whether sample materials are of practical interest in hydrogen separation

/ purification / storage applications. A study of the sorption kinetics of the modified
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materials would give valuable insight into the surface reactivity, reaction mechanism,

poisoning resistance, and catalytic activity towards hydrogen on the surface-modified

materials [208]. With that, the influence of surface modification on the hydrogen

sorption performances of AB5-type hydride-forming alloys was studied by a

comparison of the dynamics of activation in hydrogen absorption under mild

temperature and pressure, after -2 week pre-exposure to air, and without pre-

activation by simultaneous heating and evacuation. A similar method was used by

Willey et al. after 150 min exposure to air at roorn temperature [64]. Since all the

experiments were carried out under the same conditions, their results can be

considered as a semi-quantitative estimation of the influence of the surface

modification on the tolerance of the materials to their surface poisoning by

innocuous, retarding, reactive, and poisoning impurities present in air. Species

typically present in air, and their standard concentrations include: N2 (78.08 %o), Oz

(20.95 %o), Ar (0.93 %), H2O (0.4 o/o),COz(O.O4o/o), Ne (2 x 10-3 o/o),He (5 x l0-a

o/o),CH4(2x 1o-o o/o), Kr (1 x lo-4 o/o), H2 (6 x lo-s y,),No (5 x l0-s o/o),Xe (9 x l0-6

o/o), ot (7 x 10-6 %), No2 (2 x lo-u o ),Iz (l x 106 yi, Co (. 1 x 10-6 o/o), andNH+ (<

l x 10-6 %)1209).

The kinetic curves were constructed by relating the quantity of hydrogen lost from a

reference pressure in a known volume to the quantity of hydrogen gas absorbed by a

sample material. By ensuring that the gas distribution system is leak-free all changes

in the hydrogen pressure of the volumetric system could be attributed to absorption

by the sample material. The number of moles present in the system frorn the onset of

the reaction, under experimental conditions, was determined accurately using the

ideal gas relationship (n : PVIRT) and corected fbr deviation from this relationship

using a compressibility factor (D to yield n : PVIZRT.

The analysis was conducted using volumetric installations at SAIAMC (Figure 3.3)

and the Institute for Energy Technology (IFE) (Figures 3.4). The installation at IFE

was f,rtted with differential and absolute pressure transducers allowing for

measurement of incremental changes in the starting pressure of the buffer cylinders.
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The sample (m: l.69 at SAIAMC and 3.59 at IFE) was loaded into a 3l6L stainless

steel autoclave reactor followed by evacuation to lower than l0-3 mbar at room

temperature. The starting hydrogen pressure of a -5.0 bar aliquot was then introduced

into the appropriate buffer cylinder, and a pressure baseline established, after which

the reactor valve was opened and the hydrogen introduced to the sample material.

Changes to the reference hydrogen pressure were monitored by the data acquisition

system. Scan intervals of 10-30 seconds were used. The volumetric system and

reactor were maintained at 20"C using a thermostated oil bath and the analysis was

allowed to commence for -24 hours. Calculations of the amount of hydrogen

absorbed by the sample were carried out by the standard volumetric procedure.

TRo+
V ,:.f t).-5 cml
V::39.3 cm3

V::70. I cm3

Y,1297 cm3

Vr:34.2 cmr

VrPa o.....

H V1

Pd

vs

1l
V2

Vr

o
Vac

Ts

Evacuation

PC

Figure 3.4. Schematics of the experimental setup (IFE) for studies of hydrogen absorption by the

surface m odified AB5-type alloys: 1-reactor, 2 - sample, 3 - pressu re transd ucer (0-60 bar absolute,

acc. 0.04% FS), 4 pressure transducer (+0-1 bar differential, acc.0.04Yo FS), 5 - vacuum transducer,

6 buffer cylinder, 7-11 - shut-offvalves

The experimental data were processed by application of fbrmal kinetic analysis using

the Avrami - Erofeev equation 1210-212]
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(HIABsl=(HIABr),,u^

{,-"-[-[; )
(41)

where (H/AB) was the actual hydrogen concentration in the alloy (H/A-85),,,,* was

the maximum hydrogen concentration in the alloy (equal to 5.0 formula units,

determined in the corresponding PCT studies); r is time; /o is the characteristic time of

the hydrogenation (reciprocal rate constant); and the index n is the rnorphological

parameter and is related to the reaction mechanism or the dimensionality of growth.

Forde et al. found that the values for n were generally below 1.0 wherever thermal

ballast (e.g. Cu powder) was not used, which is the case in this investigation l2l2l.
Using the reciprocal of the best value fitted for /s, the rate constant (k) was calculated,

which was representative of the activation kinetics at the alloy surf-ace, and therefore

indirectly related to the resistance of the surface to degradation after prolonged

exposure to non-inert environments (i.e. poisoning resistance).

3.5 LIMITATIONS IN THE CHARACTERIZATION OF SURFACE-

MODIFIED ABs-TYPE HYDRIDE-FORMING ALLOYS

Fundamental and fairly novel analytical techniques, used in this study, are not

without limitations or restrictions in their resolution or applications. Electron

microscopy may allow for the imaging of nanophase Pd-based catalysts on the

surface of the AB5-type hydride-forming alloys, but suff.ers from the time taken in

statistical sampling of data, preparation aftefacts, and the destructive nature of the

technique.

In terms of XRD particle sizing, the use of the Scherer equation may lead to

inconsistencies in particle sizing data. This is due to the Scherer equation being

developed for spherical particles, whereas many metal nanoparticles are irregular in

shape.
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The contribution of Ni-P parlicles in the deposited layers were difficult to separate

from the analytical signal for the AB5-type alloy as the surface matrix was

predominantly constituted of Ni. As a result the deposited layer was difficult to detect

using elemental analysis techniques such as PIXE, EDS, and AAS.

A loss of data at the onset of hydrogenation was observed as a result of the time

resolution of the data acquisition system and the large instantaneous change in

volume open exposing the sarnple in the reactor to hydrogen. As a result, the molar

fraction (H/ABs) did not staft at absolute zero.

3.6. CONCLUSIONS OF THE METHODOLOGY

AB5-type hydride-forming alloys were surface-modified, in this investigation, for the

purposes of increasing the absorption kinetics and poisoning tolerance for application

in hydrogen separation / purification / storage systems. Layers of Pd, mixed metals,

and fluorine were used to modify the surface of the alloy. The surfaces were modified

using the electroless deposition of Pd, Pt, Ag, Cu, and Ni.

Logical steps fbr optimization of the encapsulation process, using electroless plating,

included: Pd loading; quality of coating; Pd concentration; deposition time; reducing

agent; type of deposition (co-deposition or sequential deposition).

The preparation methods were comprehensively discussed and scrutinized; the

selection of characterization techniques was justified in terms of a review of the

properties of interest and analyical considerations; the fundamental principles of the

selected characterization techniques were discussed and their operational parameters

were given; and methods in the post-analysis treatment of data were discussed.

Characterization techniques used in this investigation included SR-XRD, SEM, EDS,

AAS, PIXE, SXPS, N2 physisorption, PCT studies, and kinetic analysis in

hydrogenation.
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4,1. SELECTION OF THE PARENT ABs-TYPE METAL HYDRIDE-FORMING

ALLOY

The first step undertaken in developing the advanced composite materials for

application in hydrogen separation / purification / storage systems was to find the

most suitable alloy amongst the numerous cumently available, through a

comprehensive literature review, which would operate over the required pressure and

temperature range. It followed that the prime criterion aiding selection was the initial

resistance to surface poisoning. Based on this criterion it was decided that rare earlh

metal AB5-type alloys were the most suitable for surface-modification and

application in hydrogen separation / purification / storage systems.

Three different available compositions of the mischmetal AB5-type hydride-forming

alloy, categorized as DLl; DL2; DL4 by the Guangzhou Institute for Non-Ferrous

Metals, were analysed in terms of surface morphology, elemental composition, and

thermodynamic properties in deterrnination of the best parent alloy fbr surface

modification in this investigation.

4.1.1. Morphology and crystallinity oJ'the mischmetal AB5-type ulloys

The surface morphologies of the available mischmetal AB5-type alloy powders were

analysed by SEM analysis, using both SE and YAGBSE detectors.

Images of the AB5-type (DLl ) alloy are given as Figure a.1 (a)-(b). The alloy powder

consisted of particles varying in size (-10-100 prn), which generally exhibited

irregular shape and relatively smooth surfaces, which were free of porous structure.
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Figure4.1. SEM images of AB5 @Ll) alloy, (a) 90x mag. (SE);(b) 1500x mag. (YAGBSE)

Images of the AB5-type (DL2) hydride-fonning alloy are presented as Figure 4.2 (a)

and (b). The morphology of the alloy powder was similar to that of the ABs (DLl)

powder (Figure 4.1), however the material possessed a smaller parlicle size (-10-50

pm) compared to that of the AB5-type (DLl) alloy. The surfaces of the alloy were

relatively smooth and free of porous structure.

(a)

Figure 4.2. SEM images of AB5 (DL2) alloy, (a) 100x mag. (SE); (b) 1300x mag. (YAGBSE)

Images of AB5-type (DL4) alloy are given in Figure a3 @) and (b). Generally, the

parlicle size was slightly larger compared to that of the other two AB5-type alloys.

The surfaces of the alloy were relatively smooth and free of porous structure.

500 m
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Figure 4.3. SEM images of the AB5 (DL4) alloy, (a) 90x mag. (SE); (b) 2000x mag. (YAGBSE)

The parlicle size distribution of the AB5-type (DL4) alloy powder was determined,

using Carl Zeiss Axiovision@ software, as -10-90 pm representing about 90% of the

particles (Figure 4.4). It was observed that the majority of the AB5 (DL4) alloy

particles have particle size -10-30 pm. The estimated specific surface area (0.05

^'lg), 
taking into account particle shape distribution and the introduction of a particle

shape correction factor (K5) corresponded well to the measured Nz physisorption

results (0.045 
^'lg). 

TheKs (Figures 4.5) was introduced to indicate how much the

specific surface area exceeded the area of a sphere having the diameter d.

40
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Figure 4.4. Particle size distribution histogram determined from SEM data for AB5{ype (DL4) alloy
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Figure 4.5. Shape factor distribution histogram for AB5-type (DL4) alloy determined from SEM data

It was observed from Figure 4.5 that most of the particles have shapes which differ

from being ideally spherical as the majority of particles have a shape correction factor

greater than K5 : 1.0, which corresponds to a perfect sphere.

4.1.2. Compqrison of chemical composition of mischmetal AB5-Qpe alloys

In parallel to the SEM studies, EDS analyses were conducted to determine the

elemental compositions of the mischmetal AB5-type hydride-forming alloy powders.

The EDS analysis of the ABs (DLl) alloy (Table 4.1) illustrated that the composition

of the material corresponded to the formula Ar roB+s+ (A: La, Ce, Nd, Pr; and B:
Ni, Co, Al, Mn), which was relatively close to the AB5-t1pe alloy stoichiometric

composition.
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EDS data of the ABs (DL4) alloy (Table 4.3) showed that the composition of the

sample corresponded to the lbrmula At2zBq.ts, meaning it was slightly enriched in the

rare-earth "A" component compared to the AB5 (DLl) and AB5 @L2) alloys. The

ABs (DL4) alloy also had the highest cerium and lowest lanthanum concentrations, as

well as similar Mn and Co contents compared to the AB5 (DL2) alloy.

Table 4.3. Quantitative elemental composition data for the AB5-type (DL4) alloy

Elemental

Line

Net

Counts
Weight % Atom o/o

AIK 821 3.80 10.10

MnK 1 786 7.18 9.31

CoK l6l3 8.41 10.23

NiZ 3102 40.94 50.01

LaL 4343 13.42 6.93

CeL 5064 19.10 10.08

PrL 439 1.52 0.71

NdT t364 5.03 2.50

Total 100.00 100.00

Based on the EDS results and knowledge of the benefits of the specific additions to

the mischmetal alloy, ABs (DLl) was assumed to potentially have the strongest

af{inity towards hydrogen; ABs (DL2) was assumed to potentially have improved

cyclic stability, hydrogen sorption capacity retention, and activation; and ABs (DL4)

was assumed to potentially have improved cyclic stability, improved activation, the

ability to minimize volume expansion upon hydrogenation, and lowest equilibrium

pressure 139,213).

Comparison of the fractions of the "A" components of the AB5-type metal hydride-

fbnning alloys (Table 4.4) indicated that ABs (DL4) was a typical mischmetal alloy,

meeting all the criteria thereof. ABs (DLl) and ABs (DL2) did not meet all the

criteria of typical mischmetal hydride-forming alloys 1213,2141. Based on its higher
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cerium content observed in the analysis of the "A" component, the AB5-type (DL4)

alloy was determined to be a potentially better starting material for hydrogen

separation / purification / storage applications. The high Ce content of the AB5 @L4)

alloy should facilitate the lowest thermal stability (z1lf) anong the studied alloys, and

therefore greater ease in expelling absorbed hydrogen from the material due to a

lower metal-hydrogen binding energy.

Table4.4. Fractions of the "A" components of the studied AB5-type alloys

The chemical state of alloy surface is largely influenced by the nature of the "B"

component. The AB5 (DLl) alloy contained less Ni (substituted by Co and Mn), and

it is known that Ni segregates to the surface to yield clusters that are catalytically-

active towards hydrogen dissociation / recombination processes. On the other hand,

Co has a higher affinity than Ni towards oxygen and this alloy is therefore more

easily surface-oxidized. This observation made the AB5 (DLl) alloy unfavourable for

use as the substrate material in this investigation. ABs (@L2) and AB5 (DL4) alloys

had almost identical compositions in terms of the "B" component. Table 4.5

illustrated the distribution of fractions of the "B" components for the studied alloys.

All three alloys were observed to be hypo-stoichiometric (i.e. B/A < 5).

Sample
Fraction of "A" component, 7o

La Ce Pr Nd

DL1 54.41 31 .16 5.32 9.04

DL2 46.59 36.36 6.04 I 1.00

DL4 34.1'7 49.70 3.80 12.33

Typical mischmetal AB5-type alloy content 2s -30 40-50 4-15 4-15
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Sample
Fraction of *B" component, 7o

B/A
AI Mn Co Ni

DLl 9.54 8.s2 18.84 63.11 4.11

DL2 r0.47 12.35 12.0'7 65.12 4.17

DL4 t2.67 11 .16 12.83 62.74 3.93

Table 4.5. Fractions of the "B" components of the studied AB5-type alloys

4.1.3. Therrnodynamic emalysis of the AB5-type hydride-Jorming alloys

Changes in the thermodynamic properlies of the studied AB5-type alloys could be

estimated from known thermodynamic data for other AB5-based hydride-forming

alloys, where Ni is substituted with Al, Mn and Co, and La with Ce 1214,215]. Since

similar data fbr hydride forrnation entropies (A,S) are unavailable, a typical value of

AS: -l l0 J/ (mole Hz K) was assumed as a fixed value.

The enthalpies for the formation of hydrides (All) from similar metal hydride-

forming alloys facilitated the investigation of the influence of the i-th factor (i.e. the

fraction of a substituting metal relative to the total amount of A or B components), on

the stoichiometry (X) of the studied AB5-type alloys and the heat of formation of the

corresponding hydride (Y). This influence was determined from equations (l) and (2).

Assuming the independence of all the factors, the total influence was roughly

estimated using equation (2).

Y =>A,X, +B;

Y=A,X+8, (l) (42)
Ln,

E='='
n

Confirmation of the model presented in equation (2) was carried out using literature

data for similar AB5-type alloy compositions 1216l.It was determined that the model
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facilitated the qualitative prediction of changes in the stabilities and thermodynamic

properties of AB5H* hydrides upon changes in their Ce content.

The corresponding reference data for the fonnation enthalpies of the metal hydrides

(LII) are presented in Figure 4.6 (a-e)1214,2151. It was clear that the increase in the

content of Al, Mn, and Co had the effect of increasing the AH and energy necessary

for hydrogen expulsion (Figures 4.6 (a-c)), whereas increasing the Ce content (Figure

4.6 (d)) decreased the AH. The non-stochiometric LaNis-. alloy (Figure 4.6 (e)) took

into account the mixture of all additives and illustrated the imporlance of the

composition of the "A" component in determining the final AH value, and the

influence of the Ce content in determining the stability of the hydride.
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Figure 4.6. Determination of hydride formation enthalpies for reference AB5type alloys:

(a) La(Ni,Al)5; (b) La(Ni,Mn):; (c) La(Ni,Co)5; (d) (La,Ce)Ni5; (e) non-stoichiometric LaNi5rl

The enthalpy of hydride formation (AI1) was detennined from the following equation:

AS AH
[nP = -- + 

-RRT
(43)

where, AS : entropy of formation, AFl: enthalpy of formation, R : ideal gas constant

(8.3 | 447 2 J.K- 
I 
.mol- I 

).

Estimated thermodynarnic properties for the AB5-type alloys are presented in Table

4.6. The hypo-stoichiometry of the alloys was not taken into account and the fractions

of the components were related to the AB5-type alloy composition.
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Table 4.6. Calculated values of thermodynamic properlies of the studied AB5-type alloys

Starting

alloy

Fractions of the components for

AB5 composition (X;)

Calculated thermodynamic properties,

assuming A^S: -l l0 J/(mole H2.K)

Ce/A Co/B MniB AI/ B
-LH

(kJ/mole H1)

Pp (bar),

T: 30,C

Pp (bar),

T-150'c

DLI 0.31 0.r6 0.07 0.08 40.25 0.06 5.99

DL2 0.36 0.l0 0.10 0.09 42.19 0.03 3.45

DL4 0.50 0.r0 0.09 0.10 39.83 0.08 6.'75

It was obsenzed that all the alloys had calculated equilibriurn plateau pressures (Pp)

which were significantly lower than atmospheric pressure at 30oC. This may be a

result of the high degree of Co, Mn and Al substitution of Ni, which may

significantly increase the stabilities of the hydrides. The thermodynamic property of

greatest importance would be the enthalpy of hydride formation (Lm, which gives an

indication of the thermal stability of the alloy rnaterial; quantifies how much heat

energy is necessary to form the corresponding ABsH* hydride; quantifies how much

heat energy is necessary to expel absorbed hydrogen; and is related to the hydrogen

dissociation process 1204). All three alloys exhibited A.FI values which made them

suitable for battery applications (-AIl : 25-50 kJ/mole H2) [205]. All three materials

also had an enthalpy slightly lower than that observed for pure LaNi5 (-AH : 30 +

0.04 kJ.mol-r Hz), illustrating the influence of the mischrnetal additions and

substitutions on the thermodynamic properlies of the material 1204). Importantly, all

three alloys had equilibrium pressures less than 0.1 bar at room temperature. The ABs

(DL4) alloy also demonstrated the highest equilibrium pressure at high temperature.

Based on the calculated thermodynamic properlies and enthalpies given in Table 4.6,

it was obserryed that the AB5 (DL4) alloy required the least amount of exothermic

energy to initiate the expulsion of absorbed hydrogen. Imporlantly, in the context of

this study, the AB5-type (DLa) hydride-forming alloy was identified as the most

suitable available parent material for hydrogen sorption applications.
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The thermodynamic studies of the ABs (DL4) alloy were further complimented by

the construction of PCT isotherms.

4.1.4. Constntction of presnrre-composition isotherms fbr the parent ABrQpe alloy

The PCT isotherms fbr the ABs (DL4) alloy were analysed at three different

temperatures (i.e. 30, 90, 150'C) and are presented in Figure.4.7. The experimental

data were fitted using the rnodel of phase equilibria in metal-hydrogen systems and

compared to the calculated isotherms 1217,218]. The PCT model assumed hydrogen

occupies the metal matrix as a Van der Waals lattice gas, where parameters of the H-

H interaction have a random nature caused by inhomogeneities in the ABs (DL4)

hydride-forming alloy.
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Figure 4.7. Hydrogen absorption / desorption isotherms for the AB5 (DL4) alloy; experimental data

(points) and calculated data (curves); filled symbols / solid lines correspond to absorption; opened
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The hystereses observed in the plateau region of all three isotherms may have been a

result of small differences in the free energy between hydrogenation and

dehydrogenation, lattice expansions upon hydrogenation, or the formation of non-

stoichiornetric hydrogen vacancies in the lattice upon dehydrogenation [32]. Slight

sloping of the equilibrium plateau regions in the isotherms was also observed and

may have been a result of inhomogeneity in the AB5-type alloy 132,204]. Maximum

hydrogen absorption capacity of the ABs (DL4) alloy was determined as 1.27 wt. %o.

Expectedly, the length of the plateau region was observed to decrease with increasing

temperature. This observation agreed well with that observed by Ivey and Northwood

132)

The calculated fitting parameters of the PCT isotherrns are listed in Table 4.7. The

best fit was obtained when three equilibrium plateau segments were introduced. The

lower segment took into account the asymptotic behaviour of ln(P) at small H

concentrations corresponding to non-zero H content in the material, C = C,nir. This

phenomenon was a result of H trapping by the alloy. It was taken into account by

introducing an imaginary "zero" low-pressure equilibrium plateau segment with a

very low critical temperature Tc - 0. The next segment represented the main

equilibrium plateau properties of the alloy. Finally, the thermodynamic behaviour of

the ABs-H system at high H concentrations was described by the significant sloping

of the upper segment of the equilibriurn plateau.
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Parameter

Value (main segment / upper segment),

where applicable

Absorption Desorption

Segment
'Zero' pseudo-segment 0.026 0.031

Main / upper segments 0.656 / 0.318 0.605 / 0.364

Ultimate H concentration, H/AB5 6.565 6.565

Critical temperature, K 581.51484.1 566.41509.4

Entropy corrtlibution i nto concentrati on-independent

tem of P(C,I) function, J / (mole H1.K)
98.101 104.48 -96.25 t-112.22

Standard deviation of the entropy term, J / (mole H1.K) 2.49 122.06 2.28 I 21.60

Enthalpy contribution into concentration-independent

term of P(C,I) function, J / rnole H1
8840 / -1 1668 -967s I -12346

Standard deviation of the enthalpy term, kJ / mole H1 454 I 1502 588 / 1000

Correlation coefficient between the entropy and

enthalpy terms
1.00 / 0.50 0.94 t0.50

Mean fitting deviation, H/AB5 0.035 0.038

Table 4.'7. PCT fitting parameters for the AB5type (DLa) hydride-forming alloy

The apparent PCT properties of the ABs (DL4) alloy calculated from the results of

fitting of the experimental PCT data are presented in Table 4.8. They are also

represented in Figure 4.8 as a set of isobars calculated in the range P:0.1-10 bar and

T: 0-200 oC. The hydrogen isobars indicated that the absorption of hydrogen by the

AB5-type alloy was very temperature dependent with little or no hydrogen absorption

above the critical temperature at the onset of the equilibrium pressure plateau.
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Table 4.8. Summary of the calculated PCT properties for the AB5-type (DLa) hydride-forming alloy

Parameter
Absorption

7: 30 "C 7= 100 "c r- 150 "c r: 200 "c

Plateau midpoint (Co), fVABj 2.316 2.263 2.205 2.126

A.f, J/moleHr/K (C:Co) i04.13 -101.69 100.03 ,98.46

af/, kJ/moleH: (C--Co) -3 5.560 34.1 8 1 -33.232 -32.322

d(ln P)/d(Hi AB5) 0.082 0.115 0.1 40 0.112

P (C:C6), bar 0.2051 3.366 t3.28 31.56

C (P_50 bar), IVAB5 5.602 4.862 4.253 3.414

C (P-l bar), H/AB5 4.601 0.43 r 0.212 0.202

Desorption

7L 30 "C ?L 100 "c r- 150 "c T:200'c

Plateau midpoint (Co), IVAB5 2.139 2.053 1.985 1.91 I

A.f, JimoleHr/K (C:Co) -1 01 .40 98.91 -91.23 95.63

AFI, kJ/moleHr (C-Co) 35.541 34.17 5 -33.233 32.335

d(Ln P)id(IV AB5) 0.071 0.095 0.119 0.152

P (C:C6), bar 0.1 484 2.414 9.469 26.65

C (P-s1 bar), IVAB5 5.515 4.11t 4.050 3.417

C (P:1 bar), H/AB5 4.431 0.441 0.280 0.2t1

Hysteresis energy losses,

(p,l \
\ /P,)RZ ln J/moleH2 (C:Co)

815 1031 I 189 1349

The influence of the mischmetal addition can be observed thermodynamically in that

the Al1was less negative in the case of the parent LaNis material (-30 + 0.04 kJ.mol-l

H2 at 30"C) 1204).Importantly, the maximum hydrogen-to-metal ratio (H/ABs) under

mild conditions (Z: 30 "C) was equal to H/AB5 : 5.6 and 5.0, at Pnz: 50 and 5.0

bar, respectively.
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Figure 4.8. Calculated isobars for hydrogen absorption (solid) and desorption (dashed) with the

AB5 (DL4) hydride-forming alloy

The AB5-type (DL4) alloy was concluded to exhibit typical AB5-type alloy

behaviour. Maximum volume of H2 absorbed by the alloy was determined as 149

c-'/g. The number of hydrogen atoms absorbed per unit volume was therefore

deterrnined to be about 5.5 x lO22 H atoms/cm3. The maximum molar ratio of the

fully-hydrided alloy was 5.5 formula units, thereby giving a stoichiometry of

AB5H5 5. The fast activation kinetics of the alloy was also obserued where the

equilibrium pressure plateau was reached rapidly, and the rate thereof increased with

an increase in the sorption / desorption temperature.

Importantly, as the H absorption capacity (T:30 nC; for the starting AB5 (DL4) alloy

was equal to H/AB5 : 5.6 and 5.0, at Ps2 - 50 and 5.0 bar, respectively, all

subsequent kinetic investigations of hydrogen absorption by the non-activated

surface-modified samples were conducted at 20'C with Pnz - 5.0 bar.
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4.1.5. Crystallinity of the AB5-type alloy parent materiol

The diffractograms of the hydrogenated / non-hydrogenated parent AB5-type alloy

were presented in Figures 4.9 (a-b). The sarnple was hydrogenated under the

conditions given in Section 4.2. The collected diffractograms were further analysed

using the Powder Cell 2.4 and GSAS software. Details of the analysis are given in

Table 4.9. The sloping background signal obser.,,ed in the diffractograms may be due

to X-ray absorption by the sample materials.

X-ray diffraction studies of the non-hydrogenated AB5-type alloy (Figure 4.9 (a))

have shown that the material contains a major CaCu5-type intermetallic phase with

the periods of hexagonal unit cell: a : 5.0019 A, c : 4.051 I A. The calculated

occupancies of the components to yield the best fitting of the XRD data comesponded

to the sample formula La6 a6Ce6 a3(Nd,Pr)6 l6Nir r+Coo o+Al0 63Mn0 5s, which was

similar to the EDS results. The lattice parameters were in good correspondence with

literature data (a : 4.95 - 5.05 A, , : 4.02 - 4.05 A) for a similar alloy Laos(r-

.,)Ceo e-.(Pr,Nd)o.zBs, (x : 0 - I ) where Bs is Nir ssCo6 zsMno qAl6 3 [3 8].

XRD studies of the hydrogenated sample (Figure 4.9 (b)) showed the presence of two

main phases: the major phase of B-hydride ABsH. characterized by the same

symmetry as the starting AB5-type intermetallide and expanded unit cell (Lalao :

5.27yo, Lclco : 2.82o , LVIVo : 12.6%); and the minor n-solid solution of hydrogen

in the AB5-type (L,alao: 1.04%o, Lclct):0.82%, LVIVI:2.66%). The two phases

shared the same space group type and symmetry (P6/mmm) as the parent material and

hence the symmetry elements were arranged similarly within the unit cells of the two

samples. A lattice expansion of 12.6% was observed for the B-hydride AB5H., phase.

The lattice expansion was not severely large and was almost two times less than that

typically observed in LaNi5. Most probably, it is the result of the addition of Co to the

mischmetal composition [64]. Less significant increases in the lattice constants and

unit cell volume were observed in the solid solution ABsH-o phase. Large

decrepitation of the brittle starting alloy size was also observed after hydrogenation,
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similar to that observed by Willey et al.1641. Another significant observation was the

decrease in the measured parlicle size with the formation of the two phases indicative

of the pulverization of the alloy particles upon hydrogenation. Very good fitting of

the obserwed and calculated diffractograms were observed.

The sloping of the background was a result of fluorescence radiation from the sample.

X-ray fluorescence is parlicularly strong for the samples containing elements

imrnediately preceding the element of the anode of the x-ray tube. For the Cu anode,

such elements causing fluorescence are Fe, Co and Mn. Co and Mn are components

of the parent AB5-type alloy, which explains the sloping.
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Figure 4.9 (a-b). Fitted XRD diffractograms of the parent AB5 (DL4) alloy, (a) before hydrogenation

and (b) after hydrogenation

Table 4.9. Results of fitting of diffractograms of the AB5-type alloy before and after hydrogenation

Profile parameter

Before

hydrogenation

(AB')

After

hydrogenation

(AB5H,)

AB5H-o

Abundance (%) 100 88.01 1 1.99

Space group type P6lmmm P6lmmnt P6lmmm

Lattice constants (A)
a 5.001 9 s.2636 5.04 1 I

c 4.051 1 4.1648 4.1r60

Unit cell volume (Ar) V 81.776 98.822 90. l 08

Lattice expansion (%) (Lt4Vo) 12.6 2.66

Density (g..r'') p 1.961 1 .071 1.755

Particle size (pm) 43.3 29.7 5 l3.l l

Strain 9.33 x 10-a 8.96 x l0-l 4.38 x 10-a

t2t
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4.1.6. Summary

Three different AB5-type alloys, with different compositions (DLl ,DLz, DL4), were

analysed in tetms of their morphology; elemental composition; and thermodynamic

properties for selection of the ideal starting material for surface modification.

It was found that the particles generally exhibited a particle size distribution of about

l0-100 pm and a specific surface area of about 0.05 m2lg.

All three alloys were determined to be lanthanum-enriched and satisfactory for

application as the negative electrode of batteries. All three alloys were determined to

be typical mischmetal alloys.

Based on its high cerium content, low thennal stability, and lowest energy

requirements for hydrogen desorption, the ABs @L4) alloy corresponding to the

formula Las aCe6 as(Nd,Pr)g 16Ni3 3aCoe 6aA16 63Mne 53 was selected as the most suitable

parent material for application in hydrogen separation / purification / storage systems.

4.2 ABs-TYPE ALLOYS SURFACE-MODIFIED USING THE ELECTROLESS

PLATING OF PALLADIUM: MORPHOLOGY AND HYDROGEN

SORPTION STUDIES

After the selection of the best available starting material for surface modification the

electroless plating of Pd coatings on the surface of the alloy was underlaken.

The influence of surface morphology on the hydrogenation rate was investigated in

tetms of the following preparation variables: type of reducing agent; reducing agent

concentration; Pd precursor concentration; substrate-to-solution concentration,

reaction temperature; plating solution pH.
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4.2.1 Palladium sudace-modified AB5-type olloys: retrospectives in synthetic

approaches

Surface catalysis plays a vital role in improving the hydrogen sorption kinetics in

metal hydrides, enabling rapid rates of hydrogen absorption at the surface [31]. In

tutn, the rate of absorption is dependent on the rate of hydrogen dissociation and the

rate of hydrogen transporl from the surface into the bulk material. Surface poisoning

directly affects the rate of hydrogen dissociation with the result that the rate of

hydrogen absorption is affected. Therefore, by enhancing the surface catalysis

towards hydrogen dissociation on AB5-type alloys it is possible to enhance the

surface poisoning resistance and increase the hydrogenation rate at low temperature.

The hydrogen absorption mechanism exhibited by the Pd surface-modified AB5-type

alloys is constituted by stepwise processes. Firstly, H2 molecules in the gas phase

surrounding the Pd surface-modified alloy form a gas layer flowing laminally over

the deposited Pd-based surface layer, driven by a pressure or concentration gradient.

Dissociation of the H2 molecules occurs at the surface of the Pd catalyst layer and the

resultant hydrogen atoms are chemisorbed to the Pd catalyst surface. The

dissociatively adsorbed hydrogen atoms are in a lower energy state than that in the

gas phase surrounding the material, so that desorption of hydrogen atoms is very

unlikely. The H atoms are highly soluble in the Pd catalyst and diffuse through the

lattice by occupying the lowest energy face-centred cubic interstitial sites and

forming Pd hydrides. The H atoms, pressed by a driving force, diffuse through the Pd

catalyst layer by a solution-diffusion mechanism. H atoms amive at the interface

between the Pd layer and the surface of the alloy. The H atoms are then integrated

into the metal matrix of the AB5-type alloy by diffusing through the lattice by

"interstitial hopping", between octahedral sites via tetrahedral sites, and chemical

bonding to form a hydride.

Alternatively, where the Pd layer is not continuous or where there is a dispersion of

Pd catalyst parlicles on the surface of the AB5-type alloy hydrogen spillover may
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occur in combination with solution-diffusion of hydrogen through the Pd layer. In

hydrogen spillover the hydrogen molecules are dissociated at the surface of the Pd

catalyst parlicles to form hydrogen atoms which then "spillover" onto the surface of

the metal hydride-forming alloy. Some of the dissociated hydrogen atoms remain

attached to the Pd catalyst whilst others diffuse to the metal hydride-forming alloy,

where they migrate to nearby catalytic sites or into the interstitial sites. The hydrogen

spillover effect was identified as a means of enhancing the catalytic activity towards

the hydrogen dissociation process [25]. Enhancements in the catalytic activity with

hydrogen spillover are due to increases in the active surface area of the Pd catalyst on

the alloy surface. The phenofflenon is dependent on the catalyst loading, catalyst

dispersion, active surface area of the catalyst, as well as the interfacial contact area

between the catalyst and the surface of the supporl material l2l9l. Hydrogen spillover

may also eliminate the negative effect of poisoning of the metal surfaces.

4.2.2. InJltrence of the reducing agent on the morphologt ond kinetic properties oJ'

sttrfa c e -mo difi ed A B 5-typ e ul I oys

The influence of the type of reducing agent (i.e. NzHa and NaHzPO2) on the

morphological and kinetic properties of the AB5-type alloy, surface-modified with

Pd, was investigated by studying the crystallinity, Pd parlicle size / shape, Pd surface

dispersion, specific surface area, and hydrogenation kinetics.

The first step in the surface modification of the alloy, by electroless plating, was the

deposition of Pd nuclei by sensitization and activation in a Pd-Sn colloidal solution.

Subsequent to this step phase changes on the alloy were characterised through XRD

analysis. The corresponding diffractogram is given as Figure 4.10. No additional

peaks or changes in peak position were observed with sensitization / activation. After

sensitization and activation the Pd surface loading was determined as 0.43 wtoh, Pd

total loading was determined as 0.02 wto/o, and specific surface area was determined

as 0.08 *21g, representing a marginal increase compared to the parent alloy.
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The influence of the deposition time on the crystal stnrcture of the Pd surface-

modified alloy was investigated using alloys modified in hypophosphite-based baths

as model materials (Figure 4.11). Similarly, additional phases or changes in existing

phases were not observed. The Pd content on the surface-modified powders may have

been very small (> 1.0 wt. %). This observation was identical to that observed by

Zaluski et al. 160). Similar observations were made for the AB5-type alloys surface-

modified using N2Ha-based Pd plating baths.

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

20

Figure 4.10. Diffractograms of the unmodified and sensitized-activated AB5 (DL4) alloys, (1)

unmodified AB5-type alloy; (2) Pd-Sn sensitized / activated AB5-type alloy
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Figure 4.11.Influence of deposition time on crystallinity of Pd-modified AB5{ype alloys (NaH2PO2,

50"C), (l) unmodified; (2) I minute; (3) 5 minutes; (a) 10 minutes;(5) 20 minutes; (6) 30 minutes

To attain higher resolution in the study of the crystallinity of the surface-modified

alloys SR-XRD analysis was conducted. The diffractograms collected by SR-XRD

for the unmodified alloy and alloys modified in NzH+- and NaHzPOz-based

electroless plating baths are presented as Figures ail @)-(c). The collected data was

further analysed using the GSAS software and the results tabulated (Table 4.l0).

The presence of the major CaCu5-t1pe intermetallic phase (95 wt. %o) was again

confirmed and the presence of a minor AB5-type alloy phase (4.7 wt. %)

characterized by the same structure and increased periods of the hexagonal unit cell

was also detected. Most probably, the presence of the second AB5-type alloy was a

direct result of inhomogeneity in the B-component (Ni, Mn, Co, Al) of the parent

AB5-type alloy. Similarly, Willey et al. detected the presence of 10 wt. o/o of a second

phase, ascribed as A2B7 [64]. Another possibility could be the presence of the cr-phase

solid solution of the AB5-t1pe alloy, which has good stability, where hydrogen may

still be present as an artefact after preparation of the powdered alloy by ball-milling
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in NaH2PO2. Trace quantities (0.7 wt. %) of a mixed rare-earth nickel oxide

(RE2NiO4) perovskite-type complex oxide phase, (having KzNiF+-type structure

12201) were detected and most probably originated from the surface oxidation of the

material.

The SR-XRD diffractogram of the AB5-type alloy surface-modified by Pd coatings

derived from N2Ha-based electroless plating baths showed that the rnaterial contained

more-or-less unchanged lattice constants in terms of the major AB5 phase (Figure

4.12 (b)). A crystalline Pd phase (the conesponding (ll l) and (002) peaks are shown

in the inset) was detected (- I 5 wt. %) and the crystallographic peaks were indexed

accordingly. Fairly small crystallites were detected on the surface of the AB5-type

alloy after surface-modification in the NzHq-based Pd plating bath. The Pd crystallite

size calculated from the fitted LX profle parameter using different procedures was

found to be between 7.9 (10.07) and 12 (tl) nm for (ll1) and (002) crystallites,

respectively. When the crystallites become smaller than 100- I 50 nm, a broadening of

the diffraction peaks takes place, which develops more and more as the crystallites

reduce in size. The extent of the broadening is related to the half-width of the peaks

by simple analyical expression. Our analysis of the experimental SR-XRD pattern

showed presence of a broad yet distinct Bragg reflection from Pd. The refinements

yielded the Pd crystallite size of 7.9(7) nm, indicating its nanocrystallinity. Thus, it

was concluded that the Pd was nanocrystalline in nature.

lmportantly, it was observed that the REzNiO+ phase obserwed in the parent alloy was

completely removed after surface modification. The removal of this oxide phase at

the onset of Pd electroless plating may have facilitated the adhesion of the Pd

particles onto the surface of the alloy.

The AB5-type alloy surface-modified in the NaHzPOz-based Pd plating bath exhibited

a very broad diffused peak at 20 - 12.8o, which was attributed to amorphous Pd. In

order to find a fraction of amorphous Pd on the surface of rnodified material, its SR-
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XRD peak was modelled as coming from the "pseudo-crystalline" phase with a large

size broadening coefficient corresponding to a grain size of -1.0 nm. This extremely

small size is on the edge between the nanocrystalline and amorphous materials. It is

known that phosphorous is impregnated into the Pd layer and promotes the formation

of amorphous coatings when using NaHzPO: as the reducing agent during electroless

plating.
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Figures 4.i2. Fitted SR-XRD diffractograms of the unmodified and surface-modified AB5type alloys

(a) unmodified alloy; (b) alloy modified in N2Ha-based Pd plating bath; (c) alloy modified in

NaHzPO2-based Pd plating bath

Table 4.10. Results of fitting of SR-XRD diffractograms of the Pd surface-modified AB5-type alloy
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Sample Unmodified AB5 ABj Pd (N:H.,) ABj Pd (NaH:PO:)

Identified

phases,

abundance,

and space

group types

ABj #1 (94.6 wto/o,

P6/mnn), RE2Ni04 (0.7

wt%o, I4/mmnr), AB5 #2 (4.7

wloh, P6/mmm)

ABj #l (98.2 wt%o,

P6/mmnt)

Pd (1.5 wtYo, Fm-3m)

ABt #2 (0.3 wt%,

P6/mnrnr)

AB5: (99 wto/o, P6/mmm)

Amoryhous Pd: 1.0 wt%

Lattice

constants (A)

AB5#1:a:5.003;c-

4.051

ABj #l: o:5.003; c -
4.051

AB5: a:5.003;c:
4.051

RElNiOl: a-3.857;c:
12.66

Pd: a - 3.90

AB5#2:a:5.023;c-

4.019

AB5 #2: a:5.018; c -
4.085

Pd crystallite

size (nm)
10

Direct determination of the Pd particle size distribution was conducted using high-

resolution FESEM (Figure 4.15 (a)-(b)) The experimental parameters for the

analyses were given in Section 3.4.3. The micrographs collected for the AB5-type

alloys surface-modified using N2Ha- and NaH2POz-based electroless plating baths are

given as Figures 4.13 and 4. 14, respectively.

Figure 4.13. SEM micrographs of Pd-modified AB5-type alloy (N2Ha, 60"C, 30 min)

Crystalline Pd layers on the AB5-type alloy surface, derived from NzH+-based

electroless plating baths, were found to be discontinuous. A regular (close to

WO.3mm
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spherical) Pd parlicle shape was observed on the surface of the AB5-type alloy. A

fairly good surface dispersion of the crystalline Pd particles was observed upon

deposition. Agglomeration of the Pd particles was not observed on the alloy surface.

In comparison, Pratt et al. observed large agglomeration of the deposited Pd coating

on certain faces of the AB5-t1pe alloy particles [56]. Willey et ol. also observed

discontinuous layers of plate-like Pd parricles on the surface of modified AB5-type

alloys [64]. The specific surface area was deterrnined as 0.23 -'lg i.,di"uting a large

increase in coverage of the alloy with Pd deposition; the Pd total loading was

determined as 0.4 wt% with a Pd surface loading of 1.3 wt. o/o. Discrepancies in the

determined Pd total loadings were observed in the results obtained in the SR-XRD

and AAS analyses. The loading detennined in the SR-XRD analysis (- I 5 wt. o/o)

may have been overestimated.

EHr - . OO rV sq.ra. r.t.B D.r. 16 N.v 2m7

F ----1 wo. 3mn Nas:s4esf,r

Figure 4.14. SEM images of Pd-modified AB5-type alloys (NaH2POr,50'C, 30 min)

Pd-P coatings, derived from NaH2POz-based electroless plating baths, on AB5-type

alloys, were also found to be discontinuous. A denser dispersion of the Pd-P particles

on the surface of the alloy was observed upon deposition from NaHzPOz-based

electroless plating baths, even better than that of the sample surface-modified in

NzH+-based electroless plating baths. The Pd-P paflicles, after deposition from

NaHzPOz-based electroless plating baths, exhibited a coarse granular appearance that

may be credited to the amorphous nature of the Pd-P deposits. It was evident that the

amorphous Pd-P particles were noticeably larger than their crystalline counterpafts.

H
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Agglomeration of the Pd-P particles was not observed on the alloy surface. The

specific surface area was determined using N2 physisorption as 0.16 m2lg indicating a

large increase in surface area of the alloy with Pd deposition; the Pd total loading was

determined as 0.64 wt% with a Pd surface loading of 2.5 wt.o/o.

In both cases the deposited Pd particles were somewhat spherical in appearance. In

comparison, Willey et al. observed discontinuous coatings, on an AB5-type alloy,

housing smooth plate-like Pd parlicles with an average parlicle diameter of about 150

nm [6a]. The Pd parlicles prepared in this study were generally smaller (Figure 4.15).

In addition, there were similarities to the obser-vations made by Harris et al., where

the Pd(-P) coatings exhibited a tendency to preferentially deposit on certain facets of

the AB5-type alloy particles [03]. The observation of discontinuous Pd coatings on

the surface of the AB5-tlpe alloy was shared with Willey et ul., Harris et al.,Pratt et

al., and Doyle et al. 147 ,56,64,103f . Also, Doyl e et al. stated that 80 - 100 o/o of the

surface-modified AB5-type alloy particles may house discontinuous metal coatings

after PGM deposition [47].

It was observed that the crystalline Pd (N2H4) particles exhibited a uniform particle

size distribution of 30-60 nm, compared to the larger and wider size distribution

exhibited by the amorphous Pd-P (NaHzPOz) particles - 80-l l0 nm (Figure 4.15).

Both size distributions are extremely well-defined and relatively narrow. It is known

that stronger reducing agents, in this case NzH+, favour the formation of smaller Pd

particles l22ll. The larger Pd particle sizes after plating in NaHzPOz-based baths

were credited to the influence of the P atorns impregnated into the Pd layer.

Discrepancies in the determined Pd total loadings were observed in the results

obtained in the SR-XRD and AAS analyses. The loading determined in the SR-XRD

analysis (- 1.0 wt.o/o estimated) may have been overestimated.
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Figure 4.15. Pd(-P) particle size distribution histograms on AB5-type alloy,

(a) Pd (N2Ha, 30 min,60'C);(b) Pd-P (NaH2PO2,30 min, 50'C)

Dynamic analysis in micro-PIXE was conducted to qualitatively study the surface

elemental distribution of Pd on the AB5-type alloy powders, and to determine

whether continuous or discontinuous layers were attained on the surface of the alloy.

The spectrum was recorded and is presented as Figure 4.16. The dlmamic analysis

maps are given as Figures 4.17 and 4.18.
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Figure 4.16. Typical micro-PIXE spectrum obtained on Pd-modified AB5-type alloy (proton beam

energy - 3.0 MeV, total collected charge: 50 nC; proton beam lateral resolution:3 x 4 pmr)
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Figure 4.17. Dynamic analysis rnap of the Pd surface-modified AB5-type alloy
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Figure 4.18. Dynamic analysis map of the Pd surface-modified AB5-type alloy

(NaH2PO2, 50'C, 30 min), (a) total background; (b) Pd L

It was confirmed that a discontinuous Pd layer was deposited on the surface of the

AB5-type alloy after treatment in a N2Ha-based Pd electroless plating bath. In

comparison, a similar type of discontinuous Pd-P coating was obserwed on the surface

of the AB5-type alloy after treatment in a NaHzPO2-based Pd electroless plating bath.

It was thus concluded that the current plating conditions did not facilitate the

deposition of continuous Pd layers. There was great interest in the attributes of AB5-

type alloys surface-modified using continuous Pd layers, and this required further

investigation, using an approach given in Section 4.3.
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Studies of the hydrogenation performances and kinetics of the unmodified alloy

substrate and the surface-modified samples were conducted using a volumetric

Sieverl-type installation, after - 2 week pre-exposure of the sample materials to air

and without pre-activation. The analysis was conducted under mild conditions (Puz :

5.0 bar, T : 20 oC, 1 : 24 hours). The results of the study of hydrogenation

performance and kinetics are given as Figure 4.19.

3

10 15 20 25

Time (hours)

Figure 4.19. Dynamics of hydrogen absorption (T:20 oC, PH::5.0 bar, l:24 hours) by the AB5-type

alloy surface-modified in Pd plating baths, (1) unmodified (2) NaHlPOl 30 min; (3) NrHl 30 min

The parent alloy was observed to absorb hydrogen very slowly (k: 9.8 x 10-6 h-r) as a

result of the passive RE2NiO4 phase on the surface, as detected via the SR-XRD

analysis, behaving as a diffusion barrier inhibiting the transport of hydrogen atoms

through the surface and into the bulk material. Similarly Pratt et a/. observed the slow

kinetics of absorption and desorption of freshly prepared AB5-type alloys, with the

alloy only reaching a hydrogen-to-metal ratio of H/AB5 : 0.75 after 20 hour exposure

to hydrogen. After exposure to air for moderate periods the kinetics of hydrogen

absorption were infinitely slow [56]. In comparison, the hydrogenation rates of the

surface-modified materials were significantly enhanced compared to the unmodified
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material and was initially not fbund to depend on the nature of the reducing agent,

NaH2PO2 (k : 3.8 x l0-3 h-r) and NzH+ (k : 3.7 x 10r h-r;. The enhanced kinetics was

a result of the removal of the REzNiO+ layer with surface-modification. It was clear

that the deposition of amorphous and crystalline Pd layers, prepared from NaHzPOz-

and N2Ha-based plating baths, on the surface of the AB5-type alloy similarly

promoted the hydrogenation rate and exhibited similar catalytic activities towards the

dissociation of Hz and subsequent absorption of H atoms into the substrate alloy.

The influence of the substrate-to-solution concentration on the surface morphology

and hydrogenation kinetics was investigated in terms of "high-loading" (l:100) and

"low-loading" (l:20). The surface morphology was investigated using FESEM. It was

observed that increases in substrate-to-solution concentration resulted in a greater

density of Pd-P parlicles on the surface of the alloy (Figure 4.20), compared to that

prepared with a smaller substrate-to-solution concentration (Figure 4.14). By

increasing the substrate-to-solution concentration the surface loading was increased

from 2.5 wt.o/o to 17 wt.%o; the total loading was increased from 0.64 wtoh to 0.94

wt% Pd; and the specific surface area was increased from 0.16 ^'lgto 
O.l9 m2lg

Figure 4.20. FESEM images of AB5-type alloy surface-modified using Pd-P high-loading

(AB5:Pd - 1:100, NaH:PO:,50"C,30 min),

With regards to the kinetic propefties, after - 2 week pre-exposure to air and without

pre-activation, an increase in the substrate-to-solution concentration facilitated an
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enhancement in the rate constant from k:3.8 x 10-3 hr to ft: 1.9 x l0-r h-r under

mild conditions (Ps2 : 5.0 bar, T : 20 oC, t : 24 hours) (Figure 4.21). This

observation demonstrated that the kinetic properties of the surface-modified materials

are highly dependent on the availability of the metal ion precursor (i.e. Pd2*; with

respects to the quantity of the alloy substrate.
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Figure 4.21. Dynamics of hydrogen absorption (T:20 oC, P,,,: 5.0 bar, t:24 hours) by the AB5-type

alloy surface-modified in Pd plating baths, (1) NaH2POl (1:20); (2) NaH:PO: high-load (1:100)

A similar study was conducted after increasing the substrate-to-solution concentration

in both the alloys surface-modified with Pd layers derived from NzH+ and NaHzPOz

plating baths. A summary of the morphological features of the sample materials is

given as Table 4.1 l. It was observed that after increasing the substrate-to-solution

concentration the samples surface-modified in NzH+-based baths maintained a smaller

particle size distribution and average particles size compared to that surface-modified

in NaH2POz-based baths. The smaller Pd particles of the alloy modified in the NzH+-

based bath furlher confirn the larger measured specific surface area compared to that

of the alloy modified in the NaH2POz-based bath. Based on the measured specific

surface area and the parlicle sizes measured in the FESEM analyses it was possible to
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estimate the surface area of the Pd coating. It was observed that the alloy modified in

the N2Ha-based bath exhibited a larger measured specific surface area of the Pd

coating compared to that of the alloy modified in the NaHzPOz-based bath.

Also, with respects to the elemental composition it was observed that an increase in

the substrate-to-solution concentration facilitated an increase in surface loading of

NzHa-based materials from 1.3 wt.oh to 10.4 wt.%o, and an increase in total loading

from 0.4 wt.o/o to 0.54 wt.oh. Similarly, increases in substrate-to-solution

concentration facilitated an increase in surface loading of the NaHzPOz-based

material from 2.5 wt.o/o to 17 wt.o/o, and an increase in Pd total loading from 0.64

wt.o/o to 0.94 wl.%o. The sample prepared by "high-loading" in a NzH+-based bath was

found to possess a specific surface area of 0.23 mzlg.

Table 4.1 1. Morphological summary of Pd surface-modifred AB5-type metal hydride-forming alloys

With respect to the hydrogenation characteristics of the materials surface-modified

using a larger substrate-to-solution concentration, it was fbund that the kinetics

strongly depended on the nature of the reducing agent, NzH+ (ft:5.9 x l0-2 h-11, and

NaH2PO2 (k : L9 x l0-r h-'). tt was clear that the deposition of amorphous Pd-P

layers, prepared from NaH2POz-based plating baths, on the surface of the AB5-type

alloy further promoted the hydrogenation rate as a result of the increased quantities of

Sample

Size and shape factor of Pd parlicles

in the coating (SEM; ranges for 90o/o

of the particles measured)

Surface area [m]/g]

d [nm] Ks BET data

Calculated (coating)

BET SEM

Pd (NrH1) high load 30-60 1.05-1.2 0.23(2) 33.6 r 0.9

Pd (NaH2POz) high

Ioad
60-l 30 1 .05-1.17 0.1 e(3) 15.1 6.1
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Pd deposited on the substrate alloy surface, compared to that of the crystalline Pd

deposits prepared from NzH+-based plating baths (Figure 4.22).

10 15 25

Time [hours]

Figure 4.22. Dynamics of hydrogen absorption (T: 20 nC, Pn, - 5.0 bar, t : 24 hours) by the AB5

alloy surface-modified in Pd plating baths, (1) NaH2PO2 high-load 30 min; (2) NrH4 high-load 30 min

4.2.3. Influence of prepqration vqriables of palladium electroless plating baths on

elementql composition, surface morphology, qnd kinetic properties of surface-

modified AB s-type alloys

Although the influence of preparation conditions on the plating rate and quality of Pd

coatings on smooth substrates (e.g. silicon, ceramics) are well known, not much is

known regarding the influence of preparation conditions on the surface morphology

and hydrogenation performance of surface-modified hydride-fbrming alloys. The

preparation variables are known to directly deterrnine the Pd plating in electroless

plating. The plating rate employed is of the utmost importance when depositing metal

layers by electroless plating, where faster rates tend to lead to a rough product with

defects. The increased plating rate may be a result of the use of high temperatures or
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high reducing agent concentration. For this reason an investigation was conducted

into the influence of deposition time, temperature, Pd precursor concentration,

reducing agent concentration, and plating solution pH on the surface morphology,

elemental composition, and hydrogenation performance of surface-modified hydride-

forming alloys. Unless stated, all Pd deposition was conducted in NaHzPOz-based

baths as model Pd plating baths.

The Pd-P deposition time may play a large role in influencing the thickness and

density of the surface coating and therefbre may potentially have a direct influence on

the effectiveness of hydrogen dissociation on the alloy surface. The influence of the

Pd-P deposition time on surface density, parlicle size, surface loading, total loading,

and hydrogenation kinetics was investigated in the standard NaHzPOz-based Pd-P

plating bath (2.0 glLPdCl2,l0 glL NaH2PO2, 50 "C).

The influence of the deposition time on the Pd-P surface density and particle size on

AB5-type alloys was investigated using FESEM. The results of the investigation are

given as Figures 4.23 and 4.24.
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Figure 4.23.Influence of deposition time on Pd-P surface morphology and dispersion

(NaH2PO2, 50"C): (a) I minute; (b) 5 minutes; (c) 10 minutes, (d) 30 minutes

It was obserued that the deposition time had a profound influence on the surface

dispersion and density of the Pd-P on the AB5-type alloy surface. Generally, the

surface dispersion, surface density, and level of surface agglomeration of the Pd layer

increased with an increase in the deposition time. It was deduced that an increase in

deposition time influences the approach of the Pd-P surface layer from surface

pafticles towards a continuous surface layer.

Particle size of the surface catalysts plays an imporlant role in hydrogen

sorption/release. Different deposition methods also give rise to surface layers with

diff'erent microstructures and particle size. The particle I grain size of Pd layers may

play a pivotal role in the diffusivity of hydrogen through the deposited Pd layers into

the bulk of the alloy substrate. This is because hydrogen diffusivities through Pd
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differ greatly as a result of the differing particle size, which largely determrnes

hydrogen diffusivity [1 34]. To illustrate, Yeung et al. found that hydrogen

permeation through electroless plated pure Pd layers increases with increasing grain

size [48]. Also, since the grain size of the deposited layers are nano-sized the

hydrogen uptake characteristics are distinctly different from that observed in bulk Pd

Iayers, and the nano-sized Pd particles may potentially absorb large quantities of gas

by virtue of their high surface area.

An increase in deposition time produced initial rapid growth in the Pd-P parlicle size

followed by a rapid decrease in the critical size of the Pd-P parlicles (Figure 4.24). An

expected change in the pH of the Pd-P plating solution was observed as more of the

hydroxides were consumed after the decomposition of the NaHzPOz reducing agent.

Shafeev et al.have stated that when the plating time is kept shorter than l0 minutes

the deposited metal takes on a smooth lustrous appearance, whereas longer plating

times lead to the appearance of dark, aggregated, rough deposits due to instabilities of

the autocatalytic metal growth [59].
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Figure 4.24.Influence of deposition time on Pd-P particle size and pH of plating bath

(l) average Pd-P particle size vs. deposition time; (2) pH vs. deposition time
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An EDS study was initiated to determine the influence of deposition time on the Pd-P

surface loading on the AB5-type alloy. The results of the study are presented as

Figures 4.25 and 4.26. lt was observed that an increase in deposition time generally

facilitated an almost linear increase in the Pd surface loading. The increase in the Pd

surface concentration was easily detectable as an amplitude increase in the Pd peak at

about 3.0 keV in the corresponding EDS spectra (Figure 4.25). At the same time, an

almost linear increase in the P concentration in the Pd-P surface layer was observed

with an increase in the deposition time. Generally, an increase in the surface Pd

content facilitated a parallel increase in the surface P content (Figure 4.26).

=ac
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Figure 4.25. Comparative EDS spectra illustrating the influence of deposition time on Pd-P surface

loading on the AB5type alloys (NaH2PO1,50'C): (1) unmodified; (2) I minute; (3) 5 minutes;

(4) 10 minutes; (5) 20 minutes, (6) 30 minutes
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Figure4.26.Influence of deposition time on Pd and P surface concentration of Pd-P layers deposited

on the AB5-type alloy surface: (1) Pd surface loading vs. deposition time;

(2) P surface loading vs. deposition time

Doyle et al. l47l advised that the surface-modified metal hydride-forming alloy

should not suppoft more than l0 wt% of the total weight in PGM, to avoid significant

losses in hydrogenation perfonnances. Preferably the surface of the alloy should

support trace amounts (i.e. << 2.0 wI.%) of the PGM. It was also expressed that the

concentration of PGM deposited on the AB5-type alloy surface should range between

trace amounts (< 0.1 wt.%) to 2.0 wt.%o.

In terms of total Pd loading in the Pd-P coating deposited on the surface of the AB5-

type alloy an almost linear increase in the Pd concentration was observed with an

increase in the deposition time (Figure 4.27). Parallel increases in Pd surface and total

loadings are therefore observed with an increase in deposition time. In comparison

Doyle et al. reported Pd total loadings between 0.1 - 2.0 wt.% (wlw) 147).
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Figure.4.27. Influence of deposition time on Pd total concentration of Pd-P layers deposited on the

AB5-type alloy: (1) Pd total loading vs. deposition time; (2) Pd surface loading vs. deposition time

A hydrogenation study of the surface-modified samples were studied after .- 2 week

pre-exposure to air, without pre-activation, and under mild conditions (Ps2 : 5.0 bar,

T : 20 "C, t :24 hours) to investigate the influence of the Pd-P deposition time on

the kinetic properties (Figure 4.28).

It was observed that increases in Pd-P deposition time had the adverse effect of

decreasing the kinetics of hydrogenation. Generally, after l0 minutes of deposition a

significant loss in kinetics was observed, and after about 30 minutes of deposition

stability in the rate constant was attained. By reference to the surface morphologies

observed in the SEM analysis, three domains were observed: l-10 minutes, l0-30

minutes, and 30-60 minutes. In the first domain, Pd growing particles were observed

in which the mechanism of hydrogen dissociation was predominantly hydrogen

spillover. Within this domain the formation of highly-active Pd "black" on the

surface of the core alloy occurred. The Pd "black" conesponded to the deposition of

the first Pd layer on the surface and is more catalytically-active than metallic Pd. In
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the second domain, the initial stages of Pd island growth were obserwed in which the

mechanism of hydrogen dissociation was a combination of hydrogen spillover and

solution-diffusion through the Pd layer. Subsequent plating resulted in the formation

of metallic Pd-P layers with lower catalytic activity. In the third domain, the initial

stages of Pd film growth were observed in which the mechanism of hydrogen

dissociation was predominantly solution-diflusion though the Pd layer.
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Figure 4.28. Influence of Pd-P deposition time on dynamics of hydrogenation (I: 20 oC, PHr: 5.0

bar, I : 24 hours) by the AB5-type alloy surface-modified in NaH2PO2-based plating baths

It should be noted that although samples prepared by the I - l0 minute Pd-P deposition

exhibited the highest kinetics of hydrogenation, as a result of the formation of highly-

active "Pd black" particles, 30 minute Pd-P deposition was ernployed as the standard

deposition time based on the observation of greater pH stability in the electroless

plating bath after longer deposition times (Figure 4.24).

The aforementioned hydrogen spillover phenomenon occurs in catalyzed hydrogen

exchange reactions and involves the dissociative adsorption of hydrogen molecules

on the surface of metal catalysts to form hydrogen atoms which then "spillover" onto
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the supporl material (i.e. metal hydride-forming alloy). Some of the dissociated

hydrogen atoms remain attached to the metal catalyst, whilst others diffuse to the

suppoft material, where they migrate to nearby catalyic sites or into the interstitial

sites of the supporl material (Figure 4.29). This process not only rnodifies the

chemical nature of the support but also induces subsequent hydrogen physisorption.

Pd particles Pd thin film

H2

H H

Hydrogen spillover

H2

n

It

Pd islands

H?

il-ffi*li;il :l+*:',qi1{}iir,,tril

Hydrogen spillover
and solution-difiusion

Solution-d iffusion

Figtre 4.29. Proposed mechanisms of hydrogen dissociation on surface-modified AB;-type alloys

The hydrogen spillover effect was identified as a means of enhancing the catalytic

activity towards the hydrogen dissociation process [25]. Enhancements in the

catalytic activity with hydrogen spillover are due to increases in the effective active

surface area supporl material. The phenomenon is dependent on the catalyst loading,

catalyst dispersion, active surface area of the catalyst, as well as the interfacial

contact area between the catalyst and the surface of the suppoft material l2l9).

Hydrogen spillover may also eliminate the negative effect of poisoning of the metal

surfaces.

Reaction temperature plays a significant role in the plating rate in electroless plating.

It was assumed that the lower plating temperatures are known to lead to a slower

plating rate and the formation of smaller metal parlicles, whereas higher plating

temperatures are known to result in a faster plating rate and the formation of larger

metal particles. Increases in temperature result in increases in the potential difference
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Ep,lz*ipao according to the Nernst equation. However, it is well known that large

potential differences result in the decomposition of the plating bath. It is therefore

imperative to optimise the temperature to conditions which are sufficient enough to

ensure fast plating rates, but also low enough to maintain the bath stability by

optimization of the potential difference I I 5 8]. For these reasons, it became imperative

to investigate the influence of the plating temperature on the morphology, elemental

composition, and hydrogenation properlies of the surface-modified AB5-type alloy

materials.

High-resolution SEM and parallel EDS studies were conducted to ascertain the

influence of the plating temperature on the Pd-P parlicle size and the Pd surface

loading of the surface-modified materials. The results are presented as Figure 4.30. It

was confirmed that an increase in the plating temperature resulted in an increase in

the Pd-P parlicle size, with particles growing as large as 117 nm at 90'C. At the same

time, the measured Pd surface loading was found to be greatest at -50oC, which was

subsequently followed by a significant decrease in the surface loading. A similar

maximum value in the Pd total loading was observed in Figure 4.31. It would seem

that the deposition of Pd-P particles on the surface of the alloy was optimised at mild

temperatures.
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Figure 4.30. Influence of plating temperature on Pd-P particle size and Pd surface loading,

(1) Pd-P particle size vs. temperature; (2) Pd surface loading vs. temperature

As was previously mentioned, the temperature used in the plating process had a

significant influence on the Pd total loading, in which it was observed that the Pd

total loading had a maximum value at -50"C (Figure 4.31).In terms of the kinetics of

hydrogenation, lower rates were observed at low plating temperatures. Subsequently,

a maximum value was observed under mild conditions -50'C, after which the rate

constant (ft) attained an equilibrium. For these reasons all Pd-P layers deposited in

this study were conducted under mild temperatures (i.e. 50-70'C).
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Figure 4.31 . Influence of temperature on Pd total loading and kinetics of hydrogenation,

( I ) Pd total loading vs. temperatu re; (2) k vs. temperature

High-resolution SEM and parallel EDS studies were conducted to asceftain the

influence of the PdCl2 salt concentration in the NaHzPOz-based plating bath on the

Pd-P parlicle size and the Pd surface loading of the surface-modified materials. The

results are presented as Figure 4.32. It was confirmed that an increase in the PdCl2

concentration resulted in a decrease in the Pd-P particle size, with parricles growing

as large as 142 nm at 0.1 glL PdCl2 and as small as 83 nm at 2.0 glL PdCl7. At the

same time, the measured Pd surface loading showed a sharp increase as the PdCl2

concentration was increased, eventually reaching an equilibriurn at -0.5 glL. A

maximum Pd surface loading of - 6.0 wt.o/o was observed.
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Figure 4.32.Influence of PdCl2 concentration of Pd-P bath on Pd-P particle size and Pd surface

loading, (1)Pd-Pparticle size vs. PdCl, concentration; (2)Pd surface loading vs. PdClz concentration

In terms of the influence of the PdCl2 concentration on the Pd total loading and

kinetics, the total loading and kinetics were both observed to increase with an

increase in the PdCl2 concentration (Figure 4.33). The result illustrated that to achieve

high Pd content on the surface of the AB5-type alloy and parallel fast rates of

hydrogen absorption higher concentrations of the metal salt precursor are necessary.

In comparison, Shan et al. also observed increases in the

hydrogenatior/dehydrogenation properties of the AB5-type alloy material with an

increase in the Pd salt concentration [49].
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Figure 4.33. Influence of PdCll concentration of Pd bath on Pd total loading and kinetics of

hydrogenation: (1) Pd total loading vs. PdCll concentration; (2) t vs. PdClr concentration

The pH of the plating solution may have a large influence on the outcome of the

morphological and kinetic properties. In the investigation, the pH of the Pd-P bath

was adjusted accordingly over a full range using quantities of HCI and NH4OH

solutions. The influence of the bath pH on the Pd-P particle size and the Pd surface

loading can be observed in Figure 4.34. Generally, the Pd-P parlicle size was

obserwed to decrease with an increase in the bath pH before reaching an equilibrium

at about pH 9-12. The parlicle size is therefore highly dependent on the pH of the

plating bath. At the same time, a maxirnum in the Pd surface loading was obserued at

about pH 10, with the best loadings in the range pH 5-9.
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Figure 4.34. Influence of Pd-P bath pH on Pd-P particle size and Pd surface loading,

(l) Pd-P particle size vs. pH; (2) Pd surface loading vs. pH

With regards to the influence of the bath pH on the Pd total loading it was observed

that the Pd total loading increased with an increase in the bath pH (Figure 4.35). With

regards to the influence of the bath pH on the kinetics of hydrogenation it was

obserued that the rate constant increased with an increase in the bath pH, eventually

attaining a maximum at about pH 9. It was deduced that the bath is most stable in this

pH region with the NaH2PO2 readily decomposing to liberate hydrogen which will

optimally reduce the Pd2* cations in solution to form PdO.
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Figure 4.35. Influence ofbath pH on Pd loading and kinetics, (1) Pd total loading vs. pH; (2) k vs. pH

An important factor of the electroless plating process, in the surface modification of

the AB5-t1pe alloy surface, is the concentration of the reducing agent. The

concentration is known to have a direct influence on the plating rate and efficiency.

High-resolution SEM and parallel EDS studies were conducted to ascefiain the

influence of the NaHzPOz concentration on the Pd-P particle size and the Pd surface

loading of the surface-modified materials. The results are presented as Figure 4.36.It

was observed that the increase in the reducing agent concentration facilitated an

increase in the Pd-P parlicle size. This observation may be a result of the increased

rate of reaction and availability of electrons for reduction after decomposition,

spurring the (Pd2* + 2e ---+ PdO) conversion process to completion. Higher reducing

agent concentrations may have had the effect of increasing the plating efficiency and

conversion rate, facilitating an increased growth rate in the Pd-P particles. With

respects to the Pd surface loading it was observed that higher loadings were attained

at concentrations ranging between 5-10 g/L NaH2PO2. This concentration range may

have been best to optimise the (Pd2* + 20 ----+ Pd0) conversion rate and drive the

reaction towards completion.
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Figure 4.36. Influence of NaH2POl concentration on Pd-P pafticle size and Pd surface loading: (1) Pd-

P particle size vs. NaHzPOz concentration; (2) Pd surface loading vs. NaH2PO3 concentration

In terms of the influence of the reducing agent concentration on the total Pd loading it

was obserwed that the loading increased slightly with an increase in the NaHzPOz

concentration. Discrepancies may exist in this obseruation as the Pd surface loading

was observed to generally be lowered at concentrations greater than 10 g/L. The

discrepancy may have arisen as a result of inhomogeneity in the quality of the

discontinuous Pd-P coating of the sample of interest. It is also accepted that wherever

a discontinuous coating of PGM's is applied there will be particles which possess no

coating at all or possess continuous coatings on the surface. It is also accepted that

between 5 and 100% of the particles will possess a discontinuous coating after

surface modification $7). Pratt et a/. also observed that Pd particles were more

concentrated and agglomerated on certain faces of alloy substrate particles [56]. In

this respect the discrepancy may be a result of unavoidable error in the sampling,

where the inhomogeneity of the sampled parlicles had generated uncertainty in the

dataset.
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With respect to the influence of the reducing agent concentration on the kinetic

properties of the surface-modified AB5-type alloys a maximum rate constant was

observed at more dilute concentrations (Figure 4.37), which may have been a result of

the smaller Pd-P particle size observed in Figure 4.36. The significant reduction in

the rate constant may be associated with the increase in the Pd-P particle size with

larger particles exhibiting lowered catalyic activity towards the hydrogen

dissociation process.
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Figure 4.37. Influence of NaHlPOz concentration on Pd total loading and kinetics of hydrogenation,

(1) Pd total loading vs. NaHlPOl concentration; (2) k vs. NaH2POz concentration

4.2.4. Summary

A mixed REzNiO+ phase was detected on the surface of the unmodified AB5-type

alloy and led to the assumption of a surface oxide layer. This layer was deduced to be

responsible for surface passivation of the AB5-type alloy starring material and the

subsequent poor kinetics of hydrogenation observed under mild conditions. It was

observed that this oxide layer was removed after surface treatment in the Pd plating
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baths, facilitating enhanced rates of hydrogen sorption. Also, deposition of Pd

coatings facilitated a significant increase in the specific surface area of the alloys.

NaHzPOz-based Pd coatings (80-110 nm) were determined to be amorphous in nature

as a result of the impregnation of P atoms in the Pd layer. In comparison, N2Ha-based

coatings (30-60 nm) were crystalline in nature. Both coatings exhibited very narrow

and well-defined particle size distributions, were spherical in nature, with the

amorphous NaH2PO2-based Pd parlicles generally being larger than their crystalline

counterparts. Also, the hydrogenation kinetics of both alloys were comparable,

although the NaHzPO2-based coatings prepared after increasing the substrate-to-

solution concentration facilitated significantly better kinetics of hydrogenation

compared to that prepared from N2Ha-based coating after increasing the substrate-to-

solution concentration. For these reasons, amorphous Pd layers were preferred for the

surface modification of AB5-type alloys for application in hydrogen separation /

purification / slorage units.

Significant influences of preparation factors (i.e. PdClz concentration; reducing agent

concentration; temperature; pH; deposition time) on the morphology and kinetics of

hydrogenation were observed. These preparation factors would therefore be

optimised in all subsequent sample preparation.

Importantly, both the crystalline and amorphous coatings on the surface of the ABs-

type alloy were discontinuous in nature. It was thus concluded that the current plating

conditions did not facilitate the deposition of continuous Pd layers. However, great

interest still existed in the potential attributes of AB5-type alloys surface-modified

using continuous Pd layers, and this required further investigation. It was deduced

that the nature of the physical bonding between the AB5-type alloy surface and the Pd

layer may have limited the density and quality of the coating, hence the observation

of discontinuous coatings as the physical bonding was not strong enough to prevent

dislodging of Pd nuclei. Subsequently, an approach was adopted to utilise chemical
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bonding to strongly adhere Pd nuclei to the surface of the AB5-type alloy, and in

doing so to facilitate the deposition of continuous Pd layers on the alloy surface.

4.3 SURFACE FUNCTIONALIZATION IN PALLADIUM ELECTROLESS

PLATING ON AB5-TYPE ALLOYS USTNG AMINOSILANES

As was previously discussed, Pd coatings deposited on the surface of the AB5-type

alloys using electroless plating were discontinuous in nature. Great interest existed in

the potential attributes of AB5-type alloys surf-ace-modified using continuous Pd

layers, and this required further investigation. A pre-treatment technique was

previously developed by Williams et al. to facilitate the electroless plating of

continuous Pd-P layers onto ZrO2-TiO2 composite membranes in the preparation of

multi-functional porous membranes for hydrogen separation l22ll. Using a similar

rnethod of surface functionalization, developed by Williams et al., continuous layers

of the Pd catalyst can be deposited on the AB5-type hydride forming alloy for the

purpose of further enhancing the kinetics of hydrogenation, enhancing the quality of

the coating, and increasing the plating efficiency in the electroless plating of Pd

layers 1222,223). In addition, decomposition of the precious metal plating baths can

be prevented. The attractiveness of the functionalization method, in the electroless

plating of metal layers, was thus demonstrated.

4.3.1. Chemical conjunction between metal layers and substrate surfaces using

aminosilanes

It is accepted that conventional electroless plating is hampered by a number of

difficulties because of the structural incompatibility between the substrate and

platinum group metal (PGM) layer 1224), leading to low deposition efficiency and

subsequent PGM losses. The effectiveness of the electroless plating technique in

plating metal layers onto a substrate is measured by the ability to effectively activate

the substrate surface, which in turn is determined largely by the cohesion between the
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Pd nuclei and the substrate 12251. Previous attempts at increasing the eff-ectiveness of

the activation have been aimed towards enhancement of the mechanical cohesion

between the Pd nuclei and the substrate surface. Unfortunately, this increase in the

physical adhesion proves unfavourable as it typically involves etching or roughening

of the surface in aggressive reagents to produce abrasive surfaces. As a result, the

surface chemistry of the material may be indirectly altered, which would be

detrimental to the sorption perfonnance as the hydrogen dissociation process is a

surface-sensitive process [226]. However, the enhancement of the chemical adhesion

between the Pd nuclei and the substrate surface does not affect the surface chemistry

negatively and provides strong chemical interaction between the deposited layer and

the substrate instead of a weaker physical bond. In using chernical conjunction

between the deposited layer and the substrate surface strong adhesive forces are

created between the two components. Also, by increasing the adhesion between the

Pd nuclei and the substrate surface through a chemical conjunction, maximum

utilization of the precious metal ions in solution is guaranteed and stability of the bath

is ensured by preventing the dislodging of Pd nuclei from the substrate surface.

As was previously observed in the SR-XRD study of the parent alloy, the presence of

a RE2NiOa oxide phase, assumed to be in the form of a thin layer, on the rare earth

metal hydride-forming alloy was confirmed after storage in non-inert environments

(Figure a.l2 (a)). This REzNiOa layer is catalytically inactive towards the surface-

sensitive hydrogen dissociation reaction and is known to decrease adhesion towards

deposited metal layers. It may therefore be practical to remove this layer prior to

electroless plating and subsequent hydrogenation. Another approach would be to

modify this oxide layer prior to electroless plating so as to promote increased

adhesion towards Pd nuclei [16]. The end result would be enhanced facile

penetration of the hydrogen atoms into the core material.

Functionalization of the surface represents a "soft" pre-treatment method which does

not damage the alloy surface. Surface functionalization allows fbr the optimization of

the electroless plating technique by grafting chemically accessible functional groups
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at the periphery of the metal hydride-forming alloy. This ensures maximum usage of

PGM precursor ions in solution and increases the quality of surface activation by Pd

nuclei. Surface functionalization may aid the surface immobilization of the Pd nuclei

and the subsequent electroless plating of metal layers onto the hydr(oxide)-rich metal

hydride-forming alloy surface. Ramifications of surface functionalization range from

altering the surface wetting by increasing the hydrophilicity of the surface, enhancing

adhesion properlies; increasing the dispersion of rnetal particles on the surface of the

metal alloy substrate; increasing the catalyic properlies; ensuring maximutn tutnover

of Pd ions into Pd metal; and ordering the interfacial region ll44l. Surface

functionalization also addresses two major shoficomings of electroless plating: low

deposition rates and bath decomposition due to plating of Pd nuclei suspended in

solution. By promoting the immobilization of Pd nuclei onto the surface of the

substrate and by increasing the adhesion of the substrate surface towards the Pd

nuclei, both of these shortcomings can be addressed and circumvented.

The challenge in functionalization chemistry, with respect to the AB5-type alloys, is

developing a method to introduce functionalities onto the surface of the core alloy

leading to sufficient control of the encapsulated metal layer, and which does not

adversely affect the hydrogen absorption properties of the core alloy. Researchers

such as Dressick et al.have used functionalizing agents such as polyacrylic acid prior

to sensitization / activation, where the imrnobilization of Pd nuclei onto the

polyacrylic acid assembled layer was due to an ion exchange process [60].
Unfortunately, the polyacrylic acid assembled layer still required surface roughening

of the substrate for the adhesion of the assembled layer itself. Also, the

immobilization capacity of this type of assembled layer towards the Pd nuclei was

very low and the activation process required very large concentrations of Pd-Sn

colloidal solution. A similar approach was used by Brandow et al. in which

assembled layers of 4-chloromethylphenylsiloxane were deposited onto silicon

wafers for the purposes of immobilizing Pd nuclei prior to the electroless plating of

nickel 1227).
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The ability of ligand-bearing water-soluble aminofunctional silanes to improve

adhesion on inorganic materials is well documented 1228,2291. They are typically

used as a pre-treatment technique for the modification of adsorbents in

chromatographic studies. Aminofunctional silanes form very strong covalent linkages

to the surfaces of inorganic materials due to the catalytic ability of the amine

functionality on polycondensation. Amine-tenninated y-aminopropyltriethoxysilane

(y-APTES) H2N(CH2)3Si(OC2Hs)3 was identified as a possible coupling agent for the

functionalization of ABs-type alloy surfaces due to its comrnercial availability, simple

functionalization mechanism, high water solubility, high branching capacity, high

flexibility, ability to polymerize, ability to improve control of the interfacial

chemistry during electroless plating, and high affinity for surface oxides or

hydroxides.

Functionalizalion using y-APTES can occur in both aqueous and non-aqueous

solution. Technologically, it is preferable to conduct y-APTES functionalization in

aqueous solution, where hydrolysis of the y-APTES molecules results in the

formation of the silanol derivative y-aminopropyltrihydroxysilane

H2N(CH2)rSi(OH)3, with the ejection of three ethanol molecules in solution. Also, y-

APTES functionalization in aqueous solution leads to a more-preferred network

structure being grafted to the surface of substrates, which might potentially have

better adhesive properlies. The y-APTES molecules align themselves perpendicular to

the substrate surface where they form a network structure of ladder-like polysiloxane

chains which may influence the mechanical performance of the substrate [230]. In

contrast, y-APTES functionalization in non-aqueous solution leads to the fonnation

of brush-like structures on the substrate surface (Figure 4.38).

y-APTES molecules are typically bifunctional allowing for chemical bonding at both

ends of the molecule. Bonding occurs by the reaction of oxide or hydroxyl groups on

the substrate surface (primarily in the form of RE-OH) with the silanol group of the y-

APTES molecule, with the ejection of water molecules. In this way an assembled
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layer of y-APTES can be grafted to the AB5-type alloy surfac e 12261. One layer of the

aminosilanes may potentially range between 5.0 and 25 A in thickness tl60].

The surface functionalization by y-APTES provides a platform onto which the

electron-accepting Pd nuclei (as Pd2* ions), fiorn the activation solution, can be

anchored. This is achieved through terminal amine groups (-NHz) on the y-APTES

molecule which further bond covalently to the Pd nuclei. The terminal amine group,

on the y-APTES molecule, is hydrolysable and has the ability to react with inorganic

materials due to its electron-donating nature, and as a result possesses great ligand

capability to metal ions due to lone pair electrons on the nitrogen atom [231]. It is

known that Pd has an affinity towards nitrogen atoms, such as that of the terrninal

amine group on the y-APTES molecule ! 551. The ability of a surface ligand to

covalently bind Pd nuclei from a solution requires that the ligand be available to the

solution species and that the Pd nuclei should possess at least one sufficiently labile

coordination site [60]. The Pd nuclei (as Pd2*) possess unoccupied lower energy p-

and s-orbitals (i.e. 4d85s05p\ which have high affinities towards the lone electrons on

the aforementioned nitrogen atoms on the tenninal aminofunctional group of the y-

APTES molecule 1232). Upon immobilization of Pd nuclei on the y-APTES

assembled layer, a chemical bond is formed between the nitrogen atoms and the Pd

nuclei 12261. The Pd nuclei later graduate into Pdo catalysts at the onset of the

reduction reaction.

4.3.2. Methodological approach in surJace Jilnctionalization o/ AB5-type hydride-

forming alloys using y-aminopropyltriethoxys iktne

AB5-type hydride-forming alloys were pre-functionalized using aqueous and non-

aqueous (dry toluene) y-APTES solutions. Although no restrictions on the

concentration of the y-APTES solution existed, concentrations between 0.001 to l0

vol.oh were ideal. [168]. Three y-APTES solutions were prepared: 0.5; 1.0; and 5.0

vol. o/o. y-APTES solutions were pH-neutralized with l0 vol.o/o HCl, which prevented

dissolution of the alloy surface during the pre-functionalization step. Imori [68]
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strongly advised that the pre-functionalization step be conducted at 60-100"C fbr

between 3-60 minutes to achieve complete monolayer coverage of y-APTES

molecules on the substrate surface. For this reason, pre-functionalization in this study

was conducted by heating the powders, suspended in y-APTES solution, at 90 oC for

I hour with mechanical agitation (300 rpm) 1222). Subsequently, the standard method

of sensitization and activation was conducted on pre-functionalized powders.

Schematic diagrams for the functionalization-sensitization-activation process in

aqueous and non-aqueous solution are given as Figures 4.38 and 4.39 1221,2231.

Brief descriptions of the methodology involved in the process are given below:

L Functionolizcttion: reaction of oxide or hydroxyl groups on the alloy surface

with a hydroxyl of the y-APTES silanol derivative, resulting in chemical

bonding with the substrate and creating an assembled y-APTES layer

2. Sensitization: substitution of H in free hydroxyls of y-APTES molecules with

Sn2* ions, facilitating anchoring of Pd nuclei onto the substrate (step 3).

3. Activation: Pd2* ions are reduced by the sensitized Sn2* ions to yield Pd0. As a

result, Pd nuclei chemically bound to the substrate via the y-APTES derivative

are fonned. In addition, Pd2* ions forrn complexes by their bonding to the

nitrogen atom from the terminal amine group of the y-APTES derivative.

These bound Pd2* ions later instantaneously graduate into Pdo upon the

introduction of the reducing agent and the onset of metalplating.

4. Acceleratio,?: use of dilute Na2EDTA solution to remove Sn2* from the

support leads to formation of Sna* (step 3), which leaches back into solution.
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Figure 4.38. Schematic representation of functionalization, sensitization, activation, and acceleration

on the surface of the AB5-type hydride-forming alloy using non-aqueous y-APTES solution
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on the surface of the ABs-type hydride-forming alloy using aqueous y-APTES solution
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The final step of the surface modification procedure was in the deposition of the Pd-P

layer, through immersion of the functionalized and activated powders in the standard

NaHzPOz-based electroless plating bath, given in Table 3.1 [63].

Confirmation of the successful y-APTES functionalization of the AB5-type alloy

surface was conducted using EDS analysis, with 3.8 wt.oh Si being detected on the

surface after functionalization. Also, using the functionalization step the total quantity

of Pd nuclei adhered to the surface was increase from -0.02 wt% Pd to -0.08 wt%

Pd, as determined using AAS.

4.3.3. Structural and kinetic characterization of surface-modified AB5-type alloys

.func tiona liz ed us ing y-aminopropy ltrieth oxys i lane

The surface morphologies of the surface-modified AB5-type materials, pre-

functionalized in aqueous and non-aqueous 1.0 vol. % y-APTES solution, were

analysed using FESEM. In Figures 4.40 and 4.41 the change in the surface

rnorphology of the AB5 parlicles, with pre-treatment in aqueous and non-aqueous 1.0

vol. o/o y-APTES solution and immersion in the standard Pd electroless plating bath,

can be clearly observed. High loading (1:100) was used in preparing the sample

materials. A rich coating of Pd-P parlicles was clearly observed with pre-

functionalization in aqueous y-APTES compared to the Pd surface particles observed

on AB5 rnodified without pre-functionalization (Figure 4.27). Similarities in the Pd-P

parlicle size were observed between the sample pre-treated in aqueous y-APTES

solution (157 nm); and that prepared without pre-treatment (117 nm). Application of

the surface pre-functionalization with 1.0 vol. %o aqueous y-APTES solution resulted

in the formation of high-density surface coatings. In addition, the pH-neutral aqueous

y-APTES was not detrimental to the structural integrity of the alloy surface. The

surface Pd content after high loading and functionalization in aqueous 1.0 vol. % y-

APTES solution was determined as 5l wt%o Pd, the specific surface area was 0.3 m2lg

and the Pd total content was I .2 wto/o Pd. In comparison, the material prepared after

high-loading, and without functionalization, exhibited surface Pd content of 17 wtoh
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Pd, specific surface area of 0.2 m2lg and the Pd total content was 0.9 wt% Pd. This

further illustrated the ability of the pre-functionalization step in enhancing the quality

of the Pd-P coating on the surface of the AB5-type alloy.

Figure 4.40. SEM images of "high-load" Pd-modified AB5-type alloy (NaH2PO3, l:100, 50'C, 30 min)

after preliminary surface functionalization in aqueous 1.0 vol.% y-APTES solution

A comparative table illustrating the surface properties of the Pd-P coating obtained

after functionalization in 1.0 vol. oh aqueous y-APTES solution and subsequent

plating in the standard NaH2PO2-based bath is given as Table 4.12. lt was observed

from Table 4.12. that functionalization prior to Pd-P deposition significantly

increased the quality, and surface coverage of the coating.

Table 4.12. Structural properties of Pd-P coatings on non-functionalized and functionalized AB5 alloys

oN'l'NL O N-'fi\*UEBT= a00rV SgnrlA=rnl.ni
wo= 3mfr M,q = 3i 77 KI

Sample

Pd content (rvt%o) Surface area 1m2/g)

Surface Total BET

data

Calculated (coating)

BET SEM

AB5 substrate 0.045(6)

Pd-ABj (NaH2PO2) 30 min high-load 17.00 0.94 0.1 e(3) 15.1 6.r

y-APTES Pd-ABj (NaH2PO2) 30 min

high-load
51 .00 1.16 0.2e(4) 2r.4 8.6
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In comparison, the quality of the Pd-P coating afterpre-functionalization in 1.0 vol.o/o

non-aqueous y-APTES was comparable to the Pd surface particles observed on AB5-

tlpe alloys surface-modified without pre-functionalization (Figure 4.20). However,

significant amounts of Pd-P agglomeration was observed after pre-functionalization

in non-aqueous y-APTES, which was not clearly observed in the sample modified

without pre-functionalization. Similarities in the Pd-P parlicle size were obserued

between the sample pre-treated in non-aqueous y-APTES and "high-loading" (168

nm); the sample pre-tleated in aqueous y-APTES and "high-loading" (157 nm).

Interestingly, the "dendrite" structures previously observed between Pd-P pafiicles

where 1.0 vol. % y-APTES pre-treatment was utilized, were not featured on the

surface after functionalization in non-aqueous y-APTES solution. The dendrites were

obviously specific to the networked arrangement provided by aqueous y-APTES

solution, and not the brush-like arrangement provided by non-aqueous y-APTES

solution. The surface Pd content after high loading and functionalization in non-

aqueous 1.0 vol. % y-APTES solution was determined as 9.7 wt.%o Pd, and Pd total

content was 1.2 wt.% Pd. It appeared that functionalization in non-aqueous y-APTES

solution did not facilitate significant increases in Pd-P content on the alloy surface.

Figure 4.41. SEM images of "high-load" Pd-modified AB5-type alloy (NaH3PO2, l:100, 50'C, 30 min)

after preliminary surface functionalization in non-aqueous (toluene) 1.0 vol.% y-APTES solution
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Studies of the hydrogenation performances and kinetics of the functionalized samples

were conducted after - 2 week pre-exposure of the sample materials to air and

without pre-activation. The analysis was conducted under mild conditions (Ps2 : 5.0

bar, T: 20 oC, t : 24 hours). The results of the study of hydrogenation performance

and kinetics are given as Figure 4.42.|t was observed that samples functionalized in

y-APTES solution exhibited superior kinetics of hydrogenation, compared to the non-

functionalized (ft: 1.9 x l0-r h-r) and unmodified alloys (ft:9.8 x 10-6 h-r1, to attain

the maximum capacity (H/AB5 ,,o* : 5.0 fbrmula units) in less than I hour. In

addition, it was observed that the sample material pre-treated in aqueous 1.0 vol. oh y-

APTES exhibited slightly better kinetics of hydrogenation (k: | 3 h') compared to

that pre-treated in non-aqueous 1.0 vol.% y-APTES (k: l.l h-') For this reason all

subsequent functionalization was conducted in aqueous solutions of y-APTES.

3
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Figure 4.42.Influence of functionalization on the kinetics of hydrogenation of surface-modified AB;-

type alloys (NaH1PO2,50"C, 30 min), (1) unmodified; (2) Pd high-load; (3) aqueous y-APTES, Pd

high-load; (4) non-aqueous y-APTES, Pd high-load

A crystallographic study of the AB5-type alloy coated in a NaHzPOz-based Pd-P

electroless plating bath, after surface pre-functionalization aqueous 1.0 vol.o/o y-

APTES, was undertaken. Figure 4.43 showed incremental changes in the major AB5
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phase: 99 wt.oh; a: 5.00266(3) A, c : 4.05099(3) A; CaCu5-type structure; space

group - P6/mmm. Quantities of amorphous Pd were detected on the surface of the

AB5 alloy, with complete removal of the REzNiO+ phase after surface modification.
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Figures 4.43. Fitted SR-XRD diffractogram of the AB5-type alloy functionalized in 1.0 vol. o% aqueous

y-APTES (pH: 7, 90'C, t hour) and surface-modified in the standard NaH2PO2-based Pd plating bath

The surface chemical state of the Pd-modified (NaH2PO2, 30 min) and y-APTES

functionalized Pd-modified ABs-type alloys (NaHzPOz, 30 min) were analysed using

SXPS. Spectra of the chemical analysis are presented as Figures 4.44 and 4.45, and

results are tabulated in Table 4.1 3.

Importantly, the binding energies for the Pd deposited on the surface of the alloy,

with and without pre-functionalization, confirmed that for both samples the Pd layers

are in the zero-valent state (i.e. Pd0) 1233).
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Figure 4.44. SXPS spectrum of AB5 Pd (NaH3PO2, 50"C, 30 minutes)

The spectra mostly confirmed the level of surface contamination on the air-exposed

samples. Metal hydride-forming alloys are known to hold significant quantities of

carbonaceous species on the surface as a result of atmospheric contamination by CO,

CO2, and hydrocarbons [233]. High quantities of oxygen were also observed (Table

4.13), and it was assumed that this rnay be due to the presence of an oxide layer on

the surface of the alloy. This oxide layer was assumed to be about l0 nm thick, in

accordance with works by Ise et al. 1831. In addition, the encapsulation of the alloys

using carbon- and oxygen-containing chemicals (CH3OH, Na2EDTA, y-APTES) may

have added to the carbon and oxygen surface burden of the alloy. Similarly, Harris el

al.ll03l observed large surface quantities of oxygen (27-40 at.%o) and carbon (43-63

at.%) after PGM encapsulation. The influence of the carbon layers on the
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hydrogenation / dehydrogenation properties are unknown. Schlapbach et al.1234) and

Briggs et al. ll99) proposed that the thickness of this layer could vary between 0.5 -
l0 nm. However, SXPS analysis samples up to 5.0 nm of the surface. This may

explain the strangely high carbon content detected. Briggs stated that the carbon layer

does not have to be of significant thickness before it negatively affects the

quantitative analysis of sample materials 12331. The adventitious carbon may also be

the result of the C peak to shift of the spectra. Generally, the C1, peak at 285 eV is

due to carbon atoms binding to themselves or onto hydrogen. In addition, the high

level of oxygen detected in the O15 peak (533 eV) may result in shifts of all peaks to

slightly higher binding energies ! 991.
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Figure 4.45. SXPS spectrum of AB5 y-APTES Pd (1.0 vol.%, NaH2POr, 50'C, 30 minutes)
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Pd concentrations (- 2.0 at.%o or 2.1 wr.oh) were detected, with and without

functionalization, at the surface of the AB5-type alloy. In comparison, 1.0 - 1.2 wt.%o

Pd was detected at the alloy surface using AAS, representing an acceptable agreement

between the two analyical methods. Similarly, P (2-3 al.o/o or 0.6-0.9 wt.%) and Sn

(l .5-2.7 at.o/o or 1.8-3.2 wt.%) were detected at the surf'ace of the modified alloys.

Table 4.13. Summarized results of the SXPS chemical analysis of the Pd-modified (NaH:PO:, 30 min)

and y-APTES functionalized Pd-modified AB5-type alloys (NaH2PO2, 30 rnin)

An investigation into the influence of the concentration of the y-APTES solution on

the surface Pd loading, total Pd loading, specific surface area, and kinetics of

hydrogenation after electroless plating was conducted. pH-neutralized aqueous y-

APTES solutions with concentrations of 0.5, 1.0, and 5.0 vol.% were prepared, the

surface pre-functionalization performed, and the surface subsequently encapsulated in

the standard NaHzPOz-based Pd-P plating bath (Table 3.1).A study of the

morphology of the surface Pd-P surface coating after functionalization in aqueous y-

APTES solutions was undertaken. Results are presented as Figure 4.46-4.48.

Elerrent

Sa nrp le

Probable bond(s)AB. Pd

(NaHrPO:.30 nrin)

ABs 1.0 vol.%

1-APTES Pd

(NaH:PO:, 30 rnin)

C
Atornic concentration (7o) 27.6 2t.6 Adventitious carbon:

c-(c,H,o)Brnding energy (eV) 284.9 284.8

Ni
Atornic concentration (%) I5l r8.3
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Figure 4.46. SEM images of AB5-type alloys surface functionalized in 0.5 vol.% y-APTES solution

and Pd-P deposition (NaH1PO2,50 "C), (a) 1 minute; (b) 5 minutes; (c) 10 minutes; (d) 30 minutes

After functionalization in 0.5 vol.yo aqueous y-APTES solution and subsequent Pd-P

deposition, the density of the coating was observed to increase with an increase in the

deposition time. The quality of the Pd-P coating was observed to be significantly

better than that of the samples prepared without the y-APTES pre-treatment step.

Small areas of coalescence of the Pd-P parlicles were observed on the surface of the

alloy after 30 minutes of deposition. In addition, small areas of Pd-P particle

agglomeration were observed on the surface of the alloy at the onset of the deposition

process. However, the Pd-P layer was discontinuous in nature with voids as large as -
150 nm observed in the surface layer.
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Figure 4.47. SEM images of AB5-type alloys surface functionalized in 1.0 vol.% y-APTES solution

and Pd-P deposition (NaH1PO2, 50 "C), (a) I minute; (b) 5 minutes; (c) l0 minutes; (d) 30 minutes

After functionalization in 1.0 vol.oh aqueous y-APTES solution and subsequent Pd-P

deposition, the density of the coating was obserwed to increase with deposition time

(Figure 4.47). The quality of the Pd-P coating was observed to be significantly better

than that of the samples prepared without the y-APTES pre-treatment step, and

samples prepared after pre-treatment in 0.5 vol.%o and 5.0 vol.o/o y-APTES solution.

Large areas of coalescence of the Pd-P particles were observed on the surface of the

alloy after 30 minutes of deposition. In addition, large areas of Pd-P particle

agglomeration were observed on the surface of the alloy at the onset of the deposition

process. The best Pd-P surface coverage was realised after surface pre-treatment in

1.0 vol.% aqueous y-APTES solution. The Pd-P layer was continuous in nature with

holes smaller than - 150 nm observed in the surface layer.
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@ N'I'NU

Figure 4.48. SEM images of AB5-type alloys surface functionalized in 5.0 vol. % y-APTES solution

and Pd-P deposition (NaH2PO2,50'C), (a) I minute; (b) 5 minutes; (c) 10 minutes; (d) 30 minutes

After functionalization in 5.0 vol.oh aqueous y-APTES solution and subsequent Pd-P

deposition, the density of the coating was observed to increase with deposition time.

The quality of the Pd-P coating was observed to be significantly better than that of

the samples prepared without the y-APTES pre-treatment step. Large areas of

coalescence of the Pd-P parlicles were observed after 30 minutes of deposition.

However, the Pd-P layer was mostly discontinuous in nature with voids larger than

200 nm obserued in the surface layer.

Particle nucleation, parlicle growth, and formation of continuous Pd-P layers using

the functionalization approach in electroless plating can be diagrammatically

represented as Figure 4.49.In the nucleation step, Pd nuclei of critical size are formed

on the substrate surface, assisted by y-APTES molecules. The nuclei grow three-
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dimensionally to supercritical dimensions and coalesce to lbrm Pd islands. The Pd

islands merge after the collapse of their boundaries to form a discontinuous layer with

holes that later fill to form a continuous layer.
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Figure 4.49. General representation of the stages of metal particle growth to form a continuous layer

on a substrate surface using electroless plating

Ion beam analysis by micro-PIXE had previously confirmed that the AB5-type alloy

surface-modified without functionalization did not facilitate the surface deposition of

continuous layers of Pd, and that the Pd particles were scattered (Figure 4.18). In

contrast, dynamic analysis confirrned that the AB5-type alloys surface-modified after

firnctionalization iny-APTES, supported continuous layers of Pd-P (Figure 4.50).
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Figure 4.50. Dynamic analysis of Pd-P surface-modified AB5-type alloy (NaH1PO2, 30 min) after pre-

treatment in 1.0 vol.% y-APTES solurion, (a) total background; (b) Pd L
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Based on the observations made in the micro-PIXE study, a cross-section of an AB5-

type alloy particle pre-treated with 1.0 vol. % y-APTES and coated with Pd-P

(NaHzPOz, 30 minutes, 50 'C) was prepared to ascertain the thickness of the

continuous layer. Details of the preparation of the cross-section are given in Section

3.4.3. The observed layer thickness corresponded to the deposition of -10 layers of

Pd-P particles (average thickness:550 nm) (Figure 4.51). This thickness was

comparable to that of Pd layers deposited by Zheng et al. -0.2-1.0 pm I l8]. The Pd-

P surf-ace layers were deduced to be three-dimensional as they possess appreciable

thickness in the direction perpendicular to the surface of the AB5-type alloy particle.

It is also well-known in classical film growth theory that after coalescence of particles

much of the subsequent growth occurs perpendicular to the plane of the substrate

surface, hence the layer thickness grew appreciably thick as the reaction was allowed

to progress [20]. In addition, the Pd-P layer may have been subjected to a degree of

smearing from the polishing process. Although measures were taken to minimize the

smearing, it is unavoidable and may have exaggerated the thickness of the Pd-P layer.

Figure 4.51 . Cross-section of AB5-type alloy surface-modified with Pd-P (NaH:PO:, 30 min, 50'C)

after pre-treatment in y-APTES solution (1.0 vol.%, 50'C, pH - 7, 60 min)
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Based on the microscopy analysis, a study of the influence of y-APTES surface

functionalization on the Pd-P particle size was conducted. The results were presented

in Figure 4.52. Generally, it was observed that the surface functionalization promoted

the deposition of Pd-P particles significantly smaller in size, compared to that

deposited without the surface functionalization step. The smaller Pd-P particles may

account for the better quality and greater density ofthe surface coatings upon surface

functionalization. It was observed that lower concentrations of the y-APTES solution

promoted the deposition of smaller Pd-P parlicles, with 1.0 vol. % y-APTES

promoting the deposition of the smallest parlicles. Higher concentrations of y-APTES

promoted the deposition of larger particles which were more agglomerated in nature.

It was deduced that an increase in deposition time influences the approach of the Pd-P

surface layer from surface particles towards a continuous surface layer, and with that

a change in the critical size of the Pd-P particles. In addition, the increase in

deposition time produced initial rapid growth in the Pd-P parlicle size (l-5 minutes)

followed by a decrease in the critical size of the Pd-P particles (5-30 minutes). It is

assumed that after -5 minutes the Pd-P parlicles began to form surface islands after

initialization of coalescence.
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Figure 4.52.Influence of 1-APTES concentration on Pd-P particle size: (1) non-functionalized;

(2) 0,5 vol. % y-APTES; (3) 1.0 vol. % y-APTES; (4) 5.0 vol. % y-APTES
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The Pd-P particle size distribution of the surface-modified alloy, after y-APTES pre-

treatment (30 minutes, 50"C, high-load), was investigated using the Carl Zeiss

Axiovision@ software. It was observed that the functionalized samples exhibited a

fairly wide particle size distribution (-40-170 nm) after increasing the substrate-to-

solution concentration, compared to that prepared without the functionalization step

(-80- I 1 0) (Figure 4.53).
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Figure 4.53. Particle size distribution histogram for 1.0 vol. % y-APTES Pd-P (high-load) AB;-type

alloy (NaH2PO2, 1:100, 50"C,30 min)

An investigation into the Pd surface and total loadings was undertaken to analyse the

quantity of Pd-P deposited on the surface of the AB5-type alloy, and the quality of the

coating, after functionalization in y-APTES solution. The results were presented in

Figures 4.54 and 4.55.

It was observed that Pd-P deposition without the use of y-APTES pre-treatment did

not facilitate deposition of large amounts of Pd on the surface of the AB5-type alloy.

It can be explained by the poor adhesion of Pd nuclei to the surface REzNiO+ "skin"
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taking place due to the physical conjunction. on the other hand, the pre-

functionalization with y-APTES solutions facilitated the deposition of higher Pd

loadings on the surface of the AB5-type alloy, with the Pd surface loading increasing

with an increase in the concentration of y-APTES solution. The lower Pd surface

loadings observed with functionalization in more dilute y-APTES solution (i.e. 0.5

vol. %) may have been a result of an associated limited coverage by the y-APTES

molecules on the surface of the alloy. In so doing, the Pd nuclei became immobilized

on the lirnited available surface sites modified with y-APTES molecules, resulting in

the lower coverage by the deposited Pd-P layer. On the other hand, the use of higher

y-APTES concentrations (> 1.0 vol. %) resulted in the deposition of a fairly

homogeneous layer on the surface of the AB5-type alloy. Pd nuclei, from the

activation solution, were immobilized on the maximum quantity of surface sites,

which have highest coverage by y-APTES molecules, resulting in the deposited Pd-P

layer having a greater surface coverage. The end result was that more Pd could be

deposited on the surface of the AB5-type alloy with functionalization.
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Figure 4.54. Influence of aqueous 7-APTES concentration on Pd surface loading on AB5-type alloys

(1) unfunctionalized; (2) 0.5 vol. % y-APTES; (3) 1.0 vol. % y-APTES; (4) 5.0 vol. % y-ApTES
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It was observed that Pd-P deposition, after the y-APTES pre-treatment, facilitated

deposition of larger amounts of Pd on the AB5-type alloy, compared to that prepared

without the pre-treatment step. Similarly, the poorer Pd total loadings observed

without the pre-treatment step may be a result of inefficient adhesion of Pd nuclei to

the surface RE2NiO4 "skin". It was generally observed that the Pd total loading

increased with an increase in the concentration of y-APTES solution, with the optimal

loading observed after pre-treatment in 1.0 vol. % y-APTES solution. At this

concentration the Pd nuclei may have been immobilized on -1.0 monolayer coverage

of 1-APTES molecules, and as a result the deposited Pd layer had greater density and

coverage.
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Figure 4.55. Influence ofy-APTES concentration on Pd total loading: (1) unfunctionalized;

(2) 0.5 vol. % y-APTES; (3) 1.0 vol. % y-APTES; (4) 5.0 vol. % y-APTES

With an increase in the quantity of Pd-P deposited at the surface of the AB5-type

alloy, as a result of the functionalization in the y-APTES solution, so the surface area

of coverage is expected to exhibit changes. For this reason an analysis of the specific

surface area was undeftaken to analyse any trends in the surface morphology with

functionalization. The results were presented in Figure 4.56.|t was obserued that the
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unfunctionalized alloy exhibited a significantly larger specific surface area than the

functionalized samples. This may be a result of the inability to form a continuous Pd-

P layer over the studied deposition time (l-30 minutes), as previously observed in

Figure 4.20, and the presence of isolated Pd-P particles and clusters. In contrast, the

functionalized alloys were observed to form continuous Pd-P surface layers, and as a

result exhibited significantly lower specific surface areas. During the initial stages of

Pd-P growth on the surface functionalized alloy, the specific surface area was

observed to increase as parlicles began nucleating on the surface of the alloy.

Subsequently, the critical Pd-P parlicle size was attained and the particles began to

coalescence, with the observation of a parallel decrease in the specific surface area

with the coating approaching a continuous layer. The result clearly illustrates the

possibilities of attaining continuous Pd layers with functionalization and the inability

of the standard method of electroless plating in depositing continuous layers. It was

also noted that the specihc surface area of the unfunctionalized samples exhibited

more discrepancies in the measured values than that exhibited by the functionalized

samples. This indirectly demonstrated the greater control of the surface chemistry of

the Pd-P layer with functionalization.
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Figure 4.56. Influence of functionalization on specific surface area of Pd-P surface-modified AB5-type

alloy, (1) unfunctionalized; (2) 0.5 vol. % y-APTES; (3) 1.0 vol. % 1-APTES; (4) 5.0 vot. % y-APTES
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A comparative study of the kinetics of hydrogenation of the y-APTES functionalized

AB5-type alloys was conducted after - 2 week pre-exposure of the sample materials

to air, without pre-activation. The alloys were further surface-modified using the

standard Pd electroless plating bath (Table 3.1). The analysis was conducted under

mild conditions (P112 : 5.0 bar, T:20oC, y:24 hours). The results were presented in

Figure 4.57.
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Figure 4.57. Influence ofy-APTES concentration on kinetics of hydrogenation ofPd-P surface-

modified AB5-type alloy, (1) 0.5 vol. % y-APTES, (2) 1.0 vol. % y-APTES; (3) 5.0 vol. % y-APTES

In Figure 4.57 a comparison of the kinetics of hydrogenation of the samples

functionalized using three concentrations of aqueous y-APTES solution was made. It

was observed that higher concentrations of the aqueous y-APTES solution (i.e. 5.0

vol. %) facilitated lower kinetics of hydrogenation. In comparison, dilute

concentrations of the aqueous y-APTES solution facilitated slightly better kinetics of

hydrogenation. This behaviour may be a result of the larger Pd-P particle size

associated with the use of concentrated aqueous y-APTES solutions (Figure 4.52).

Likewise, the smaller Pd-P particle size associated with functionalization in dilute

aqueous y-APTES solution facilitated better kinetics of hydrogenation (Figure 4.57).
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However, as the growth of the Pd-P particles was allowed to progress with deposition

time, so the kinetics of hydrogenation of the functionalized materials began to sharply

deteriorate. This behaviour was largely due to the large increases in Pd-P surface

density and Pd-P particle coalescence with an increase in the deposition time, as

observed in Figures 4.46 - 4.48. lt was previously deduced that an increase in

deposition time influenced the rate at which the Pd-P surface layer progressed from

surface particles towards a continuous surface layer (Figure 4.49). The rate of this

process was fast as the growth of the continuous surface layer was catalysed by the y-

APTES. [n addition, the presence of a continuous layer on the functionalized

materials was confirmed by the study of the specific surface area (Figure 4.56), where

stability in the specific surface area was observed after about [0 minutes of Pd-P

electroless plating on y-APTES functionalized ABs-type alloy. It was assumed that

the hydrogen selectivity of the alloy surface was infinite, after functionalization, as a

result ofthe presence ofa hydrogen-selective continuous Pd-P layer.

It was also observed that the Pd-P deposition time had a profound influence on the

hydrogenation properties of the surface-modified materials, where ft generally

decreased with an increase in the deposition time. This may be a result of the

diminishing contribution to the overall hydrogen dissociation by the hydrogen

spillover mechanism with an increase in the Pd-P surface density and the beginning

of the continuous layer formation. In such a case, solution-diffusion through the Pd

layer would become the favoured mechanism for hydrogen dissociation.

A study of n associated with the characteristic time of absorption (16) was undertaken

to ascertain the mechanism of hydrogenation of the surface-modified alloys with and

without pre-treatment in y-APTES solution. The results were presented in Figure

4.58.
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Figure 4.58. Influence of y-APTES concentration on r of Pd-P surface-modified AB5-type alloy:

(1) non-functionalized; (2) 0.5 vol. % y-APTES; (3) 1.0 vol. % y-APTES; (4) 5.0 vot. % y-APTES

It was observed that the functionalized alloys exhibited morphological

dimensionalities of growth that were different to that exhibited by the

unfunctionalized alloy, and that n was independent of concentration of the aqueous y-

APTES solution. Changes in the r with functionalization in y-APTES solution may

be a result of changes in the hydrogen dissociation mechanism, fiom mostly

hydrogen spillover to mostly solution-diffusion, with a change in the morphology

from Pd-P clusters to Pd-P continuous layers. The n-value was also strongly

dependent on surface transport, which was rate-limited by the surface chemical state.

Based on the observation that the REzNiO+ "skin" detected on the surface of the

surface-modified alloy facilitated the adhesion of the y-APTES molecules, an attempt

was made to completely pre-oxidize the surface of the alloy prior to functionalization

to promote the adhesion of the maximum quantity of y-APTES molecules onto the

surface, and in that way promote the deposition of a continuous Pd-P layer. FESEM
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analysis was conducted to ascertain the influence of H2O2 pre-oxidation on Pd-P

morphology and Pd-P surface density (Figure 4.59).

Figure 4.59. Images of AB5{ype alloys pre-oxidised in H2O2 prior to functionalization in y-APTES

solution (pH-7,60 minutes,90'C), and subsequent Pd-P deposition (high-load,30 minutes,50"C)

A large initial increase in the specific surface area of the alloy (0.37 mzlg) was

observed with pre-oxidation of the alloy surface with HzOz solution and

functionalization in 1.0 vol.% y-APTES solution. Subsequently, a further increase in

the specific surface area of the pre-treated sample (0.38 rn2lg) was observed with

sensitization / activation in the Pd-Sn colloidal solution. The result indicates that

H2O2 pre-oxidation had facilitated deposition of a complete monolayer of y-APTES

molecules on the alloy surface, which also facilitated the deposition of a complete

layer of the Pd-Sn colloidal parlicles on the surface of the alloy.

It was observed that pre-oxidation of the alloy surface, and subsequent

functionalization, facilitated the deposition of an increased surface density of Pd-P

particles on the surface of the alloy (Figure 4.59). These surface Pd-P particles were

tightly-packed to form a continuous layer. Pd total loading of 1.35 wt.% furlher

illustrated the enhancement in the quantity of Pd that was deposited using pre-

oxidation prior to functionalization. A large measured specific surface area (l .O mzlg)

was further indicative of the enhanced Pd-P surface coverage on the AB5-type alloy.
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The average Pd-P parlicle size was 137 nm, making it comparable to that observed

without the pre-oxidation step (157 nm).

A hydrogenation study of the functionalized samples with and without pre-oxidation

in HzOz was conducted after - 2 week pre-exposure to air, without pre-activation, and

under mild conditions (Ps2 : 5.0 bar, T : 20 oC, t : 24 hours) to investigate the

influence of the pre-oxidation step on the kinetic properties (Figure 4.60). It was

observed that the samples prepared with the pre-oxidation step exhibited slightly

better kinetics of hydrogenation (k:2.0 h-r) compared to that prepared without the

pre-oxidation step (ft: 1.3 h-').
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Figure 4.60. Influence of surface pre-oxidation on kinetics of hydrogenation of functionalized Pd-P

surface-modified AB5{ype alloy (NaH2PO2, high-loading): (1) no pre-oxidation; (2) H2O1 pre-oxidised

4.3.4. Morphology and kinetics of surface-modified AB5-type alloys after pre'

complexation of palladium nuclei with y-uminopropy ltriethoxysilane

An important feature in the standard electroless plating procedure was the

sensitization of the AB5-type alloy surface using SnClz in a colloidal solution. The

Sn2* ions in solution had the function of increasing the surface roughness (i.e.

o
I

Time (houB)
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etching, pitting) of the alloy thereby facilitating an enhancement of the physical

adhesion between the alloy surface and the Pd nuclei, which was necessary for

surface activation. Excess Sn may result in blocking of Pd surface activation sites,

decreasing oxidation efficiency towards the reducing agent, and subsequent

inhomogeneity of the deposited metal layer [63]. The Sn component should have

dissolved back into the bulk solution as SnCl+ after acceleration, but it was observed

through EDS and AAS elemental analyses, that some of the Sn was retained on the

alloy surface after Pd-P deposition. It was therefbre imperative to exclude Sn from

the electroless plating process, and in that way, promote deposition of catalyic Pd

nuclei. It was therefore necessary to develop a chemical rnethod of surface activation

that would exclude Sn as a sensitizer and promote the deposition of Pd nuclei.

Based on the ability of y-APTES to increase the surf-ace adhesion towards Pd nuclei

in electroless plating, an approach was taken to complex the Pd nuclei within the

structure of y-APTES molecules. In doing so, the quality of surface activation may be

increased, the quality of the Pd-P coatings may be enhanced, and the kinetics of

hydrogenation may potentially be improved. The Pd nuclei pre-complexation

approach was deemed impoftant in the development of electroless plating technology

in the encapsulation of metal hydride-forming alloys, and presents the possibility of

enhancing the kinetics of hydrogenation.

In the procedure, 0.3g of the PdClz salt was dissolved in dilute HCI at 50'C. The

mixture was then diluted into 100 mL aqueous 1.0 vol. % y-APTES solution, pH-

neutralized, and 5.0g of the sample material further suspended in the solution for I

hour at 90"C. No precipitation of the Pd was observed. The suspension was filtered,

the alloy washed with copious amounts of deionised water and methanol, and allowed

to dry for 2 hours at 80"C. Imporlantly, the PdClz concentration in the activation

solution was identical to that used in the standard Pd-Sn colloidal solution. The

activated alloy was then plated in the standard Pd-P electroless plating bath

(NaH2PO2, 50oC, 30 minutes). Finally, the alloy was washed twice with deionised
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water and allowed to dry overnight at 80'C. A generalized schematic representation

of the experimental approach is given as Figure 4.61.
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Figure 4.61. General representation of Pd nuclei pre-complexation technique in Pd electroless plating

A morphological study of the alloys prepared after activation with complexed Pd

nuclei, and subsequent electroless plating (NaH2PO2, 50oC, 30 minutes) was

undertaken using FESEM. The experimental results were presented in Figure 4.62.

It was observed that the activation using complexed Pd nuclei and the subsequent

deposition of Pd-P in the standard electroless plating bath facilitated the deposition of

a continuous layer on the surface of the alloy. In addition, the Pd-P particles were

highly coalesced to form areas of uniform coating and high densities of Pd-P,

compared to the scattered Pd-P clusters observed using the standard sensitization /

activation approach. The Pd total loading of the sample material after preliminary

complexation of Pd nuclei and subsequent Pd-P deposition was 0.8 wt.%o, illustrating

that the method facilitated the deposition of large quantities of Pd-P on the AB5-type

alloy. This quantity of Pd significantly exceeded that of the corresponding alloy

prepared without the Pd nuclei complexation - 0.6 wt.%o.
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activation nuclei using aqueous solutions of aminosilanes, prior to the electroless

plating improved the subsequent process of the electroless plating on hydrogen

sorption alloys to yield more dense and uniform coatings, and in such a way, resulted

in better hydrogen sorption performances of the surface-modified alloys.
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Figure 4.63. Dynamics of H absorption (Pu: : 5.0 bar, T: 20 "C) by non-activated Pd-modifred ABs-

type alloys, (l) after preliminary sensitization-activation in a Pd-Sn colloidal solution and subsequent

Pd-P deposition; (2) afterpreliminary complexation of Pd nuclei and subsequent Pd-P deposition

The influence of the PdClz concentration on the total and surface loadings of the

alloys surface-modified after activation with the complexed Pd nuclei was illustrated

in Figure 4.64.It was obserued that both the Pd surface and total loadings increased

linearly with an increase in the PdC12 concentration.
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Figure 4.64. Influence of PdCl2 concentration on Pd total loading and Pd surface loading of AB5-type

alloy surface-modified with Pd-P (30 min, NaHlPOl) after Pd nuclei complexation,

(1) Pd total loading vs. PdC12 concentration; (2) Pd surface loading vs. PdCll concentration

Measurements of the influence of the PdClz concentration on the kinetics of

hydrogenation by the AB5-type alloys surface-modified after Pd nuclei complexation

were underlaken after - 2 week exposure of the samples to air, and without

application of an activation procedure (Figure 4.65). Under the experimental

conditions (Paz : 5.0 bar, T : 20 oC, I : 24 hours) it was clearly observed that an

increase in the PdCl2 concentration facilitated a parallel increase in the kinetics of

hydrogenation of AB5-type alloys surface-modified using Pd encapsulation after pre-

complexation of the Pd nuclei in electroless plating.
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Figure 4.65. Influence of PdCll concentration on kinetics of hydrogenation of AB5type alloys surface-

modified with Pd-P layers (30 min, NaHlPOl) after pre-complexation of Pd nuclei

A serious drawback in the generation of continuous Pd-P layers on the surface of the

alloys was the deposition of large quantities of Pd, which may not participate in the

catalysis of the hydrogen dissociation process. It was therefore of vital importance, in

terms of practical application in hydrogen separation / purification / storage systems,

that the quantity of PGM's used in surface-modification of the alloy be reduced

without significantly decreasing the rate of hydrogenation. An approach was

developed to use the ability of aminosilanes to increase the surface affinity towards

solvated PGM cations in dilute PGM precursor solutions. In doing so, significantly

lowered concentrations of precious metals can be immobilized and used to form

surface catalyst layers to promote the sorption of hydrogen on AB5-type alloys.
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4.3.5. Immobilization of palladium(ll) and platinttm(lV) ions from diltne solution

onto y-aminopropyltriethoxysilane functionalized AB 5-type alloys

The immobilization of small quantities of rnetal cations onto solid surfaces taking

pre-concentration or separation into account was of particular interest 12321. Metal

cations exist in hydrated form or as complexes associated with anions with little or no

tendency for transformation. By neutralizing the associated charge it was possible to

extract these metal cations from solutionl232l. Based on the ability of the y-APTES

molecule to immobilize charged species onto the surf'ace, an approach was adopted in

which y-APTES functionalization would be used to extract minute quantities of PGM

cations from dilute solutions and fix them to the surface as a hydrogen dissociation

catalyst. By grafting terminal nitrogen-containing groups to the surf-ace of the alloy,

the material may become more specific towards PGM cations as they have a large

affinity towards nitrogen atoms and their electron lone pairs [ 55].

Covalent metal-ligand bonding served as an effective mechanism to irnrnobilize PGM

cations onto the surface of metal hydride-forming alloys and offered the oppornrnity

to adsorb notable quantities of PGM's from dilute precursor solutions. The end result

would potentially be a marked enhancement in the hydrogen absorption

characteristics of the material without the use of large quantities of PGM's and the

time-consuming electroless plating process. Also, large reductions in preparation

costs could be achieved as the technique did not require sensitization / activation of

the alloy surface; nor the use of large quantities of precursor solutions; nor the use of

additional chemical components (e.g. complexing agent, stabilizer), thereby

illustrating the simplicity in the method.

Similarly, Charbonnier et al. performed the chemisorption of the Pd2* ions onto

plasma functionalized surfaces of polymer membranes (e g. polyimide;

polycarbonate; polypropylene; polytetrafluoroethylene; polyphenylene sulphide;

polybutylene terephthalate) by dipping the substrates for I min in a dilute aqueous

PdCl2 solution (0.1 g/L) [55]. A similar method was used by Zhou et al. to deposit
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Pd on MCM-41 in the preparation of catalysts for the Heck reaction [235]. In this

work, MCM-41 was functionalized using non-aqueous solutions of y-APTES and Pd

further deposited by suspension of the functionalized material in a dilute solution of
PdCl2. Pd loadings of L7 wI.o/o were achieved.

In the current method, 5.0 g AB5-type alloy was functionalized in 1.0 vol.o/o 1-APTES
(pH : 7) for I hour at 90 oc (250 rpm). The solution was filtered, washed with

copious amounts of ultrapure water, and dried at 80oC. The functionalized alloy was

then magnetically stirred for 24 hours (250 rpm) at 25'C in 100 mL solution (0 I -
2.0 glL) of Pdclz dissolved in HCI at 50oC. 100 mL NaH2Po2 (l0g/L) or 100 mL

N2H4 (30 g/L) was added. ultrapure H2 was also used as a reducing agent (2.0

L/min). The reaction was allowed to progress for 2 hours at 50oC. The alloys were

then filtered, washed, and dried ovemight at 80"C. An identical approach was also

used to conduct the chromatographic adsorption of Pta* cations to the surface of the

alloy, using a water-soluble PtCla salt. In this case, the PtCla concentrations (0.02 -
0.2 glL) used were kept equimolar to that used in the PdCl2 solutions. The scientific

approach used in the preparation of the sample materials is illustrated in Figure 4.66.
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Figure4.66. Scientific approach forthechromatographic adsorption of Pd and Pt cations, fi'om dilute

solutions to the surface of AB5-type alloys

In Figure 4.67 SEM images of unmodified and surface-modified AB5-type alloys are

given. It was seen that the sample which was subjected to surface pre-treatment and

further modified using dilute 0.5 glL PdCl2 solution showed evidence of Pd

deposition on the surface, which took on a marbled appearance. Pd was present as a

discolouration on the surface of the alloy, and exhibited fairly good surface coverage.

Pdl
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Figure 4.67 . SEM images of (a) unmodified AB5 alloy; and (b) after deposition ol'assembled layers of

y-APTES and Pd deposition frorn dilute 0.5 glL PdCl2 solution (NaHzPOz)

Elemental analysis of PdC12 solutions and filtrates after Pd deposition suggested that

almost all of the Pd2* precursor cations in the starling solution had been adhered to

the alloy surface and reduced to form PdO lTable 4.14). Similar observations were

made for the samples treated using N2Ha and Hz as the reducing agents.

Table 4.14. Elemental analysis of PdClz solution before and after Pd2* immobilization (NaH3PO1) on

AB5-type alloys

A corresponding study of the influence of the concentration of the dilute PdCl2

solution on the Pd surface loading was undeftaken to ascertain the quantity of Pd

present at the surface after adsorption of Pd2* cations to the alloy surface. A

comparison of results was made between samples prepared using NaH2POz and NzH+

as the reducing agent. The results were presented in Figure 4.68.

PdCl2 concentration (g/L)

Absorbance

PdCll solution

(abs. units)

Pd concentration

(ppm)

Filtrate

(abs. units)

Pd concentration

(ppm)

0.1 0.022 74 0.002 <20

0.2 0.046 154 0.004 <20

0.5 0.096 ))z 0.005 <20

1.0 0.1 57 560 0.005 <20
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Figure 4.68. Influence of reducing agent on Pd surface loading of AB5-type alloy after Pdl*

immobilization using y-APTES solution, (l) NaHlPO2; (2) NrHr

A linear increase in the Pd surface loading with an increasing PdCl2 concentration

was observed, where NaHzPOz and NzHq were used as reducing agents. Similar

observations were made where H2 was used as the reducing agent.

Measurements of the influence of the type of reducing agent on the kinetics of
hydrogenation by AB5-type alloys surface-modified from dilute PdC12 solutions, as a

function of PdClz concentration, were undertaken after - 2 week exposure of the

samples to air, and without thermal activation. Three sets of samples were analysed,

each set being reduced by either NaHzPoz, NzH+, or H2. Under the experimental

conditions (Psz: 5.0 bar, T : 20 oC, t : 24 hours) the rate constant was generally

obserwed to increase slightly with an increase in the PdCl2 concentration. The kinetics

of hydrogenation of the NaH2PO2-reduced samples was generally better than that

reduced using N2Ha and H2. Samples reduced using N2Ha and H2 exhibited fairly

similar rates of hydrogenation. Overall, fairly high rates of hydrogenation were

achievable using fairly dilute solutions of PdClz.
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Figure 4.69. Influence ofreducing agent on kinetics ofhydrogenation ofAB5-type alloys afterPdr'

immobilization using y-APTES solution, (l) NaHlPOl; (2) N:H+; (3) UHP Hr

A similar approach was adopted to immobilize Pta* cations on the surface of the AB5-

type alloy. PtCla was used in the Pt precursor solution instead of more commercially

available reagents, such as H2PtCl6, due to it high solubility in water. N2Ha was used

exclusively as the reducing agent. Measurements of the influence of the PtClq

concentration on the Pt surface loading and kinetics of hydrogenation by the AB5-

type alloys surface-modified from dilute PtCla solutions were undeftaken after - 2

week exposure of the samples to air, and without thermal activation (Figure 4.70).

The Pt surface loading was observed to increase with an increase in the PtClr

concentration. Under the experimental conditions (Prrz : 5.0 bar, T : 20 oC, t : 24

hours) the rate constant was generally observed to remain steady, up to 0.1 {L PtCl4,

with an increase in the PtCla concentration. PtCl+ solution concentrations greater than

0.1 dL were obserwed to facilitate a rapid increase in the kinetics of hydrogenation on

the surface-modified AB5-type alloy surface.
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Figure 4.70. Dynamics of hydrogen sorption (PHr: 5.0 bar, T - 20 "C, I : 24 hours) by non-activated

surface-modified AB5-type alloys, after Ptr'immobilization using y-APTES solution (N:H1),

(1) Pt surface loading vs. PtCll concentration; (2) t vs. PtClq concentration

4.3.6. Summary

An aminosilane surface functionalization approach was adopted in the deposition of

high-quality continuous Pd-P layers on the surface of AB5-type alloys. The

functionalization method facilitated large increases in Pd-P density, total loading, and

surface loading on the alloy compared to that prepared without the functionalization

step. Rapid coalescence of Pd-P particles were observed after y-APTES pre-

treatment, constituting the initial formation of continuous surface layers. The Pd-P

layer thickness corresponded to the deposition of -10 layers of Pd-P parlicles

(average thickness 550 nm) after functionalization.

Generally, surface functionalization promoted deposition of Pd-P parlicles

significantly smaller in size, compared to that deposited without the surface

functionalization step. The smaller Pd-P particles accounted for the better quality and

greater density of the surface coatings upon surface functionalization. It was also
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obserwed that the functionalized sample exhibited a fairly wide particle size

distribution compared to that prepared without the functionalization step. In addition,

it was observed that the functionalized alloys exhibited significantly lower specific

surface areas than the unfunctionalized samples, which indirectly illustrated the

attainment of continuous Pd-P layers with functionalization.

It was observed that progression of Pd-P panicle growth led to sharp deterioration in

the kinetics of hydrogenation of the functionalized materials. This obseruation may

be indirectly indicative of a change in hydrogenation mechanism. Also, when the

quantity of Pd-P deposited on the surface of the alloy was significantly increased

through "high-loading", the functionalized alloys significantly outperformed the non-

functionalized alloys in terms of the kinetics of hydrogenation. It was deduced that

functionalization increased the rate at which the Pd-P surface layer progressed from

surface parlicles towards a continuous surface layers. Also, it was clearly observed

that the functionalized alloys exhibited morphological dimensionalities of growth,

and therefore hydrogenation mechanisms, which were completely different to that

exhibited by the unfunctionalized alloy.

Based on the obseruation that the surface oxide layer detected on the surface of the

alloy facilitated adhesion of y-APTES molecules, an attempt was made to pre-oxidize

the surface of the alloy prior to functionalizatton and promote the adhesion of the

maximum quantity of y-APTES molecules onto the surface, and in that way promote

the deposition of a continuous Pd-P layer. It was observed that the pre-oxidation of
the alloy surface, and subsequent functionalization, facilitated the deposition of large

quantities of Pd-P parlicles on the surface of the alloy, resulting in slightly better

kinetics of hydrogenation compared to that prepared without the pre-oxidation step.

Pre-complexation of Pd nuclei using aqueous solutions of y-APTES, prior to
electroless plating, improved the process of Pd-P deposition on the alloy surface to

yield more dense and uniform coatings, and in such a way, resulted in better

hydrogen sorption performances by the surface-modified alloys.
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Based on the ability of y-APTES molecules to immobilize metal cations on the

surf-ace, an approach was adopted in which y-APTES functionalization was used to

extract small quantities of PGM cations from dilute solutions and fix them to the

surface as hydrogen dissociation catalysts. The kinetics of hydrogenation was

generally observed to increase slightly with an increase in PdClz concentration. Also,

the kinetics of hydrogenation of NaHzPOz-reduced samples was generally better than

that prepared using NzH+ and Hz Similar observations were made after

irnrnobilization of Pta* cations obtained frorn dilute PtCl+ solutions.

4.4. ABs-TYPE ALLOYS SURFACE-MODIFIED USING THE ELECTROLESS

PLATING OF PALLADIUM MIXED-METAL LAYERS

As previously established, Pd surface-modifred AB5-type alloys are still prone to

losses in hydrogen sorption stability after long periods of exposure to air (and

particularly to CO and H2S), manifesting in the gradual deterioration of hydrogen

sorption capacity with repeated cycling [64]. Selective mixing of Pd layers with

secondary metals can circumvent the deterioration in the hydrogen sorption properlies

of the alloys. From a comprehensive review of the available literature in Chapter 2,

Pd mixed-metal coatings with Ni, Cu, Ag, and Pt were identified to be attractive for

investigation based on their potential properlies when deposited onto the surface of

AB5-tlpe alloys. These properties included improvements to the cycle lifetime in

hydrogen, high permeability, poisoning resistance, increased hydrogen transpoft, and

enhanced catalytic properties in hydrogen exchange processes [55,141 ,1421.

In addition, no works could be found into the use of co-deposition of mixed-metal

layers to coat the surface of metal hydride-forming alloys, although sequential

deposition was attempted 147,55,56,64,103]. Doyle et al. have, however, mentioned

the possibility of co-deposition of two PGM metals to form a discontinuous layer on

the surface of metal hydride-forming alloys $7). An approach was adopted in which

Pd mixed metal coatings (-Ni, -Cu, -Ag, -Pt) were deposited onto the surface of ABs-
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type alloys to further enhance the kinetics of hydrogenation and promote hydrogen

sorption stability on the material.

Surface modification was conducted using the electroless plating of Pd, Ni, Cu, Ag,

and Pt by mixed-bath (co-deposition), or sequential deposition, using N2Ha or

NaH2PO2 as the reducing agents. The bath formulations were selected based on the

nature of the reducing agent and the pH of the electroless plating bath, where all baths

were alkaline in nature.

4.4.1. Characterizcttion of morphologicul und kinetic properties of AB5-type erlloys

surface-modified using pulladium mixed-metul coatings

AB5-type alloy samples were surface-modified using the electroless plating of Pd, Ni,

Cu, Ag, and Pt either by single-metal, mixed-bath (co-deposition), or sequential

deposition, using NzH+ or NaHzPOz as the reducing agent. Samples were

subsequently stored in non-inert conditions.

XRD studies were conducted to asceftain changes to the crystallographic structure of

the materials surface-modified using Pd mixed metal coatings. This task proved

difficult due to overwhelming interferences from the core alloy and difficulty in

separating the analytical signals from the deposited surface layer and the alloy

substrate. However, increased trace amounts of Ni (as compared to that detected in

the unmodified alloy) on the alloys modified by Pd-Ni-P (both sequentially and by

co-deposition) were observed. Similarly, trace amounts of Cu, Ag, and PI were

detected on the alloys modified by Pd-Cu-P, Pd-Cu-Ni-P, Pd-Ag, and Pd-Pt. All Pd-

Cu and Pd-Ni coatings were expected to be amorphous in nature due to the inclusion

of phosphorus, from NaH2PO2, in the Pd layer. Pd-Ag and Pd-Pt coatings were

expected to be crystalline in nature as they were deposited fiom NzH+-based

electroless plating baths.
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An attempt was made study the surface morphology of the Pd-Ni-P, Pd-Cu-P, Pd-Ag,

and Pd-Pt surface-modified materials using FESEM. The results were presented in

Figures 4.71 - 4.80.

Figure 4.71. FESEM images of AB5{ype alloys surface-modified using Pd-Ni-P sequential-deposition

(NaH1PO2,30 min,50'C)

Good dispersion of Pd-P particles were observed on the surface of the AB5-type alloy

after surface modification by sequential deposition of Pd-Ni-P. It was assumed that

Ni-P particles were difficult to resolve from the Ni-rich matrix of the substrate. The

Pd-Ni-P sequentially deposited coatings, derived from NaH2POz-based electroless

plating baths, were also found to be discontinuous in nature, similar to observations

made by Willey et al. concerning Pd-Ru coatings on AB5-type alloys [64]. The Pd-

Ni-P coating exhibited a similar dense dispersion of parlicles on the alloy surface to

that of the sample surface-modified by Pd-P layers. Surface particles possessed fairly

spherical shape, while very little agglomeration of the Pd-P parlicles was obserued on

the alloy surface. An average particle size of 92 nm was determined.
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Figure 4.72. FESEM images of AB5-type alloys surface-modified using Pd-Ni-P co-deposition

(NaH.PO1,30 min, 50'C)

Good dispersion of particles was observed on the AB5-type altoy surface after co-

deposition of Pd-Ni-P. The Pd-Ni-P co-deposited coatings were also found to be

discontinuous in nature. The surface parlicles were observed to possess a very rough

shape, compared to that of the sample surface-modified by Pd-Ni-P sequential

deposition, while very little agglomeration was observed on the alloy surface. An

average particle size of 105 nm was determined.

Figure 4.73. FESEM images of AB5type alloy surface-moditred using Pd-Cu-P sequential-deposition

(NaH2PO2,30 min,60'C)

Good dispersion of Pd-P and Cu-P particles were observed on the surface of the ABs-

type alloy after sequential deposition of Pd-cu-P. The Pd-Cu-p sequentially-
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deposited coatings, derived from NaH2POz-based electroless plating baths, were also

found to be discontinuous in nature. The Pd-Ni-P coating exhibited a similar dense

dispersion of particles on the surface of the alloy to that of the sample surface-

modified by Pd-P layers. The surface particles were observed to possess fairly rough

shape, while very little particle agglomeration was visible. An average particle size of

291 nm was determined. It may have been the case where most of the parlicles

observed were Cu-P particles which were probably larger than the Pd-P particles, and

explained the reddish-brown discolouration of the AB5-type alloy surface.

Figure 4.74. FESEM images of AB5-type alloy surface-modified using Pd-Cu-P co-deposition

(NaH2PO2,30 min,60'C)

Good dispersion of Pd-Cu-P particles was observed on the surface of the AB5-type

alloy after surface modification by co-deposition of Pd-Cu-P. The Pd-Cu-P co-

deposited coatings, derived from NaHzPOz-based electroless plating baths, were also

found to be discontinuous in nature. The Pd-Ni-P coating was observed to exhibit a

similar dense dispersion of particles on the surface of the alloy to that of the sample

surface-modified by Pd-P layers. The surface particles were obserwed to possess a

rough spherical shape, while no significant agglomeration of the parlicles was

observed on the alloy surface. An average parlicle size of 109 nm was detemined.
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Figure 4.75. FESEM images of AB5-type alloy surface-modified using Ag-Pd sequential-deposition

(NrHr, 30 min,60"C)

Fair dispersion of Ag and Pd particles were observed on the surface of AB5-type

alloys after sequential deposition of Ag-Pd. The Ag-Pd sequentially-deposited

coatings, derived from N2Ha-based electroless plating baths, were also found to be

discontinuous in nature. The surface particles were observed to be fairly rough in

appearance, while very little agglomeration of the particles were obserwed on the

alloy surface. The appearance of the Ag-Pd parlicles agrees well with that observed

by Chen et al., who demonstrated that Pd and Ag particles deposited by electroless

plating were nodular and facetted-crystalline in structure ll42). A wide range of

particle sizes were visible, with an average particle size of 69 nm being determined.

Surface etching was also observed after Ag-Pd sequential deposition and may be

result of the abrasive action of the NaOH in the buffer solution 177,781.
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Figure 4.76. FESEM images of AB5-type alloy surface-modified using Pd-Ag sequential-deposition

(N:H+,30 min,60"C)

Fair dispersion of Pd and Ag pafiicles was observed on the AB5-type alloy surface

after surface modification by sequential deposition of Pd-Ag. The Pd-Ag sequentially

deposited coatings, derived from NzHa-based electroless plating baths, on AB5 alloys

were also found to be discontinuous in nature. The surface particles were obserued to

be mostly spherical in appearance, while significant areas of parlicle agglomeration

were observed on the alloy surface. Generally, an average particle size of 54 nm was

detennined. Surface etching was also obserued after Pd-Ag sequential deposition and

may be result of the abrasive action of the NaOH in the buffer solution 177,781.

Figure 4.77. FESEM images of AB5-type alloy surface-modified using Pd-Ag co-deposition

(NrHr, 30 min,60'C)
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Pd-Ag co-deposited coatings, derived fiom NzH+-based electroless plating baths,

were also found to be discontinuous in nature. The surface particles were observed to

be mostly spherical in appearance, while significant areas of particle agglomeration

were observed on the alloy surface. Generally, an average particle size of 75 nm was

determined. Surface etching was also observed after Pd-Ag co-deposition and may be

a result of the abrasive action of the NaOH in the buffer solution U7,781.

Figure 4.78. FESEM images of AB5-type alloy surface-modified using Pt-Pd sequential-deposition

(N:Hr,30 min,60'C)

Good dispersion of Pt and Pd particles were observed on the surface of the AB5-type

alloy after sequential deposition of Pt-Pd. The Pt-Pd sequentially-deposited coatings,

derived from NzH+-based electroless plating baths, were also found to be

discontinuous in nature. The surface particles were nodular in appearance, while very

little agglomeration of the particles was observed on the alloy surface. A wide range

of parlicle sizes were visible, with an average particle size of 83 nm being

deterrnined. Surface etching was also observed after Pt-Pd sequential deposition and

may be result of the abrasive action of the NaOH in the buffer solution 177,781.
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Figure 4.79. FESEM images of AB5-alloy surface-modified using Pd-Pt sequential-deposition

(N:H+,30 min,60"C)

Good dispersion of Pd and Pt particles were observed on the surface of the AB5-type

alloy after surface modification by sequential deposition of Pd-Pt. The Pd-Pt

sequentially-deposited coatings, derived from N2Ha-based electroless plating baths,

were also found to be discontinuous in nature. The surface particles were observed to

be spherical in appearance, while mild agglomeration of the particles were observed

on the alloy surface. A wide range of parlicle sizes were visible, with an average

parlicle size of 95 nm being determined.

Figure 4.80. FESEM images of AB5-type alloy surface-modified using Pd-Pt co-deposition

(NrH1, 30 min,60oC)
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Good dispersion of Pd and Pt particles were obseled on the surface of the AB5-type

alloy after co-deposition of Pd-Pt. The Pd-Pt co-deposited coatings, derived from

N2Ha-based electroless plating baths, were also found to be discontinuous in nature.

The surface particles were observed to be nodular in appearance, while mild

agglomeration of the particles were observed on the alloy surface. A wide range of

particle sizes were visible, with an average particle size of 73 nm being determined.

Surface etching was also observed after Pd-Pt co-deposition and may be result of the

abrasive action of the NaOH in the buffer solution 177 ,78).

Dynamic analysis in micro-PIXE was conducted to qualitatively study surface

elemental distribution of Pd, Cu, Ag, and Pt on alloys surface-modified using mixed-

metal coatings (Figures 4.81 - 4.86). Deposited Ni could not be separated from the

background matrix, which was mostly constituted of Ni surface clusters.

Discontinuous layers were observed for all the sample alloys. Isolated clusters of Pd,

Cu, Pt, and Ag were observed, illustrating the inability to produce continuous layers

on the surface of the alloy.

70 .r al 60

20 1S 6D

! 2t: ,*f; ",-"-u; 
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Figure 4.81. Dynamic analysis map of AB5-type alloy surface-modified using sequential deposition of

Pd-Cu-P, (a) total background; (b) Pd L; (c) Cu K
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Figure 4.82. Dynamic analysis map of AB5-type alloy surface-modified by co-deposition of Pd-Cu-P,

(a) total background; (b) Pd L; (c) Cu K
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Figure 4.83. Dynamic analysis map of AB5-type alloy surface-modified using co-deposition of Pd-Ag,

(a) total background, (b) Pd L; (c) Ag L
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Figure 4.84. Dynamic analysis map of AB5-type alloy surface-modified using sequential-deposition of

Pd-Ag, (a) total background; (b) Pd L; (c) Ag L
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Figure 4.86. Dynamic analysis map of AB5-type alloy surface-modified using sequential-deposition of

Pd-Pt, (a) total background; (b) Pd L; (c) Pt M

Elemental analysis of the surface and total loadings of Pd, Cu, Ag, and Pt was

conducted to analyse the quantity of metal deposited on the AB5-type alloy. The

deposited Ni-P could not be separated from the background matrix, which was mostly

constituted of the Ni surface clusters of the parent alloy. The results were tabulated in

Tables 4.15 - 4.17.

Moderately small quantities of Pd were observed on the surface-modified AB5-type

alloys after treatment by Pd-Ni and Pd-Cu co-deposition and sequential deposition,

compared to that observed after the deposition of Pd-P coatings (Table 4.15). In

contrast large surface loadings of Cu were observed in sequential and co-deposition

of Pd-Cu-P coatings.

(c) @,
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Table 4.15. Elemental analysis of Pd and Cu total and surface loading on AB5{ype alloy after

sequential- and co-deposition in Pd mixed-metal electroless plating baths

Table 4.16. Elemental analysis of Pd and Ag total and surface loading on AB5-type alloy after

sequential- and co-deposition in Pd mixed-metal electroless plating baths

Moderately small quantities of Pd were observed on the surface-modified AB5-type

alloys after Pd-Ag co-deposition and sequential deposition, compared to that

obserued after the deposition of Pd (NzH+) coatings (Table 4.16). In contrast, very

small quantities of Ag were obserwed in both total and surface loadings on the

surface-modified AB5-type alloys after treatment by Pd-Ag co-deposition and

sequential deposition.

Sample
Total Pd

(wt%)

Surface Pd

(wt%)

Total Cu

(wt%)

Surface Cu

(wt%)

Unmodified AB5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

AB5 Pd-Ni seq-dep (NaH2PO2) 30 min 0.3 8 t.32

AB5 Pd-Ni co-dep (NaHrPO:) 30 min 0.24 1.21

AB5 Pd-Cu seq-dep (NaHzPOz) 30 min 0.49 t.17 0.05 6.19

AB5 Pd-Cu co-dep (NaHrPOr) 30 min 0.34 1.93 0.04 5.69

AB5 Pd-Ni-Cu co-dep (NaHzPO2) 30 min 0.03 1.01 < 0.02 2.09

Sample
Total Pd

(wt%)

Surface Pd

(wt%)

Total Ag

(wt%)

Surface Ag

(wt%)

AB5 Pd-Ag seq-dep (NrHr) 30 min 0.20 1.14 0.039 2.16

AB5 Ag-Pd seq-dep (N:Hr) 30 min 0.48 2.39 0.035 0.41

AB5 Pd-Ag co-dep (N:H+) 30 min 0.64 2.16 0.01 0.s3
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Table 4.17. Elemental analysis of Pd and Pt total and surface loading on AB5-type alloy after

sequential- and co-deposition in Pd mixed-metal electroless plating baths

Again, moderate quantities of Pd were observed on the surface-modified AB5-t1pe

alloys after treatment by Pd-Pt co-deposition and sequential deposition, compared to

that observed after the deposition of Pd (NzH+) coatings (Table 4.17). Also, moderate

quantities of Pt were observed in both total and surface loadings on the surface-

modified alloys after treatment by Pd-Pt co-deposition and sequential deposition.

Measurements of the influence of the Pd-Ni and Pd-Cu mixed-metal coatings on the

kinetics of hydrogenation by the surface-modified AB5-t1pe alloys were undertaken

after - 2 week exposure of the samples to air, and without application of thermal

activation. The results with respects to the dynamics of hydrogenation were presented

in Figure 4.87.

Sample
Total Pd

(wt%)

Surface Pd

(wt%)

Total Pt

(wtol')

Surface Pt

(wt%)

AB5 Pd-Pt seq-dep (N:Hr) 30 min 0.25 2.0 0.68 5.5

AB5 Pt-Pd seq-dep (N:Hr) 30 min 0.7 2.2 0.34 1.1

AB5 Pd-Pt co-dep (N:H+) 30 min 0.43 1.6 0.1 3.1
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Figure 4.87. Dynamics of hydrogen absorption (T - 20"C, Ps2 : 5.0 bar, t :24 hours) by the

unmodified and surface-modified samples (NaH2PO2,30 min, 50-60"C), (l) unmodified; (2) Pd-Sn

sensitized / activated; (3) Pd-P; (4) Pd-Cu-P sequential deposition; (5) Pd-Cu-P co-deposition; (6) Pd-

Ni-P sequential deposition; (7) Pd-Ni-P co-deposition; (8) Pd-Ni-Cu-P co-deposition

(all measurements conducted on the IFE volumetric installation)

As expected, the unmodified alloy absorbed hydrogen very slowly under the

experimental conditions; the amount of hydrogen absorbed within 24 hours was less

than H/ABs : 1.0 formula units, or 20%o of the maximum H sorption capacity of the

activated alloy (H/ABS,nax : 5.0 formula units.). The poor absorption performance of

the parent alloy was a direct result of the oxide layer on the surface retarding the

surface-sensitive hydrogen dissociation process. Surface modification, by deposition

of Pd-P, or co-deposition of Pd-Ni-P, Pd-Cu-P, and to a lesser extent, Pd-Ni-Cu-P,

onto the surface of the alloy resulted in significant improvements to the hydrogen

sorption kinetics. In contrast, samples modified by sequential deposition of Pd-Ni-P

and Pd-Cu-P exhibited worse kinetics of hydrogenation than that observed with the

unmodified alloy. This may be a result of the poor hydrogen sorption capacity of the
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secondary metal (i.e. Ni and Cu) acting as a diffusion barrier. Identical observations

were made by Doyle et al. in which a Ni layer densely covered over the surface of a

Pd layer served as a barrier towards the dissociation of hydrogen 1471. ln addition, the

sequential deposition of Ni and Cu coatings as secondary metals may have resulted in

nucleation of these layers on the catalytically-active adsorption sites of the Pd layer,

thereby reducing the cataly,tic activity. Geng [55] also observed similar behaviour

when sequentially coating AB5-type alloys with Pd-Ni. The alloy sensitized I

activated in the Pd-Sn colloidal solution practically did not absorb hydrogen under

the experimental conditions.

Results of fitting the experimental data (fitting parameters /6 and n) are presented in

Table 4.18. The sequence corresponded to the increase in the rate constant (k).

Table 4.18. Results of fitting of the experimental data by the Avrami-Erofeev equation

It should be noted that the kinetics of hydrogenation in Table 4.18 were measured on

the volumetric installation at IFE. Differences in the calculated /6, k, and n values

between installations were a result of poor installation-to-installation reproducibility,

where the measured system pressure was dependent on the volume of the reaction

vessel and buffer cylinders and the weight of the sample, which both differed

between the installations.

Group Sample 16 (hours) k (h ') n

1 Pd-Sn sensitized /activated 2.3(2)-rc3 4.3 x l0{ 0.es(2)

2

Pd-Cu-P (sequential deposition) 342(1) 2.9 x l0-3 1.013(1)

Pd-Ni-P (sequential deposition) 18e.5(7) 5.3 x 10-3 0.e74(2)

Unmodified 1 03.0( r ) 9.7 x 10-3 l.0173(6)

Pd-Ni-Cu-P (co-deposited) 13.82(e) 1.4 x l0'l 0.e 1 60(6)

3

Pd-Cu-P (co-deposi tion) 34.se(1) 2.9 x 1O'2 0.645(l )

Pd-P 26.7s(4) 3.7 x l0'r 0.561 2(5)

Pd-Ni-P (co-depositi on) 1s.18(4) 6.6 x 10'r 0.450( 1)
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Analysing the data (Table 4.18), three groups of materials could be separated based

on their kinetics of hydrogenation under the experimental conditions.

The first group included the alloy sensitized / activated in the Pd-Sn colloidal solution

which did not absorb significant quantities of hydrogen in a reasonable time (k: 4.3

x l0a h-11. The amount of hydrogen absorbed within 24 hours corresponded to H/AB5

: 0.05 formula units, or 1.0 oZ of the maximum H capacity of the alloy.

The second group included the unmodified alloy, the alloys modified by sequential

deposition of Pd-Ni-P and Pd-Cu-P, as well as the alloy modified by co-deposition of

Pd-Ni-Cu-P. These materials were characterised by slow hydrogen absorption,

attaining the H storage capacity corresponding to H/AB5 :0.35 - 1.35 (k:2.9 x l0 3 
-

1.4 x 102 h-l) in 24 hours. The fitted n values for the alloys belonging to this group

were close to one. The inadequacies in sequential deposition of Pd mixed-metal

coatings in producing materials with enhanced activation kinetics were also observed

in an electrochemical characterization of Pd-Ni modified alloys [55]. The sequential

deposition of Pd followed by Ni resulted in the surface being densely covered by Ni,

which made the activation of the material extremely difficult, with the activation time

being noticeably longer than that of the unmodified core alloy.

Finally, the third group included the sample modified by Pd-P, co-deposited Pd-Ni-P

and Pd-Cu-P. These materials were characterised by significantly faster dlmamics of

hydrogenation and absorbed more than half of the maximum capacity H/AB5 : 2.5 -

3.5 (k -- 2.9 x l0-2 - 6.6 x 102 h-'; within 24 hours. These materials exhibited

characteristic times of hydrogenation (td 3-7 times faster than that observed for the

unmodified alloy. The fitted n values were close to 0.5, indicative of a hydrogenation

mechanism which differed from the materials in the second group ("-l).

The strongest influence of surface modification on H sorption properlies was

observed for the AB5-type alloy surface-modified by co-deposition of Pd-Ni. It has to

be noted that after hydrogenation and unloading this sample from the reactor,
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followed by exposure to air, the expulsion of moisture accompanied by self-heating

of the material was observed. Such an effect was not observed for the other samples

and indicated that this specific material exhibited the highest activity towards

hydrogen transfer processes between the bulk material and the surface. It can be

concluded that the Pd-Ni-enriched surfaces improved the activation kinetics of the

AB5-type alloy with a significant contribution to the enhancement being due to the

synergistic effect observed between Pd and Ni atoms, upon co-deposition. The

amorphous Ni of the surface layer may have created an "interfacial bridge" between

the crystalline Ni of the alloy substrate and the amorphous Pd of the surface layer,

facilitating enhanced transporl of H atorns into the alloy.

AB5-tlpe alloys surface-modified using Pd-Ni layers were compared in terms of

kinetics of hydrogenation. A comparison was made between ABs-t1pe alloys surface-

modified by Pd-Ni-P sequential-deposition; Ni-Pd-P sequential deposition; and Pd-

Ni-P co-deposition. The results were presented in Figure 4.88.
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Figure4.S8.Dynamicsofhydrogenabsorption (T-20'C,P113:5.0bar,t-24hours)bythesurface-

modified samples (NaH2PO2, 30 min, 50"C), (1) Pd-Ni-P sequential-deposition; (2) Ni-Pd-P sequential

deposition; (3) Pd-Ni-P co-deposition
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It was observed that AB5-type alloys surface-modified using Pd-Ni-P co-deposition (k

: 6.6 x 102 h-') exhibited kinetics of hydrogenation noticeably better than that of the

alloys surface-modified using Pd-Ni-P sequential-deposition (ft: 5.3 x 10-3 h-r; and

Ni-Pd-P sequential-deposition (k:1.3 x 10'h-'). In addition, the AB.s-type alloy

surface-modified using Ni-Pd-P sequential-deposition exhibited kinetics of

hydrogenation significantly better than that of the alloy surface-modified using Pd-

Ni-P sequential-deposition. This result illustrated the action of the Ni layer to behave

as a diffusion barrier towards hydrogen sorption to the alloy, and inhibition of surface

catalysis of the hydrogen dissociation process.

An attempt was made to study the long-term sorption stability of the surface-modified

alloys. Measurements of the kinetics of hydrogenation by the sample materials were

undertaken after -3 month and .-11 month exposures of the samples to air, and

without application thermal activation. The results with respects to the kinetics of

hydrogenation were presented in Figure 4.89. Rates constants were determined using

the Avrami-Erofeev equation, and results tabulated in Table 4.19.
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Figure 4.89. Dynamic activation curves for non-activated surface-modified AB5type alloys - Pd-Ni

co-deposition (NaH2PO1, 30 min, 50'C): (1) 3 month exposure; (2) 1l month exposure, Pd (NaH:PO:,

30 min, 50'C): (3) 3 month exposure; (4) l1 month exposure
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Sample
r (h-')

3 month exposure to air 1 I month exposure to air

Pd (NaH2PO2, 30 min, 50'C) L2 x l0'' 4.6 x l0'r

Pd-Ni co-deposition

(NaH2PO2,30 min, 50"C)
2.0 x 10-r 1.9 x 10-l

Table 4.19. Results of fitting of the experimental data by the Avrami-Erofeev equation

Rate constants for both the samples did not change very much, illustrating the long-

term sorption stability of the materials, compared to the unmodified alloy. ln

addition, the stability of the sample prepared by co-deposition of Pd-Ni-P showed

hardly any deterioration compared to that prepared by deposition of Pd-P, whose

stability deteriorated slightly. This illustrated that the addition of Ni to the Pd-based

surface layer may have enhanced the sorption stability of the material even fufiher,

thus confinning the hypothesis of enhanced sorption stabilities offered by the mixed-

metal surface layers on AB5-type alloys. In comparison, Willey et al. and Pratt et al.

found no appreciable change in the hydrogen absorption performance of Pd-Ru

coated AB5-type alloy with short- to medium-term (i.e. 2.5 hours; 42 days) exposure

to air [56,64]. In response, in this study no significant changes were found in Pd-Ni-P

(co-deposition) coated and Pd-P coated AB5-type alloys after 1l months.

Based on the observation of the significant properties of the Pd-Ni-P co-deposited

coatings in ensuring the long-term stability of the alloy, further investigation into the

benefits of the Pd-Ni-P co-deposited coating was undertaken. An investigation into

the influence of the Ni concentration, in the Pd-Ni-P mixed-metal bath, and

deposition time on the Pd surface loading, Pd total loading, and kinetic properties of

the surface-modified alloys was conducted (Figures 4.90 - 4.92).
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Figure 4.90. Influence of Ni concentration in Pd-Ni-P co-deposition baths on Pd surface loading and

total loading: (1) Pd surface loading vs. Ni concentration; (2) Pd total loading vs. Ni concentration

From Figure 4.90, it was expectedly observed that the Pd surface and total loadings

decreased, almost linearly, with an increase in theNi concentration from - 3.0 glL-
28 glL. The result clearly indicates the cornpetitive nature between the Ni and Pd

precursor ions in the mixed-metal bath for surface sites on the AB5-type alloy.

A study of the influence of the Ni concentration on the kinetic properties of alloys

surface-modified using Pd-Ni co-deposition was conducted. Measurements of the

kinetics of hydrogenation were undeftaken after -2 week exposure of the samples to

air, and without application of thermal activation. The results with respects to the

kinetics of hydrogenation were presented in Figure 4.91.

It was observed from Figure 4.91 that moderate Ni concentrations of - I .0 - 8.0 g/L

NiCl2 had a profound influence on the kinetics of hydrogenation. Higher

concentrations had the effect of decreasing the Pd surface and total loadings (Figure

4.90), with the result that the kinetics of hydrogenation was significantly and

adversely affected. A threshold Ni concentration, and a balance of concentration
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between the Pd and Ni precursor ions in the mixed-metal bath, was observed in the

aforementioned concentration range.
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Figure 4.9l.Influence of Ni concentration on AB5-type alloys surlace-modified in Pd-Ni

(NaH2PO2, 30 min, 50'C) co-deposition baths on kinetics of hydrogenation

An investigation into the influence of deposition time on the Pd surface loading and

kinetics of hydrogenation of alloys surf-ace-modified using Pd-Ni co-deposition was

conducted. The results were presented in Figures 4.92 and 4.93. A gradual increase in

the Pd surface loading was observed with an increase in the Pd-Ni deposition time in

the timescale l-120 minutes. A maximum Pd surface loading was observed at - 2.6

wt.o/o.
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Figure 4.92.Influence of Pd-Ni deposition time on AB5-type alloy surface-modified using Pd-Ni

(NaHlPO2) co-deposition on Pd surface loading

Measurements of the influence of the addition of the Ni addition on the kinetics of

hydrogenation (PHz : 5.0 bar, T: 20 oC, 
1 :24 hours) were undertaken after -2 week

exposure of the samples to air, and without application of an activation procedure.

The results with respects to the kinetics of hydrogenation were presented in Figure

4.93. A comparison of kinetic behaviour was made with the AB5-type alloy surface-

modified with Pd-P. From Figure 4.93 it was observed that alloys surface-modified

using Pd-Ni-P co-deposition had an initial kinetics of hydrogenation which was

superior to that observed for the alloy surface modified using Pd-P. Generally, an

increase in the deposition time resulted in a decrease in the kinetics of hydrogenation,

for both coatings. Eventually, an equilibrium rate of k = 1.0 x l0-2 h-r after - 20

minutes of deposition was attained for the AB5-type alloy surface-modified using the

co-deposition of Pd-Ni-P and the alloy surface-modified using the deposition of Pd-P.

1
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Figure 4.93. Influence ofNi secondary metal addition on kinetics ofhydrogenation ofPd surface-

modified AB5-type alloys, (1) Pd-P (NaH2PO1, 50'C), (2) Pd-Ni-P co-deposition (NaH1PO1, 50"C)

A similar study into the influence of Cu concentration on the Pd total loading and

kinetic properties of alloys surface-modified using Pd-Cu co-deposition was

undertaken. Measurements of the kinetics of hydrogenation were undeftaken after -2

week exposure of the samples to air, and without application of an activation

procedure. The results were presented in Figure 4.94.

It was obserwed that an increase in the CuSO+ concentration in the Pd-Cu-P mixed-

metal bath facilitated a decrease in the Pd total loading on the AB5-type alloy

resulting in a parallel, and expected, decrease in the kinetics of hydrogenation. The

decreased Pd total loading is a result of increased competition for surface sites

between the Pd and Cu atoms. The observation of a decrease in the kinetics of

hydrogenation with an increase in the CuSO+ concentration in the Pd-Cu-P mixed

metal bath is also a result of the inability of Cu-P to behave as an effective hydrogen

dissociation catalyst, and with increasing substitution of the Pd-P catalyst with Cu-P

so the catalytic activity of the surface coating decreases. This led to a deterioration in
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the ability to cleave the H-H bond and a limitation on the flux of H atoms available

for transport into the bulk of the core alloy.
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Figure 4.94. Influence of CuSOl concentration on Pd total loading and kinetics of hydrogenation of the

AB5-type alloy surface-modified by the co-deposition of Pd-Cu-P (NaH2PO2,30 min,60'C);

(1) Pd total loading vs. CuSOa concentration; (2) k vs. CuSOr concentration

An analysis of the properties of AB5-type alloys surface-modified using Pd-Ag

(NzH+) coatings on AB5-type alloys was undeftaken. An investigation of the type of

deposition (i.e. sequential or mixed bath) and influence of the AgNO: concentration,

in the Pd-Ag mixed-metal bath, on the Ag surface loading; Pd surface loading; Pd

total loading, and kinetic properlies was conducted. Measurements of the influence of

the type of Pd-Ag deposition on the kinetics of hydrogenation were undertaken after

-2 week exposure of the samples to air, and without application of an activation

procedure. The results with respects to the kinetics of hydrogenation were compared

and are presented as Figure 4.95.
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Figure 4.95. Comparison of the influence of Pd-Ag (N,H.,) mixed-metal layers on the dynamics of

activation on surface-modified AB5{ype alloy, (l) Pd-Ag sequential-deposition;

(2) Ag-Pd sequential-deposition; (3) Pd-Ag co-deposition

It was observed that sequential-deposition of Pd-Ag, irrespective of the order of

deposition, did not facilitate high rates of hydrogenation on the surface-modified

AB5-type alloy: Pd-Ag sequential-deposition (k: 1.3 x l0-3 h-r;; Rg-ed sequential-

deposition (k: 1.4 x l0-3 h-l;. In contrast, alloys surface-modified by Pd-Ag co-

deposition exhibited slightly better rates of hydrogenation (k :3.2 x l0-3 hr), which

were comparable to that exhibited by alloys surface-modified by NzH+-derived

crystalline Pd (k:3.7 x 10-3 h-'1. The co-deposition of Ag into the Pd layertherefore

did not significantly or negatively affect the rate of hydrogenation in the surface-

modifi ed AB5-type alloys.

Subsequent investigation into the influence of the AgNO3 concentration, in the Pd-Ag

mixed-metal bath, on the Ag and Pd surface loading was undeftaken. The results were

presented in Figure 4.96.
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Figure 4.96. Influence of AgNO3 concentration in the Pd-Ag co-deposition bath (N:H.r) on Pd and Ag

surface loading on AB5-type alloy: (1) Pd total loading vs. AgNOr concentrarion;

(2) Ag total loading vs. AgNOj concentration

As expected it was observed that an increase in the AgNO3 concentration in the Pd-

Ag mixed-metal bath facilitated an increase in the Ag surface loading, and parallel

decrease in the Pd surface loading on the AB5-type alloy.

Measurements of the influence of the AgNO3 concentration in the Pd-Ag mixed-

metal bath on the kinetics of hydrogenation of AB5-type alloys was undertaken after

-2 week exposure of the samples to air, and without application of an activation

procedure. The results with respects to the kinetics of hydrogenation were presented

as Figure 4.97. A comparison of the kinetics of hydrogenation with the Pd total

loading was also made to illustrate the influence of the AgNO3 concentration on the

kinetic properties.
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Figure 4.97.Influence of AgNO3 concentration on Pd total loading and kinetics of hydrogenation of

the AB5-type alloy surface-modified by the co-deposition of Pd-Ag (NrHr,30 min,60'C); (1) Pd total

toading vs. AgNO3 concentration; (2) k vs. AgNOj concentration

lt was observed that an increase in the AgNOt concentration in the Pd-Ag rnixed-

metal bath facilitated a decrease in the Pd total loading on the AB5-type alloy,

resulting in a parallel decrease in the kinetics of hydrogenation. The decreased Pd

total loading is a result of increased competition for surface sites between the Pd and

Ag atoms. The observation of a decrease in the kinetics of hydrogenation with an

increase in the AgNO3 concentration in the Pd-Ag mixed metal bath is a result of the

inability of Ag to behave as an effective hydrogen dissociation catalyst. This led to

deterioration in the ability to cleave the H-H bond and a limitation on the flux of H

atoms available for transport into the bulk of the core alloy.

A comparative study of the influence of high-loading ( I : I 00) on the kinetic behaviour

and rate of hydrogenation of AB5-type alloys surface-modified using mixed-metal

layers was conducted. The results were presented in Figure 4.99.
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Figure 4.99. Comparison of activation dynamics of non-activated AB5-type alloys surface-modified

using mixed-metal layers (PH2 : 5.0 bar, T: 20"C, t - 24 hours): ( 1) Pd-Ni (NaH:PO:) co-deposition

high-load 30 min; (2) Pd-Ag (N:H+) co-deposition high-load 30 min; (3) Pd-Cu (NaHzPOl) co-

deposition high-load 30 min

It was observed that the alloy surface-modified by the co-deposition of Pd-Ni

(NaH2PO2, high-load) exhibited superior kinetics of hydrogenation (k:2.9 x l0-2 h-r1

compared to that surface-modified by co-deposition of Pd-Ag (NzH+, high-load) (t:
1.7 x lOt h') and co-deposition of Pd-Cu (NaHzPOz, high-load) (k-- 1.3 x l0-4 h-r1.

The superior kinetics of the Pd-Ni surface-modified, compared to the other mixed-

metal layers investigated, may be a result of a synergistic effect between Pd and Ni

atoms, upon co-deposition. The Ni atoms in the surface layer may have created an

"interfacial bridge" between the Ni clusters of the core material and Pd atoms in the

surface layer, facilitating enhanced transport of H atoms into the core material.

An analysis of the properties of the AB5-type alloys surface-modified using Pd-Pt

(NzH+) coatings was undertaken. An investigation of the influence of the type of

deposition (i.e. sequential or mixed bath) on the kinetic properlies of the surface-

modified alloy was conducted. Measurements of the influence of the type of Pd-Pt

co-deposition on the kinetics of hydrogenation were under-taken after -2 week
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exposure of the samples to air, and without application of an activation procedure.

The results with respects to the kinetics of hydrogenation were compared and are

presented as Figure 4.98.
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Figure 4.98. Comparison of the influence of Pd-Ag (N:H*) mixed-metal layers on the dynamics of

activation on surface-modified AB5-type alloy, (1) Pd-Pt sequential-deposition;

(2) Pt-Pd sequential-deposition; (3) Pd-Pt co-deposition

It was observed that Pd-Pt co-deposition did not facilitate high rates of hydrogenation

on the surface-modified AB5-type alloy (k: l.l x l0r h-r). This obseruation may

have been a result of the preference of the reducing agent (i.e. hydrazine) to

decompose and preferentially reduce more Pt ions than Pd ions in the mixed metal

bath solution, based on the standard potentials: (Pd2* + 20 '-- Pd}, d): +0.915 V)

versus (Pt2* + 2e ---+ Pf , f : +1.188 V). From the standard potentials it can be

estimated that the electrons liberated from the decomposition of NzHq will

preferentially reduce more Pt than Pd onto the surface of the ABs-type alloy. In

addition, the alloy had twice the quantity of Pt on the surface than Pd (Table 4.17),

with Pt not being as catalytically-active towards the hydrogen dissociation reaction as

Pd. Alloys surface-modified by Pd-Pt sequential deposition (k: 2.4 x l0-3 h-r;
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exhibited slightly higher rates of hydrogenation compared to that modified by Pd-Pt

co-deposition, and were comparable to that exhibited by alloys surface-modified by

N2Ha-derived crystalline Pd coatings (k:3.7 x l0-3 h-l;. In contrast, alloys modified

by Pt-Pd sequential-deposition exhibited rates of hydrogenation (k: 1.9 x l0r h-r;

which were significantly better compared to that exhibited by alloys surface-modified

by N2Ha-derived crystalline Pd. In this case, it was likely that the deposition of Pt

prior to Pd may have had the effect of enhancing the transpoft rate of hydrogen atoms

into the core alloy, due to the high activity of Pt towards hydrogen exchange

reactions, after hydrogen dissociation on the Pd catalyst at the exterior.

4.4.2. Summary

An approach was adopted in which Pd mixed-metal coatings (-Ni, -Cu, -Ag, -Pt) were

deposited on the surface of AB5-type alloys to further enhance the kinetics of

hydrogenation and promote the hydrogen sorption stability of the alloy.

Isolated clusters of Pd, Ni, Cu, Pt, and Ag were observed on the surface of the AB5-

type alloy, illustrating the formation of discontinuous Pd mixed-metal layers.

Surface modification by co-deposition of Pd-Ni-P, Pd-Cu-P, and Pd-Ni-Cu-P onto the

surface of the alloy resulted in significant improvements to the hydrogen sorption

dynamics. The strongest influence of surface rnodification on H sorption properties

was obsered for the AB5-type alloy modified by co-deposition of Pd-Ni, which

exhibited the highest activity towards hydrogen transfer processes between the alloy

and the surface layer, as a result of a synergistic effect between Pd and Ni atoms,

upon co-deposition. The amorphous Ni of the surface layer created an "interfacial

bridge" between the Ni surface clusters of the core material and the amorphous Pd of

the surface layer, facilitating enhanced transpofi of H atoms into the core material. In

contrast, samples modified by sequential deposition of Pd-Ni-P and Pd-Cu-P

exhibited dynamics of hydrogenation which were worse than that observed for the

unmodified alloy. This was a result of the secondary metal acting as a diffusion
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barrier, thereby hampering the hydrogen dissociation process and negatively affecting

the kinetics of hydrogenation.

Attempts were made to study the long-term hydrogen sorption stability of the surf'ace-

modified alloys. The kinetic properties of the sample prepared by co-deposition of

Pd-Ni-P did not change after air exposure for an I I month period, illustrating the

long-term sorption stability of the material, compared to the unmodified alloy. It was

also obserued that higher Ni concentrations on the alloy surface-modified by the co-

deposition of Pd-Ni adversely affected the kinetics of hydrogenation.

It was observed that an increase in the CuSO+ concentration in the Pd-Cu-P rnixed-

rnetal bath facilitated a decrease in the Pd total loading on the AB5-type alloy,

resulting in a parallel decrease in the kinetics of hydrogenation. This observation was

a result of the inability of Cu-P to behave as an effective hydrogen dissociation

catalyst. Cu addition was also found to negatively affect the catalytic ability of Pd

coatings in the hydrogen dissociation process on surface-modified AB5-t1pe alloys.

It was observed that sequential-deposition of Pd-Ag, irrespective of the order of

deposition, did not facilitate high rates of hydrogenation on the surf-ace-modiflted

AB5-type alloy. In contrast, alloys surface-modified by Pd-Ag co-deposition

exhibited slightly higher rates of hydrogenation, which were comparable to that

exhibited by alloys surface-modified by NzH+-derived crystalline Pd. It was also

observed that an increase in the AgNO3 concentration in the Pd-Ag mixed-metal bath

facilitated a decrease in the Pd total loading on the AB5-type alloy resulting in a

parallel decrease in the kinetics of hydrogenation. Ag addition was found to have no

significant benefit on the catalyic ability of Pd surface coatings in the hydrogen

dissociation process on surface-modified AB5-type alloys.

It was obserwed that co-deposition of Pd-Pt did not facilitate high rates of

hydrogenation on the surface-modified AB5-t1pe alloy as a result of the action of

hydrazine to preferentially reduce more Pt ions than Pd ions in the mixed-metal bath

solution. Alloys surface-modified by Pt-Pd sequential-deposition exhibited rates of
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hydrogenation which were significantly better compared to that exhibited by alloys

surface-modified by N2Ha-derived crystalline Pd. Deposition of Pt prior to Pd may

have had the effect of enhancing the transport rate of hydrogen atoms into the core

alloy, due to the high activity of Pt towards hydrogen exchange reactions, after

hydrogen dissociation on the Pd catalyst at the exterior. Pt addition was found to have

a significant benefit on the catalytic ability of Pd surface coatings in the hydrogen

dissociation process on surface-modified AB5-tlpe alloys.

4.5. INTRODUCTION OF A PLATINUM INTERFACIAL LAYER USING

LIXIVIATION FOR ENHANCEMENT OF HYDROGEN TRANSPORT

The interfacial region between the core alloy surface and the encapsulation layer may

play a significant role in the sorption characteristics of surface-modified AB5-type

alloy materials. Logically, by introducing catalytic elements into the interfacial region

it may be possible to increase the rate of hydrogen transporl between the surface and

the Pd surface layer.

Platinum has been known to be extremely active towards hydrogen exchange

reactions and is known to be an excellent catalyst for the transporl of hydrogen. It

was also observed in the study of AB5-t1pe alloys surface-modified using Pd-Pt

mixed-metal layers that the sequential deposition of Pt-Pd resulted in rates of

hydrogenation which were significantly better compared to that exhibited by alloys

surface-modified by N2Ha-derived crystalline Pd. Enhancements may have been due

to the Pt layer increasing the transporl rate of hydrogen atoms from the surface, after

dissociation of hydrogen molecules by the Pd layer, into the core alloy.

For these reasons, the deposition of Pt interfacial layers between the alloy surface and

Pd surface layer might have the effect of increasing the rate of hydrogen transfer

between the core and the encapsulation layer, leading to parallel improvements in the

kinetics of hydrogenation, and therefore warranted further investigation.
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4. 5 . 1 . Methodology in the introduction of a platirutm interJacial layer

An approach was taken to introduce a Pt interfacial layer between the AB-s-type alloy

surface and a Pd-P layer via lixiviation. By lixiviating the Pt interfacial layer onto the

surface of the AB5-type core material nickel atoms can be substituted with the result

that the transport properties of the material may be altered. The Pt atoms may have

the ability to substitute Ni atoms in the surface clusters as a result of their greater

nobility. The process entailed suspending ABs-type alloy powders in a L0 glL

solution of H2PtCl6 and agitating the suspension for measured periods ( l0 - 60

minutes), at room temperature, using sonication. The lixiviated alloy was washed,

filtered, dried, and subjected to the standard Pd-P deposition procedure (NaH2POz, 30

min, 50oC). The ratio of powder to solution was maintained at 2009 AB5-type alloy

per litre H2PtCl6 solution. The filtrate was collected and analysed for Ni content to

determine whether Pt atoms had substituted the Ni surface atoms of the alloy.

A schematic representation of the H2PtCl6 lixiviation process and the subsequent Pd

deposition step can be illustrated in Figure 4.100. An increase in specific surface area

of the alloy occurs upon lixiviation in H2PtCl6 solution as a result of the replacement

of Ni surface atoms by Pt atoms (Nio + Pt2* --- Ni2* + Pt0;.

Sonication
(10-60 minutes) 50"C, 30 mrn

Figure 4.100. Schematic representation of HtPtCl6 lixiviation and subsequent Pd-P deposition using

the standard Pd-P electroless plating bath (NaH2PO2, 50oC, 30 minutes)

H2PtCls Pd bath
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4.5.2. Characterization o/ morphological and kinetic properties oJ'AB5-type alloys

surface-modified using platinum inter/acial layers

Elemental analysis of the Ni content in the HzPtClo solution after lixiviation was

conducted using AAS to ascertain whether Pt atoms had successfully substituted the

Ni surface atoms of the AB5-type alloy. Results were presented in Table 4.20.Trace

quantities of Ni were detectable in the HzPtClo solution, indicating that quantities of

nickel had successfully been substituted by Pt atoms on the surface of the AB5-t1pe

alloy. This deduction was verified by the detection of trace quantities of Pt on the

AB5-type alloy after EDS and AAS analyses (Table 4.21).

Table 4.20. Elemental analysis of HlPtC16 solution after lixiviation of AB5-type alloy

Lixiviation time (minutes) Ni concentration (ppm)

10 2.0

30 2.4

60 2.1

An analysis of morphological features of the alloy after lixiviation in HzPtClo solution

and subsequent Pd-P deposition was undeftaken using FESEM (4.0 kV, 7.0 mm). The

images were presented in Figures 4.101 - 4.103.

Figure 4.101. FESEM images of AB5-type alloy lixiviated in 1.0 g/L H2PtCl6 (10 minutes) and

encapsulated in Pd-P layer (NaH3PO2, 30 min, 50'C)
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Figure 4.102. FESEM images of AB5-type alloy lixiviated in 1.0 g/L HrPtCl(, (30 minutes) and

encapsulated in Pd-P layer (NaH2PO3, 30 min, 50'C)

Figure 4.103. FESEM images of AB5-type alloy lixiviated in l 0 g/L H2PtCl6 (60 minutes) and

encapsulated in Pd-P layer (NaH2PO2, 30 min, 50'C)

All three samples were obserwed to support fairly good dispersions of surface Pd-P

particles after plating in NaH2POz-based electroless plating baths. Elemental analysis

of the surface and total Pd loadings of sample materials were conducted using EDS

and AAS, respectively. The results were tabulated inTable 4.21.
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Table4.2l. Elemental analysis results after lixiviation (1.0 g/L HrPtCl6) of AB5-type alloy and Pd-P

surface modification (NaH2PO2, 30 min, 50"C)

From Table 4.21 it was observed that the Pd surface loading increased with an

increase in the lixiviation time. This may be in account of an increase of the surface

roughness with an increase in the lixiviation time, which would promote physical

adhesion of the Pd-P parlicles to the surf'ace of the AB5-type alloy. Importantly, Pt

surface and total loadings were obserued to increase with increases in lixiviation time.

Measurements of the influence of the lixiviation time on the kinetics of

hydrogenation by the Pd-P surface-modified AB5-type alloys were undeftaken after -
2 week exposure of the samples to air, and without application of an activation

procedure. The results were presented in Figure 4.104. The calculated rate constants

were tabulated and presented inTable 4.22.

HrPtCl6

lixiviation time

(minutes)

Pd surface

loading (wt%)

Pd total loading

(wt%)

Pt surface

loading (wt%)

Pt total loading

(wt%)

10 1.10 0.7 0.18 0.05

30 2.47 0.8 0.34 0.06

60 3.48 0.8 0.5 8 0.11
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2
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Figure 4.104. Influence of HrPtCl6 (1.0 g/L) lixiviation time on kinetics of hydrogenation of Pd-P

surface-modified AB5-type alloys (NaH2PO2,30 min,50'C), (1) no lixiviation, (2) 10 minutes;

(3) 30 minutes; (4) 60 minutes

Table4.22. Summary of kinetic properties of Pd-P surface-modified AB5-type alloys (NaH3PO.,30

min, 50 "C) after lixiviation in H2PtClu (1.0 g/L)

Lixiviation time (minutes), including Pd-P

deposition (NaH2PO2, 30 min, 50'C)
Rate constant (k) / h I

0

10

3.8 x 10-''

3.3 x 10-'

30 5.6 x 10-r

60 5.5 x 10-l

It was observed that short lixiviation periods (-10 minutes) in dilute HzPtClo solution

enhanced the hydrogenation rate, after subsequent Pd-P deposition, compared to that

prepared without the introduction of the Pt interfacial layer. This obseruation may be

due to increases in the hydrogen exchange rate between the ABs-type alloy surface

and the Pd-P surface layer. Generally, longer lixiviation periods did not enhance
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kinetic properties of the alloys, and the corresponding materials had similar

characteristics to that prepared without the introduction of a Pt interfacial layer.

4.5.3. Summary

An approach was taken to introduce a Pt cataly,tic layer into the interface between the

AB5-type alloy surface and the Pd-P surface layer for the purpose of increasing the

rate of hydrogen transporl between the core and the encapsulation layer. The Pt

interfacial layer was introduced through lixiviation in a dilute HzPtClo solution, to

substitute surface Ni atoms of the AB5-type core material.

Trace quantities of Ni in the H2PtC16 solution and Pt on the AB5-type alloy surface

were detectable indicating that quantities of nickel had successfully been substituted

by Pt atoms on the surface of the alloy.

The Pd surface loading was fbund to increase with an increase in the lixiviation time

as a result of an increase of the surface roughness, which would promote physical

adhesion of the Pd-P particles to the surface of the AB5-type alloy.

Shorl lixiviation periods (-10 minutes) in dilute H2PtCl6 solution improved the

transport of H atoms, compared to that prepared without the introduction of the Pt

interfacial layer. Increases in the hydrogen exchange rate between the ABs-type alloy

surface and the Pd-P surface layer were assumed.

4.6 PALLADIUM SURFACE MODIFICATION OF FLUORINATED ABS-

TYPE HYDRIDE-FORMTNG ALLOYS

To fabricate more effective surface-modified AB5-type alloys it was important to

incorporate a high-surface area entity which may act as "scaffolding" for the

deposition of the PGM catalyst layer, and at the same time participate in the surface

protection of the alloy. Surface fluorination was identified as a potential method of
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providing the "scaffolding" by increasing the specific surface area of the alloy prior

to the deposition of the PGM layer, thereby facilitating the deposition of larger

quantities of Pd. To date, no known attempts have been made to study the influence

of the combination of Pd and fluoride layers on the hydrogenation performances of

hydrogen sorption alloys. Separately, the encapsulation and fluorination techniques

provide notable improvements in the performance of the alloy material, but combined

these techniques may have the ability to produce high-perforrnance materials, based

on hydride-fonning metal alloys, for the separation / purification / storage of

hydrogen from impure feed streams. The incubation periods observed in fluoride-

coated hydride-forming metal alloys can be suppressed by deposition of metal layers

which act as excellent hydrogen dissociation catalysts. Also, the surface coverage of

precious metals used in the encapsulation of the alloy surface can be improved by

deposition of high-surface area fluoride layers on the surface of the alloy.

Surface treatment by fluorination is known to facilitate the generation of a Ni-rich

sub-layer via the formation of fluorides with rare earth metals on AB5-type alloys. In

doing so, fluorination of metal hydride-forming alloys has been reporled to improve

perfonnances in initial activation, reaction kinetics, durability, and sorption stability

at the gas-solid interface of the alloy 149,69,971. Other advantages of fluorination

include: moderate cost of starting materials and simplicity of mechanism; the

technique does not severely alter the integrity of sensitive alloy surfaces; increases

gas selectivity [70].

Based on the review of the available methods, the fluorination of the AB5-type metal-

hydride forming alloy was conducted using a wet treatment technique in which the

substrate material was stired in a fluoride-containing solution under controlled

conditions, with washing and drying. NiF2 was included into the fluoride solution to

replenish the extraction of surface Ni upon fluorination of the alloy surface by

conversion to metallic Ni and self-impregnation into the LaF3 shell ll72l.
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4.6.1. Surface fluorination of' AB5-type alloys using wet treatment in fluoride-

containing solutions

An investigation of the surface morphology of the AB5-type alloy after chemical

treatment in a fluorine-rich solution was conducted using high-resolution FESEM

(Figure 4.105). The fluorinated alloy had a rough surface appearance after treatment,

similar to the observations made by Wang et al.ll73]. The obseruation of a rough

surface, and the obvious change of colour, was indicative of the fonnation of a LaF3

shell on the surface of the alloy. The fluoride layer was observed as large islands on

the surface of the core material. Well-defined LaF3 micro-channels were observed in

the shell, with an average micro-channel size of about 79 nm. Therefore, the micro-

channels were of sufficient size to be plugged by Pd particles deposited by electroless

plating. Elemental analysis of the fluorinated alloy confirmed a F surface loading of
7.6 wt. o/o. The corresponding EDS spectrum can be seen in Figure 4.106. From the

EDS spectra the presence of surface fluorides was easily detectable as two additional

peaks in the low-energy region of the spectrum. Another interesting observation made

in the elemental analysis of the surface-modified alloy was the increase in the oxygen

content on the alloy surface with fluorination. This type of obseruation was shared by

Hagenmuller 12361, who proposed that dissolved oxygen atoms in solution have the

ability to substitute fluorine atoms in fluoride layers.

Importantly, the treatment in the fluoride solution facilitated a significant increase in

the specific surface area from 0.05 m2lg for the unmodified alloy to 3.9 m2lg afrer

treatment.
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Figure 4.105. SEM images of AB5-type alloys after treatment in fluoride solution (24 hours, 70'C)
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Figure4.106. Elemental analysis of fluorinated AB5-type alloy (24 hours,70'C), (a) unmodified alloy;

(b) fluorinated alloy

An XRD analysis was conducted on the fluorinated AB5-type alloy to ascertain the

changes in the material crystallinity with the deposition of a fluoride surf'ace coating

(Figure 4.107). Importantly, the nanocrystallinity of the LaF: fluoride layer was

confirmed by the appearance of additional peaks. The emergence of twelve additional

peaks were observed upon treatment in the fluoride solution: (100) at 14.3";(002) at

24.2; (l l0) at 24.9"; (111) at 27.7"; (ll2) at 34.9"; (022) at 37.9"; (l2l) at 40.4";

(300) at 43.8'; (l13) at 44.8'; (004) at 49.5"; (302) at 50.7"; (220) at 51.0". Minor

peaks were omitted as they were insignificant and difficult to resolve from the

background signal. The lattice parameters of the LaF3 shell determined after
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refinement (a : 7 .1817 A, c : 7 .3557 A) were similar to those determined by Zalkin

et al. (a: 7.1851 A, c : 7 .3511 A) 1237).
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Figure 4.107. Fitted XRD diffractogram of the AB5-type alloy after treatment in fluoride solution

(24 hours,70"C), (l) unfluorinated alloy, (2) fluorinated alloy

An analysis of the influence of the Ni atom impregnation into the LaF3 surface layer

on the kinetics of hydrogenation of the surface-modified AB5-t1pe alloy was

undertaken. Measurements of the kinetics of hydrogenation were undertaken after -2
week exposure of the samples to air, and without application of an activation

procedure. The results with respects to the kinetics of hydrogenation were compared

and are presented as Figure 4.108. It was obser-ved that the Ni impregnation into the

fluoride layer slightly improved the kinetics of hydrogenation (k : 3.0 x 10' h-';

compared to that prepared without the Ni impregnation (k : 2.1 x l0 I hl;. this
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observation was a result of the replenishment of surface Ni atoms, by the inclusion of

a NiFz salt into the fluoride solution, which had been removed in the surface

treatment. For this reason, all subsequent fluorination treatments were conducted

using the impregnation of Ni atoms into the fluoride layer. It was also observed that

the Ni impregnation resulted in a noticeably shorter incubation period compared to

that of the alloy which was fluorinated without the Ni impregnation.

10 15 25

Time (hours)

Figure 4.108. Influence of Ni impregnation into the surface LaF3 layer on kinetics of hydrogenation of

fluorinated AB5-type alloys (24 hours, 70'C), (1) without Ni impregnation; (2) Ni impregnation

The reproducibility of the enhanced kinetics of hydrogenation provided by the

fluorination of the AB5-type alloy was analysed. Three samples were prepared by

fluorination of the AB5-type alloy in the fluoride solution. Measurements of the

kinetics of hydrogenation were undertaken after -2 week exposure of the samples to

air, and without application of an activation procedure (Figure 4.109). Good precision

in the kinetics of hydrogenation was obsered after fluorination, with the kinetic

constant ranging between 2.8 x l0-r and 3.0 x l0-r h-r.
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Figure 4.109. Reproducibility of activation dynamics (Prrr : 5.0 bar, I: 20"C, t: 24 hours) of non-

activated AB5-type alloys surface-modified using fluorination (24 hours, 70'C)

4.6.2. Electroless plating of palladium onflttorinated AB5-type alloys

An attempt was made to study the morphology and kinetic properties of AB5-type

alloys surface-modified using a combination of Pd surface layer encapsulation and

fluorination. The rationale behind this approach was the combination of the large

increase in the specific surface area of the alloy with fluorination, and the enhanced

activation kinetics observed with deposition of Pd catalytic layers, to form materials

with exquisite hydrogen sorption properlies.

The surface morphologies of the AB5-type alloys surface modified using fluorination-

encapsulation and encapsulation-fluorination approaches were investigated using

FESEM. The results were recorded and are presented as Figures 4.1 l0 and 4.1 I 1.
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Figure 4.110. SEM images of the AB5-type alloy surface-modified using a fluorination-encapsulation

approach (NaH2PO1, 30 min)

From Figure 4.110, it was observed that fluorination-encapsulation facilitated the

deposition of large agglomerates of the Pd-P particles on the surface. A parallel

elemental analysis of the surface loading was undeftaken. Moderate quantities of both

Pd (3.0 wl.o/o) and F (1.9 wt.%) were detected on the surface of the alloy. The Pd total

loading was determined as 0.54 wt.%o.

Figure 4.111. SEM images of the AB5-type alloy surface-modified using an encapsulation-fluorination

approach (NaH2PO2, 30 min)

From Figure 4.lll, it was observed that encapsulation-fluorination facilitated the

deposition of a network-like LaF3 structure without the presence of large Pd-P

agglomerates. A parallel elemental analysis of the surface loading was undertaken.
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Moderate quantities of both Pd (1.8 wt.%o) and F (3.8 wt.%) were detected on the

surface of the alloy. The Pd total loading was determined as 0.48 wtoh.

Following the analysis of the surface morphology of the AB5-type alloys surface-

modified using fluorination-encapsulation and encapsulation-fluorination approaches,

an investigation of the comesponding kinetic properties was undertaken.

Measurements of the kinetics of hydrogenation were undertaken after -2 week

exposure of the samples to air, and without application of an activation procedure.

The results were compared in Figure 4.112.

4

3

10 15 20 25

Time (hours)

Figure 4.112. Comparison of activation dynamics of non-activated AB5-type alloys surface-modified

using fluorination-encapsulation and encapsulation-fluorination approaches

(PHr:5.0 bar,T:20"C,t:24 hours), (1) fluorination-encapsulation, (2) encapsulation-fluorination

The kinetics of hydrogenation of the AB5-type alloys surface-modified using

fluorination-encapsulation (ft : 0.25 h-l) and encapsulation-fluorination (k: 0.19 h l)

approaches were observed to be similar. The observation provided preliminary

confirmation that the order of surface-modification did not have a significant

influence on the kinetic properties of the sample materials. Furlher analysis of the

influence of the order of surface-modification on the kinetic properties of AB5-type
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alloys was undertaken after an increase in the substrate-to-solution concentration

(1:100). Measurements of the kinetics of hydrogenation were undertaken after -2
week exposure of the samples to air, and without application of an activation

procedure. The results were compared in Figure 4.113.
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Figure 4.113. Comparison of activation dynamics of non-activated AB5-type alloys surface-modified

using fluorination-encapsulation and encapsulation-fluorination approaches after increasing the

substrateto-solution concentration (PH: : 5.0 bar, T - 20"C, t: 24 hours),

(l) fluorination-encapsulation (high-load); (2) encapsulation-fluorination (high-load)

It was observed from Figure 4.113 that the use of the fluorination-encapsulation

approach in surface-modification facilitated enhanced kinetics of hydrogenation (k :

2.9 h-\ on the AB5-type alloys compared to that prepared by the encapsulation-

fluorination approach (ft : 0.31 h-'), after increasing the substrate-to-solution

concentration. This observation provided preliminary confirmation that the order of

surface-modification had a significant influence on the kinetic properties of the

sample materials.

The corresponding elemental analysis also confirmed that significantly large

quantities of the active Pd-P catalyst was deposited on the AB5-type alloy surface
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after fluorination and "high-load" Pd-P deposition (total loading - 1 .3 wt.%o Pd;

surface loading - l8 wt.% Pd, 0.9 wt.% F). In comparison, the sample prepared using

the encapsulation-fluorination approach and "high-loading", also exhibited

appreciable quantities of the Pd-P catalyst (total loading - l.l wt.o/o Pd; surface

loading - 12.2 wt.o/o Pd, 6.4 wt.oh F).

4.6.3. Electroless plating of palladium on .fluorinated AB5-type alloys after surJace

p re- t rea tmen t i n y - am in op ropy I t r i e t h oxy s i lane

Fluorination has been associated with formation of passive oxides on the surface of

hydride-forming alloys [69]. It was obsered that fluorination resulted in an increase

in oxygen content on the AB5-type alloy, as determined following EDS analyses. The

increase in oxygen content may have been a result of the ability of the fluoride atoms

to interchange with oxygen atoms in solution. Similar obseruations were made by

Hagenmuller 1236). Based on this observation, an approach was adopted to increase

the quantity of Pd-P deposited on the surface of the alloy through the

functionalization technique developed in this study (Section 4.3). lt is known that

surface (hydr)oxides have the capacity to assist the surface bonding of y-APTES

layers, which were found to immobilizelarge quantities of the Pd nuclei in electroless

plating, thereby facilitating the deposition of continuous Pd layers. For this reason,

fluorinated AB5-type alloy were functionalized prior to deposition of the Pd-P layer.

An analysis of the Pd surface loading of the fluorinated and functionalized AB5-type

alloy was undertaken. The results were presented in Figure 4.114. Generally, an

increase in the Pd surface loading was observed with an increase in the Pd-P

deposition time.
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Figure 4 114. Influence of Pd-P deposition time on Pd surface loading on AB5-type alloy after

fluorination, y-APTES functionalization, and Pd-P encapsulation (NaHlPOr, 50"C)

An analysis of the specific surface area of the AB5-type alloy surface-modified using

fluorination, functionalization, and Pd-P encapsulation was undeftaken to monitor the

proposed plugging of the fluoride layer after encapsulation (Figure 4.1 l5). It was

observed that a consistent deterioration in the specific surface area of the surface-

modified alloy occurs with an increase in the deposition time. A large decrease in the

specific surface area was observed starting from the fluorinated alloy (3.9 m2lg) to the

completion of the Pd-P encapsulation (t.5 m2lg). The result directly confirmed that

the Pd-P surface layer, after functionalization, acted to plug the micro-channels of the

LaF3 surface layer of the fluorinated alloy.
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Figure 4.115. Influence of Pd-P deposition time on Pd specific surface area of AB5-type alloy after

fluorination (24 hours, 70'C), y-APTES functionalization (1 hour, 90'C), and Pd-P encapsulation

(NaH2P02,50'C)

Subsequent to the analysis of the Pd surface loading and specific surface area of the

AB5-type alloy after fluorination; functionalization; and Pd-P encapsulation, an

analysis of the influence of the PdCl2 concentration on the kinetics of hydrogenation

was undertaken. Measurements of the kinetics of hydrogenation were undertaken

after -2 week exposure of the samples to air, and without application of an activation

procedure. The results were compared in Figure 4.l16.It was clearly observed that an

increase in the PdCl2 concentration facilitated a parallel increase in the kinetics of

hydrogenation. Higher concentrations of deposited Pd-P were deduced to promote

higher capacities for the catalysis ofthe hydrogen dissociation process on the surface

of the fluorinated AB5-type alloy.
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Figure 4.116. Influence of PdCl2 concentration on kinetics of hydrogenation of the AB5-type alloy

surface-modified by fluorination (24 hours, 70oC), y-APTES functionalization ( l 0 vol.%, t hour,

90'C), and Pd-P encapsulation (NaH2PO2, 30 min, 50"C)

An approach was taken to increase the quantity of Pd-P deposited on the surface of

the fluorinated-functionalized-encapsulated AB5-type alloy through increasing the

substrate-to-solution concentration. In doing so, it was assumed that significantly

large quantities of Pd-P could be deposited into the micro-channels, thereby

facilitating extremely fast kinetics of hydrogenation and superior hydrogen sorption

stability. After preparation of the proposed sample materials the surface morphologies

were investigated using high-resolution SEM. The results were recorded and are

presented as Figure 4.117.

The surface coating of the AB5-type alloy surface-modified by fluorination (24 hours,

70"C), y-APTES functionalization (1 .0 vol.oh,l hour, 90'C), and Pd-P encapsulation

("high-load", NaH2PO2, 30 min, 50'C) was described as a continuous layer exhibiting

superior surface coverage. However, pinholes and cracks were still visible. Very

close packing of the Pd-P particles could be observed, and these particles were
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generally smaller than that observed without the surf-ace pre-functionalization step

(63 nm). A large increase in the specific surface area was observed (0.62 m2lg)

compared to that observed for the parent alloy (0.05 
^'lg).However, 

the specific

surface area measured was significantly lower than that obserwed for the fluorinated

alloy sample material (3.9 m2lg), indicating that the deposited Pd-P particles may

have significantly plugged the micro-channels of the LaF3 layer after

functionalization and an increased substrate-to-solution concentration. The parallel

AAS analysis confirmed that a Pd total loading of 1.4 wt.o/o was deposited on the

AB5-type alloy, representing the largest loading achieved in the study.

Figure 4.117. SEM images of the AB5-type alloy surface-modified by fluorination (24 hours, 70"C),y-

APTES functionalization (1.0 vol.o/o, t hour, 90"C), and Pd-P encapsulation ("high-load", NaH2PO3,

30 min, 50"C)

Measurement of the kinetics of hydrogenation by the surface-modified AB5 alloy was

carried out without pre-activation. Under the experimental conditions (P112 : 5.0 bar,

T : 20oC, t : 24 hours) the AB5-type alloy surface-modified by the fluorination (24

hours, 70"C), y-APTES functionalization (l .0 vol.%o, I hour, 90'C), and Pd-P

encapsulation ("high-load", NaHzPOz, 30 min, 50oC) exhibited the best kinetics of

hydrogenation observed in the study, reaching the maximum H/AB5 molar ratio in /6
: 0.28 hours. A comparison of the kinetic behaviour was made to the alloy surface-

modified by y-APTES functionalization (1.0 vol.%, I hour, 90"C), and Pd-P
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encapsulation ("high-load", NaH2POz,30 min,50'C) (Figure 4.1l8). It was observed

that the kinetics of the sample prepared by fluorination-functionalization-

encapsulation and "high-loading" (k: 3.6 h-r) transcended that of the sample

prepared by functionalization-encapsulation and "high-loading" (k : 1.3 h-l), and

produced the best kinetics of hydrogenation in the study. Large increases in

hydrogenation performances were observed with the introduction of Pd-P layers into

the micro-channels of the LaF3 shell after functionalization, and were associated with

the promotion of the hydrogen spillover phenomenon.
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Figure 4.118. Comparison of activation dynamics of non-activated AB5-type alloys surface-modified

using functionalization-encapsulation and fluorination-functionalization-encapsulation approaches

(PHr - 5.0 bar, T:20"C, t: 24 hours), (1) functionalization-encapsulation (high-load); (2)

fl uori nation-functional i zation-encapsu I ati on (h i gh-l oad)

The combination of fluorination and Pd encapsulation, facilitated by surface

functionalization of the AB5-type alloy using aqueous solutions of y-APTES, was

demonstrated to improve the subsequent process of the electroless plating of the

alloys with Pd to yield more dense and uniform surface coatings on the high-surface

area LaF3 "scaffolding", and in such a way resulted in superior kinetics of

hydrogenation of the surface-modified alloys.
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4.6.4. Summary

Treatment of the AB5-type alloy in the fluoride solution facilitated a significant

increase in the specific surface area, and based on this observation it was possible to

further enhance the kinetics of hydrogenation using Pd-P encapsulation.

It was observed that Ni impregnation into the fluoride layer slightly improved the

kinetics of hydrogenation compared to that without the Ni impregnation, as a result of

the replenishment of surface Ni atoms lost in solution during the wet treatment.

The order of surface-modification (i.e. encapsulation / fluorination; fluorination-

encapsulation) only significantly influenced the kinetic properties of the sample

materials when appreciable amounts of Pd-P was deposited on the surface through an

increase in the substrate-to-solution concentration. Also it was observed that an

increase in the PdCl2 concentration facilitated a parallel increase in the kinetics of

hydrogenation on alloys surface-modified by fluorination and Pd-P encapsulation.

Continuous Pd-P layers, exhibiting superior surface coverage on the AB5-type alloy,

could be prepared by a combination of fluorination; functionalization; and

encapsulation. It was deduced, based on the consistent reduction in the specific

surface area that the Pd-P parlicles deposited during encapsulation, after y-APTES

functionalization, plugged the micro-channels of the LaF3 shell generated after

fluorination. The AB5-type alloy surface-modified by fluorination; functionalization;

and encapsulation exhibited the best kinetics observed in the study, attaining a rate

constant of fr: 3.6 h r. The perfornance of the alloy surface-modified by fluorination

-functionalization-encapsulation and "high-loading" was compared against other

high-performance sample materials prepared in the study (Figure 4.119). A

comparison of the kinetics of hydrogenation of the surface-modified materials can be

summarised in Table 4.23. Large increases in hydrogenation performances was

observed with the introduction of Pd-P layers into the micro-channels of the LaF3
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shell after functionalization, compared to that surface-modified using fluorination,

Pd-P encapsulation, and Pd-P encapsulation after functionalization.
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Figure 4.119. Dynamics of hydrogen absorption (PHr : 5.0 bar, T:20oC, t: 24 hours), (l) non-

activated parent AB5-type alloy; (2) fluorinated AB5-type alloy ; (3) Pd-P (high-load) surface-modified

AB5-type alloy; (4) Pd-P (high-load) surface-modified AB5type alloy after functionalization in 1.0

vol. oZ aqueous solution of y-APTES; and (5) Pd-P (high-load) surface-modified AB5-type alloy after

surface fluorination and functionalization in 1.0 vol.% aqueous solution of y-APTES

Table 4.23. Comparison of kinetics of hydrogenation of non-activated surface-modified AB5-type

alloys (Ps2 : 5.0 bar, T: 20"C,1 : 24 hours)

Sample Rate constant (f), h-l Incubation period

ABs 9.8 x 10-o Yes

F(Ni) AB5 0.3 Yes

AB5 Pd-P (NaH2PO2, high-load) 0.1 9 No

y-APTES AB5 Pd-P

(NaH2P02, high-toad)
1.3 No

F(Ni) y-APTES ABs Pd-P

(NaH2P02, high-load)
3.6 No
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMEDATIONS

The ultimate scientific goal of the project was to successfully develop rnethodological

approaches for the preparation of surface-modified hydrogen sorption materials that

meet hydrogenation / dehydrogenation targets considered to be requirements for

practical application of these materials in hydrogen separation / purification / storage

systems. These requirements included easy activation; rapid hydrogen uptake rates,

stable operation under conditions of mild temperature and pressure, and sorption

stability in the presence of gaseous impurities. These targets were achievable through

nano-engineering of Pd catalytic mantles onto the surface of the hydrogen sorbent

materials, based on the unique interactions between Pd and hydrogen. Fufther, the

hypothesis of the study was stated as follows:

"Development of surface modi.fication techniques, based on electroless plating, for
the prepctration of advanced composite materials, based on rare earth metul hydride-

forming alloys and platinum group metals, for the effective sorption oJ'hydrogen from

contaminated hydrogen feed streams. The fabricated materials should cxhibit fast

kinetics of hydrogenation, hydrogen sorption stability in the presence of gaseous

impurities, and superior dynamics of activation in non-inert environments ".

In addressing the hypothesis the following sub-objectives were investigated

l. Investigation of the best available parent AB5-type hydride-forming alloy

material for subsequent surface modification.

2. Investigation of the optimal preparation conditions in the encapsulation of

AB5-type hydride-forming alloys using the electroless plating of Pd.
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3. Study of the influence of secondary metal additions (i.e. Ni-P, Cu-P, Ag,

Pt) on hydrogenation properties after the electroless plating of Pd mixed-

metal layers on AB5-type hydride-forming alloys.

4. Investigation of optimal preparation conditions in the encapsulation of

AB5-type hydride-forming alloys using electroless plating of Pd mixed-

metal layers.

5. Investigation of the influence of a Pt interfacial layer on the kinetics of

hydrogenation.

6. Investigation of the influence of fluorination on hydrogenation properlies

of AB5-type metal hydride-forming alloys.

7. Study of the influence of the combination of fluoride layers and Pd-based

encapsulation layers on the hydrogenation properlies of AB5-type hydride-

forming alloys.

The "layer-by-layer" approach used in this project allowed for the investigation of the

morphological and kinetic properties of the materials as each layer was added.

Experimental tasks and a detailed research work-plan were formulated to address the

hypothesis and sub-objectives. A set of physico-chemical properties governing the

applicability of the sample materials as hydrogen sorbents, due to the incentives they

offer, were identified in a comprehensive literature review. The novelties of the

formulated research work-plan were also highlighted. Standard characterization tools

were reviewed and used in the investigation of this material, and included Scanning

Electron Microscopy (SEM), Synchrotron Radiation X-ray Diffraction (SR-XRD),

Surface Area and Porosity Analysis (BET), Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy

(EDS), Atomic Absorption Spectroscopy (AAS), Parlicle-Induced X-ray Emission

Spectroscopy (PIXE), Scanning X-ray Photo-Electron Spectroscopy (SXPS), and

volumetric and kinetic measurements using a Sieverls-t1pe installation.
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Metal hydride-fbrming alloys were identified for application as the hydrogen sorption

materials of interest due to their reversible interactions with hydrogen under mild

conditions of pressure and temperature; minimal energy expenditure; simplicity in

operation; high hydrogen selectivity, and release of high-pressure high-purity

hydrogen at elevated temperature.

Of the classes of metal hydride-forming alloys under consideration for surface-

modification, the rare eafih metal ABs-type alloys were found to be the most suitable

for hydrogen separation / purification / storage from contaminated hydrogen

admixtures based on their reasonable kinetics in hydrogenation, reasonable poisoning

resistance, easy activation, and tuneable pressure-composition-temperature

performances, confirmed by a comprehensive literature review. This combination of

features demonstrated the technological flexibility of AB5-type alloys and illustrates

their potential benefit as a technology in hydrogen processing. However,

susceptibility to aggressive poisons in hydrogen, such as CO and H2S, and inadequate

rates of hydrogen uptake limit the application of AB5-type alloys in hydrogen

separation / purification / storage systems. The susceptibility to surface deactivation

was addressed by nano-engineering catalytic mantles onto the surface of the alloy to

produce advanced composite hydride-forming materials. The nano-engineering of

these composite materials was built upon a "layer-by-layer" approach.

Platinum group metals were considered as catalytic mantles as a result of their high

affinity towards hydrogen, the ability to dissociate hydrogen molecules with no or

very little activation energy required, and their wide applicability in hydrogen

exchange reactions. Palladium, in parlicular, was considered for application as a

hydrogen dissociation catalyst as a result of its ferocious affinity towards hydrogen

and its high hydrogen selectivity.

Of the available deposition techniques, electroless plating was considered fbr the

deposition of Pd-based catalyic surface layers on the AB5-type alloys as a result of

its ability to deposit most PGM's, ability to plate metal surface layers on materials
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with irregular shape, ability to control the surface chemistry of the modified material

on a molecular or atomic domain, and deposition of homogeneous coatings.

Electroless plating also offered the possibility of depositing mixed-metal coatings on

the surface of AB5type alloys, and to analyse the influences of crystalline and

amotphous catalytic coatings on the hydrogen sorption performances of surface-

modified AB5-type alloys. In addition, no literature was found regarding the use of

NaHzPOz-based electroless plating baths in the surface rnodification of metal

hydride-forming alloys.

Results of the characterization of the surface-rnodified sample materials were

collected and are summarized as follows:

The study was initiated by an investigation of the most suitable parent rnischmetal

AB5-type alloy amongst three available samples prepared in collaboration with

the Guangzhou Institute for Non-Ferrous Metals. The ABs (DL4) alloy,

corresponding to the sample formula

Las a6Ce6 as(Nd,Pr)6 l6Nil :+Coo o+Ale 63Mn6 53, was identified as the most suitable

parent alloy based on the criteria of highest cerium content and lowest thermal

stability (LH = -39.8 kJ/mole H2), therefore greater ease in expelling absorbed

hydrogen from the material due to a lower metal-hydrogen binding energy.

Following an investigation of the corresponding PCT isotherms the AB5-type

(DL4) alloy was concluded to exhibit typical AB5-tlpe alloy behaviour, with a

maximum hydrogen absorption capacity of 1.27 wt.%o H2, maximum volume of

149 cm3lg H2 (5.5 x 1022 H atoms/cm3;, and maximum molar ratio of 5.60

formula units coresponding to a stoichiometry of AB5H5 6. Importantly, the

maximum achievable molar ratios (T:30 "C) for ABs (DL4) alloy was equal to

H/AB5 : 5.6 and 5.0, al Ps2 : 50 and 5.0 bar, respectively. As a result, all

subsequent kinetic investigations of hydrogen absorption by the non-activated

surface-modified samples were conducted at 20'C with Pnz - 5.0 bar.
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The presence of a major CaCu5-type intermetallic phase (95 wl.%o), minor AB5-

type alloy phase (4.7 wt.%) characterized by the same structure, and mixed rare-

earth - nickel oxide phase (REzNiO4; 0.7 wt.%) possessing a perovskite complex

oxide K2NiFa-type structure was detected on the parent AB5-type alloy. The

observation of the minor AB5-type alloy may have been a direct result of

inhomogeneity in the B-cornponent of the parent AB5-type alloy or presence the

highly stable o-phase solid solution of the AB5-type alloy as an artefact after

preparation of the powdered alloy by ball-milling in NaH2PO2. Also, the presence

of the REzNiOa phase may have originated from the surface oxidation of the

material. A lattice expansion of merely 12.6% was observed for the B-hydride

AB5H. phase as a result of the addition of Co to the mischmetal composition.

Studies of the hydrogenation performances and kinetics of the parent AB5-type

alloy, under the standard experimental conditions, demonstrated extremely slow

absorption of hydrogen (k : 9.8 x 10-6 h-') as a result of the passive RE2NiOa

phase on the surface behaving as a diffusion barrier towards hydrogen.

2. The deposition method of electroless plating was successfully applied in the

surface modification of AB5-type alloys for the pulposes of enhancing the

hydrogenation performance. The influence of the reducing agent on the activation

kinetics and hydrogenation performance was analysed using N2Ha- and NaHzPOz-

based Pd electroless plating baths.

Importantly, an SR-XRD analysis confirmed that the REzNiO+ phase observed in

the parent alloy was completely removed after surface modification in both NzH+-

and NaH2POz-based Pd electroless plating baths. The Pd layers deposited after

electroless plating of AB5-type alloys in NzH+- and NaH2POz-based Pd electroless

plating baths were crystalline and amorphous, respectively. The amorphosity of

the NaH2PO2-derived Pd layer was a result of the impregnation of P atoms into

the Pd layer.
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Surface coatings derived fiom NzHa- and NaHzPOz-based Pd electroless plating

baths were found to be discontinuous in nature, with the Pd particles exhibiting

high-dispersion; narrow particle size distribution (N2H+ = 30-60 nm, NaH2PO2 =

80-110 nm); and slightly irregular shape. Numerous other diflerences in the

structural properties of the alloys surface-modified in NzH+-based (specific

surface area:0.23 m2lg; Pd total loading :0.4 wr.oh; Pd surface loading: 1.3

wt.o/o) and NaHzPO2-based (specific surface area: 0.16 m2lg; Pd total loading :

0.64 wt.o/o; Pd surface loading : 2.5 wt.o/o) Pd electroless plating baths were

observed.

Initial studies of the hydrogenation performances and kinetics of the surface-

modified alloys, under the standard experimental conditions, demonstrated

significantly enhanced hydrogen absorption rates compared to the parent material

and was initially not found to depend on the nature of the reducing agent,

NaH2PO2 (f : 3.8 x l0 3) and NzH+ (k:3.7 x l0-3). The enhanced kinetics was a

result of the removal of the RE2NiO4 layer with surface-modification and the

catalysis of the hydrogen dissociation process by the Pd catalytic layers.

However, when surface modification was conducted using a larger substrate-to-

solution concentration ( 1 : 100), it was found that the kinetics strongly depended

on the nature of the reducing agent: N2H4 (/.: 5.9 x l0-2 h-11, and NaHzPOz (k:
1.9 x l0-lh-l;. For this reason NaH2PO2-based electroless plating baths were used

in all subsequent surface modification.

3. An investigation into the influence of preparation variables of the Pd-P electroless

plating bath (e.g. deposition time, temperature, substrate-to-solution ratio, Pd

precursor concentration, reducing agent concentration, plating solution pH) on the

surface morphology, elemental composition, and hydrogenation performance of

surface-modified hydride-forming alloys was undertaken. Significant influences

of preparation variables on the morphology and kinetics of hydrogenation were

observed. These preparation factors were optimised in all subsequent surface

modification.
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4. Based on previous observations of the presence of discontinuous Pd-P layers after

electroless plating on the surface of AB5-type alloys, an approach was adopted to

deposit high-quality continuous Pd-P layers using an aminosilane

functionalization method. The method used the existing surface (hydr)oxide

layers of the AB5-type alloy and aminosilane solutions to increase the chemical

adhesion towards the Pd nuclei in electroless plating.

It was found that pre-treatment in dilute y-aminopropyltriethoxysilane solutions

(y-APTES) facilitated large increases in Pd-P density, Pd total loading (1.0 - 1.2

wt.o/o), and surface loading (10 - 5l wt.o/o) on the alloy compared to that prepared

without the functionalization step. Rapid coalescence of Pd-P parlicles was

observed after y-APTES pre-treatment, constituting the initial forrnation of

continuous surface films. The Pd-P layer thickness corresponded to the deposition

of -10 layers of Pd-P particles (average thickness 550 nm) after

functionalization.It was also observed that the functionalized sample exhibited a

fairly wide particle size distribution (-40-170 nm) compared to that prepared

without the functionalization step (-80-110 m). The functionalized AB5-t1pe

alloys exhibited significantly lower specific surface areas than the

unfunctionalized alloys, after Pd-P deposition, which indirectly illustrated the

attainment of continuous Pd-P layers with surface functionalization in y-APTES.

A comparative study of the kinetics of hydrogenation of the y-APTES

functionalized AB5-type alloys was conducted using the standard experimental

procedure. It was observed that as the growth of the Pd-P particles was allowed to

progress on the y-APTES functionalized AB5-type alloys, so the kinetics of

hydrogenation began to deteriorate. This observation was indicative of a change

in the mechanism of hydrogenation. It was deduced that functionalization

increased the rate at which the Pd-P surface layer progressed from surface

particles towards a continuous surface layer. The change in hydrogenation

mechanism was also confirmed by comparison of the morphological

dimensionalities of growth (n) of the functionalized alloys (n : 0.4-0.5), which
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were different to that exhibited by the unfunctionalized alloy (n:0.6-0.7). It was

also observed that when the substrate-to-solution ratio of the Pd bath was

increased for the alloy pre-treated in y-APTES aqueous solution from l:20 to

1:100, the kinetics of hydrogenation increased markedly from fr:0.19 h-r to /r:
1.3 h-', illustrating the ability of the surf'ace functionalization method in

increasing the hydrogenation propefiies of surface-modified AB5-type alloys.

Based on the observation that the oxide layer detected on the surface of the alloy

facilitated the adhesion of the y-APTES molecules, an attempt was made to

completely pre-oxidize the surface of the alloy prior to functionalization to

promote the adhesion of the maximum quantity of y-APTES molecules onto the

surface, and in that way promote the deposition of a continuous Pd-P layer. It was

observed that the pre-oxidation of the alloy surface, and subsequent

functionalization and Pd-P deposition, facilitated the deposition of a high density

of Pd-P particles on the surface of the alloy (average Pd particle size : 137 rrn;

Pd total loading: 1.35 wt.o/o; specific surface area: 1.0 m2lg), resulting in better

kinetics of hydrogenation (k:2.0 h-r) compared to that prepared without the pre-

oxidation step (ft:1.3 h r).

5. Pre-complexation of Pd nuclei using aqueous solutions of y-APTES, prior to

electroless plating, improved the process of electroless deposition on the alloy

surface to yield more dense and uniform coatings (Pd total loading : 0.8 wt.%)

compared to that of the corresponding surface-modified alloy prepared without

the Pd nuclei pre-complexation step (Pd total loading : 0.6 wt.o/o), and in such a

way resulted in significantly better hydrogen sorption performances of the

surface-modified alloys (k: l.l h-'), compared to that prepared using the standard

sensitization / activation method in electroless plating (k: O.l9 h r).

6. Based on the ability of the y-APTES molecule to immobilize metal precursor

cations onto substrate surfaces, an approach was adopted in which y-APTES

functionalization was used to immobilize trace quantities of PGM cations from
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dilute solutions and fix them onto the surface of the AB5-type alloy as a hydrogen

dissociation catalyst. The kinetics of hydrogenation was generally observed to

increase slightly with an increase in PdClz concentration. Also, the kinetics of

hydrogenation of NaHzPOz-reduced samples was generally better than that

prepared using N2Ha and Hz.

A similar approach was adopted to immobilize Pta* precursor cations on the

surface of the AB5-type alloy. PtCla was used in the Pt precursor solution due to

its high solubility in water, and NzH+ was used exclusively as the reducing agent.

The Pt surface loading was obserwed to increase with an increase in the PtCl+

concentration. Under the standard experimental conditions, the kinetics of

hydrogenation was generally obserued to remain steady at very dilute PtCla

concentration. Higher PtCla solution concentrations (> 0.1 g/L) were observed to

facilitate a rapid increase in the kinetics of hydrogenation on the surface-modified

AB5-type alloy surface.

7 . From a comprehensive review of the literature, it was established that Pd surface-

modified AB5-type alloys were still prone to low levels of surface poisoning after

long periods of exposure to air (and particularly to CO and HzS), manifesting in

the gradual deterioration of hydrogen sorption capacity with repeated cycling. For

this reason, Pd mixed metal layers, with secondary metals such as Ni; Cu; Ag;

and Pt, were identified to overcome the deterioration in the hydrogen sorption

properlies of the alloys and to further enhance the kinetics of hydrogenation of the

material. In addition, no works could be found into the use of co-deposition to

coat the surface of metal hydride-forming alloys, although sequential-deposition

was attempted.

Surface modification was conducted using the electroless plating of Pd(-P), Ni-P,

Cu-P, Ag, and Pt either by single-metal, mixed-bath (co-deposition), or

sequential-deposition, using N2Ha or NaH2PO2 as reducing agents.
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Isolated clusters and large agglomerates of Pd(-P), Cu-P, Pt, and Ag were

observed, illustrating the formation of discontinuous Pd mixed-metal layers on

the surface of the AB5-type alloy.

Surface modification by co-deposition of Pd-Ni-P (k:6.6 x l0-2 hr) and Pd-Cu-P

(k -- 2.9 x l0-2 h-r) onto the surface of the alloy resulted in significant

improvements to the hydrogen sorption dynarnics. The strongest influence of

surface modification on H sorption properlies was obseryed for the AB5-t1pe

alloy modified by co-deposition of Pd-Ni, which exhibited the highest activity

towards hydrogen transfer processes as a result of a synergistic effect obser-ved

between Pd and Ni atoms. Ni was found to have a significant benefit on the

catalytic ability of Pd surface coatings in the hydrogen dissociation process on

surface-modified AB5-type alloys. In contrast, samples modified by sequential-

deposition of Pd-Ni-P (k: 5.3 x 103 h-r) and Pd-Cu-P (k:2.9 x l0-3 h-r)

exhibited dynamics of hydrogenation which were worse than that observed for the

unmodified alloy (ft : 9.7 x l0-3 h-r), and was a result of the secondary metal

acting as a diffusion barrier towards the transport of hydrogen atoms to the core

alloy.

An attempt was made to study the long-tenn hydrogen sorption stability after

prolonged exposure of the surface-modified alloys to air. The kinetic properties of

the sample prepared by co-deposition of Pd-Ni-P (k : 6.6 x 102 h-r) did not

change after ll-month exposure of the sample to air, illustrating the long-term

hydrogen sorption stability of the material compared to the unmodified alloy,

whose sorption stability deteriorates rapidly.

It was observed that sequential-deposition of Pd-Ag, irrespective of the order of

deposition, did not facilitate high rates of hydrogenation on the surf-ace-modified

AB5-tlpe alloy. In contrast, alloys surface-modified by Pd-Ag co-deposition

exhibited slightly higher rates of hydrogenation, which were comparable to that

exhibited by alloys surface-modified by N2Ha-derived crystalline Pd. Ag addition
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was found to have no significant benefit on the catalytic ability of Pd surface

coatings in the hydrogen dissociation process on surface-modified AB5-type

alloys.

It was observed that co-deposition of Pd-Pt did not facilitate high rates of

hydrogenation on the surface-modified AB5-type alloy as a result of the action of

hydrazine to preferentially reduce more Pt ions than Pd ions in the mixed-metal

bath solution. Alloys surface-modified by Pt-Pd sequential-deposition exhibited

rates of hydrogenation which were significantly better compared to that exhibited

by alloys surface-modified by N2Ha-derived crystalline Pd. Deposition of Pt prior

to Pd may have had the eflect of enhancing the transpofi rate of hydrogen atoms

into the core alloy, due to the high activity of Pt towards hydrogen exchange

reactions, after hydrogen dissociation on the Pd catalyst at the exterior.

8. Based on an enhancement in the kinetics of hydrogenation observed with the

sequential-deposition of Pt-Pd, an approach was taken to introduce a Pt interfacial

layer between the AB5-type alloy surface and a Pd-P layer lbr the purpose of

increasing the rate of hydrogen transport between the core and Pd-P layer. The Pt

interfacial layer was deposited, by substitution of surface Ni atoms, after

immersion of alloy powders in dilute HzPtClo solution and sonication (i.e.

lixiviation). Trace quantities of Ni in the H2PtCl6 solution and Pt on the AB5-type

alloy were detectable indicating that quantities of nickel had successfully been

substituted by Pt atoms on the surface of the alloy. It was observed that short

periods of lixiviation in dilute H2PtCl6 solution enhanced the hydrogenation rate

compared to that prepared without the introduction of the Pt interfacial layer. This

observation may have been in account of an increase in the hydrogen exchange

rate of between the AB5-type alloy surface and the Pd-P surface layer.

9. An approach was taken in which the AB5-type alloys were treated with hydrogen-

selective high-surface area fluoride and Pd-P surface layers to forrn advance

composite materials for application in hydrogen separation / purification / storage
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processes from impure feed streams. The advanced composite materials

potentially have the capacity to exhibit fast activation kinetics, hydrogen

selectivity, and hydrogen sorption stability. To date, no known attempts have

been made to study the influence of the combination of Pd and fluoride layers on

the hydrogenation performances of hydrogen sorption alloys.

Continuous Pd-P layers, exhibiting superior surface coverage on the AB5-type

alloy, could be prepared by a cornbination of fluorination; functionalization; and

encapsulation. It was deduced, based on the consistent reduction in the specihc

surface area that the Pd-P particles deposited during encapsulation, after y-APTES

functionalization, plugged the micro-cavities of the oxygen-rich LaF: layer

formed during fluorination. The AB5-type alloy surface-modified by the

fluorination; functionalization; and encapsulation exhibited the best kinetics

observed in the study, attaining a rate constant of k-- 3.6 h r. Large increases in

hydrogenation performances were obserued with the introduction of Pd-P layers

into the micro-cavities of the LaF3 structure after functionalization, and were

associated with the promotion of the hydrogen spillover phenomenon.

To summarize, the fabricated composite materials and Pd surface modification

techniques have been observed to facilitate rapid hydrogen sorption under mild

conditions of temperature and pressure, without prior activation, and without

significant degradation of sorption efficiency. The kinetic performances of the

fabricated materials can be comparatively summarized in Figure 5.1. Superior

kinetics of hydrogenation were observed where y-APTES surface functionalization,

pre-complexation of Pd nuclei in electroless plating, increase substrate-to-solution

ratio, and Pd mixed-metal co-deposition was utilized as a surface modification

technique in the preparation of advanced composite hydrogen sorption materials

based on AB5-type alloys. Larger Pd total loadings on the AB5-type alloys were also

observed wherever y-APTES surface functionalization was utilized in electroless

plating. In addition, significant enhancements in the kinetics of hydrogenation were

observed wherever the combined "layer-by-layer" fluorination-encapsulation
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approach was utilized as a surface modification technique. Enhancements were due to

promotion of the hydrogen spillover phenomenon and the presence of a synergistic

effect between the Pd and Ni layers plated during Pd-Ni-P co-deposition in mixed-

metal baths.
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compared to N2Ha-based Pd plating baths; and sharp increases in kinetics of

hydrogenation where the Pd total loading exceeded 1.0 wt.oh

The developed materials and surface modification methods give the possibility of

producing durable hydrogen sorption modules that can perform at near atmospheric

pressure and room temperature with fast hydriding and dehydriding rates.

To conclude, in the course of addressing the hypothesis and sub-objectives, the

morphological; sorption; and kinetic attributes of the fabricated composite materials

have been analysed. Surface nano-engineering on the alloy surface was demonstrated

to be a potentially promising approach for controlling kinetics of hydrogenation,

activation, long-term sorption stability, and surface protection. The study has also

aided in the understanding of the influence of the morphology of the deposited Pd

surface layers on the kinetics of hydrogenation of the surf-ace-modified materials. In

addition, the scientific goals of improving the opporlunities for a wider application of

metal-hydride forming alloys in the future hydrogen economy were addressed. The

knowledge emanating from this project is expected to allow the directed design of a

new class of higher-efficiency; robust, recyclable hybrid hydrogen sorption rnaterials

based on metal hydride-forming alloys and Pd surface catalysts, as key elements of

envisaged hydrogen separation / purification / storage systems.

Based on the analyses and conclusions of the study, a number of recommendations

regarding future research directions of investigation were made:

The aminosilane surface functionalization method is a powerful technique for

preparing surface-modified metal hydride-forming alloys housing continuous

catalyic surface layers. From a fundamental point of view, the method would

find significant applicability in materials where the oxidation of sensitive

surfaces is especially troublesome, such as in the case of low-cost TiFe

intermetallic alloys.
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Effbrts should be made to extend the novel laboratory-scale surface

modification technologies, discussed in this work, to scaled-up pilot studies of

hydrogen separation, purification, and storage. This can be done by loading

the surface-modified materials into packed columns, rolling into composite

membranes after the addition of high-temperature polymeric binders (e.g.

polyimide), or by pressing into pellets.

Several combinations of Pd mixed-metal coatings can be prepared through

electroless plating. Efforts should be rnade to incorporate new secondary

metals into the Pd mixed-metal coatings and the influences on the kinetics of

hydrogenation of the surface-modified metal hydride-forming alloys

characterized.

The surface modification of AB, A2B, AB3, and A2B7 hydride-forming alloys

or light metal hydrides (e.g. magnesium) using the novel methods of

aminosilane surface functionalization, Pd mixed-metal coating, and fluoride-

Pd combination coatings should be further investigated.

lnvestigation of the electrochemical properties of the surface-modified

materials for battery applications should be underlaken.

The poisoning resistance of the surface-modified materials should be analysed

using gaseous pre-exposure and sorption from hydrogen contaminated using

controlled quantities of 02, CO, COz, and HzS.
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